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FELLOWSHIP of MAKERS and RESEARCHERS of HISTORICAL INSTRUMENTS 

Bulletin 83 April, 1996 

This looks like being a bumper issue - a lot of good stuff has come in, so thank you to all who 
have contributed. There's enough that I'm inclined to hold back some reviews because other
wise I'll delay things. I got a book off to a publisher last week, which means that I've not had 
time to read things, and there's rather a backlog of other things I should do, so if you'll forgive 
me I'll get this and the List of Members done and leave it at that. 

Enough people have said that they like and use the list of Members that we will keep it annual. 
Reactions on phone numbers have been sufficiently mixed that for the moment I'm going to 
leave them as people send them, so some will be international and some not (the good old 
English instinct for compromise! - besides it saves me going through the whole lot and 
rationalising them one way or the other). When you see a number that begins +, the figures 
immediately following it are those for dialling that country from abroad (dialling to UK it's +44, 
to France +33); what the plus indicates is that you need to precede it with whatever code gets you 
foreign. If you're dialling from within that country, ignore those figures and start with a 0, 
which most people indicate with (0). The other change is that enough people are now used to 
email so I'm not going to bother with the e-m:. Any list of words or numbers with an @ in the 
middle of it is an email address. 

LOST MEMBERS: Malcolm Prior still, and now Nick Perry who has left St Albans. Any 
information for either would be welcome. 

NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS: Peter Bavington said: "I could have sent it by e-mail or on 
a diskette, but 'Notes for Contributors' seems to envisage hard copy only". E-mail is welcome 
(please note that my address has changed; it's now jeremy.montagu@music.oxford.ac.uk - all 
lower case; Eph's is e_segerman@cityscape.co.uk - NB that's an underline not a hyphen nor a 
stop). Diskette if you like, though you then have to be certain that Eph's machine can read 
whatever program you use and he has to risk any bugs on your disk - email is much easier in that 
respect and much safer - and it also means that he has to send your disk back to you. 

FURTHER TO: A while back we had some queries about dealing with insect infestation. I've 
had some information from a finn called Thermo Lignum UK Ltd (Unit 19, Grand Union Centre, 
West Row, Ladbroke Grove, London W10 5AS; tel 0181-964 3964; fax 0181-964 2969; 
101563.1474@compuserve.com, addressing K Roux) saying that their process is "100% green, 
100% guaranteed insect control method suitable for musical instruments at all stages of 
restoration. We commonly deal with museums/collections as well as antique dealers, restorers 
and auctioneers." Their process avoids all poisons, gasses, etc and is simply heat, but it's done 
by very carefully controlling the relative humidity so that there is no more than a 10% variation 
at most and as a result there is no strain on the wood. Their bumf came with some 
recommendations, one from the Leather Conservation Centre, another from David Pinniger (who 
wrote the standard reference book on insect pests in museums), and a third from Bob Child who 
is head conservator at the Welsh Folk Museum and whom I know, so I wrote to him to see what 
he thought about the use on musical instruments and he replied "I have treated woods, veneers, 
marque ting, lacquer, etc, as well as paint and other finishes (even wax models) and there has 
been absolutely no problems whatsoever." The process uses a chamber 4 x 3 x 2.7 metres so 
harpsichords and pianos are not too big. The technique was developed in Germany, so 
presumably there are firms in other countries than this who are using the process. It sounds 
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worth fiirther investigation, and certainly if I had anything that needed it I'd try it out. If any of 
you do try it, please report back for the benefit of other members. 

Comm. 1408: Roy Chiverton writes: "Jan Bouterse is probably right in thinking that it's end-
effect which makes a wider-bored flute flatter (all other things being equal) than a narrower 
bored one. For reed instruments, the matter seems more complicated. Apparently it relates to 
the mouthpiece. The mouthpiece adds a length to the clarinet tube which is assessed on the 
dimensions of the tube. If it is put on a bigger tube, it adds less length and vice-versa. For 
example, the typical clarinet mouthpiece is of about 13.25 cc equivalent volume below 700 Hz 
(more above, cf brass mouthpieces). Its equivalent length (with obvious implications for pitch) 
depends on the diameter of the tube. On a tube 15 mm in diameter, such a mouthpiece's 
equivalent length is some 75 mm. On a tube 15.2 mm, it is 72.9 mm. This may sound as if I 
know what I'm talking about. What is really the case is that I think I know what Arthur Benade 
(Fundamentals of Musical Acoustics, OUP, 1976, p.472) is talking about." 

Leen van Assendelft (not a member but who saw somebody else's copy) writes "An auloi is not 
just a cylindrical pipe, it has a double reed the interior of which can also be considered as a pipe, 
in fact a small one and closed at the tip. The enclosed air in the combined pipes has a lower 
fundamental frequency than the air in the main pipe alone because of the compressibility of the 
air in the reed. Intuition tells us that this effect is positively dependent on the ratio between the 
volumes of the reed and the tube (calculation confirms this). So a wider tube ends up with a 
higher frequency. I assume that this effect is larger than the counteracting effect of the end 
correction." 

JM comments: Never try to equate what happens to flutes with what happens to reed instruments 
- the way that they react is quite different. You can have a lot of fun experimenting with bits 
of tube, conical/cylindrical/vesseL with fingerhole(s)/without, with hole(s) in different positions, 
and so on, blowing them a) as flutes, b) as reeds, and c) as trumpets. Reeding and trumpeting 
behave in much the same ways; fluting produces entirely different results. About the only 
constant is that if you chop a bit off the end the pitch goes up. 

Comm. 1416: Roy Chiverton again: "I'm surprised Eph Segerman hasn't heard of Japanese 
fishing line being exported. Brown's the ironmongers in Pershore, which supplies local anglers 
as well as people like me, sold me some a few weeks ago. I've yet to do anything with it, but I 
imagine it's the same stuff. And some time ago Lynda Sayce told us after playing in the Bate 
that she uses it." 

p.52 in last Q: Donald S Gill writes: "Your apologies in the 3rd Supplement to the 1995 List of 
Members where you correct Mr Thornton's name but place him in Woodlands Raod reminds me 
of the apocryphal correction in a local newspaper: 'We apologise to Col.X for referring to him 
as a battle scared veteran; it should, of course, have read a bottle scarred veteran'!" Ah well, and 
just think how rude I am to students who have misprints in their essays and theses! 

Bull.82 p.2/3:1 now have a little more information on the Prague museum lute plans, which I'll 
send Eph, but as there's still no note of the prices he may not think it worth the space. 

A Comm herewith 'Why old fiddles sound sweeter': This is reprinted from Nature with their 
kind permission, and also by kind permission of the authors. John Rawson spotted it and 
suggested that I should ask if we could reprint it; as he said, 'We all know about playing making 
instruments sound better, but these guys say they have found a reason.' David Hunt wrote: 'As 
you will see, our main interest is in the structural use of wood, and this article was only a by-
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product. However, another graduate student is coming from France again this summer (similar 
to E.Balsan), and if there seems to be sufficient interest to follow up this work on the effects of 
vibrations on wood, we can get her to use our equipment to work on it. Neither the thickness of 
the wood nor the frequencies used were the same as those occurring on musical instruments. A 
new project can aim at more suitable materials and frequencies.' So if you're interested get in 
touch with him His address is David G Hunt, School of Engineering Systems and Design, South 
Bank University, 103 Borough Road, London SE1 OAA; 0171-815 7600, fax 0171-815 7699. 

REQUESTS: John Downing is interested in making a 16/17th century double harp and asks 
if anyone can help with basic dimensions of a surviving example either by writing a Comm or 
by contacting him directly. 

Jan Bouterse says in a letter with his Comm herewith 'Sometimes I have problems to find a good 
translation from Dutch to English. Are there any FoMRHI members who are willing to help 
making corrections?' 

PUBLICATIONS: There's a small newsletter called SoundWood published by Fauna & Flora 
International which is interested in encouraging the use of ecologically OK wood for musical 
instruments. They seem mainly interested in guitars, but if you want to know more, the address 
is FFL Great Eastern House, Tenison Road, Cambridge CB1 2DT. 

CODA: That's the lot at the moment. I'll hold it open while I do the List of Members. That's 
done now and nothing new has arrived. 

Date for next Q: Monday 1st July please 

Jeremy Montagu 
Hon.Sec.FoMRHI 

BULLETIN SUPPLEMENT Ephraim Segerman 

Most stringed instruments have (and always have had) soundboards made of European (or 
Norway) spruce. The species, PiceaAbies , is not in any way endangered. It is a major 
contributor to the paper industry, much of it harvested from forests that are replanted. Good 
soundboard wood comes from rare, highly selected trees. When the quality is good, wood 
from this species is the best. Almost all makers want the best wood for their instruments. The 
supply of this soundboard wood is rapidly deteriorating in quality and escalating in price. 
There won't be any good soundboard wood left early in the 21st century. Most of the forests 
where good wood for soundboards come from are not being replanted (it grows too slowly 
there). But even if they were replanted now, the wood wouldn't be available for use in 
instruments before well into the 22nd century. This is a serious problem for the future of 
stringed instrument making, and the ecology movement has nothing constructive to contribute 
to it. 

A customer recently cancelled an order for a cittern because he insisted that I get the wood from 
a supplier he suggested that supplied wood only from "sustainable sources', and I insisted on 
using good soundboard-quality European spruce (which couldn't qualify) and local urban-
grown sycamore and pear wood (which, as far as I knew, was not being deliberately 
replanted). He got another maker, who agreed to do his bidding. I wonder where the wood he 
is using came from. 



NEW ACQUISITIONS AT THE FISKE MUSEUM, CLAREMONT CALIFORNIA 

1995 

1) B-flat Clarinet by the Selmer Co., Elkhart, Indiana, F Barbier model, 1970s Gift of 

Harry Slavros, Upland 

2) B-flat Clarinet (high pitch) Albert System by Buffet-Crampon et Cie, Paris, ca 1907. 

Gift of Harry Stavros, Upland 

3) Accordion-Harmonium by F Frontalini e Figh, Numana, Italy, 1930s Gift of Norman 

Sauppe, Pasadena 

4) Double-Manual Reed Organ by the Estey Organ Co., Brattleboro, Vermont, ca 1873. 

Gift of Bonni Dickson, Ontario 

5) Oboe by G L Penzel Muller, New York, ca 1910 Gift of Marti Santangelo, Rolling 

Hills Estates 

6) English Horn by G L Penzel Muller, New York, ca. 1910 Gift of Marti Santangelo, 

Rolling Hills Estates. 

7) Square Piano by Muir & Wood, Edinburgh, ca 1820 Gift of Miriam Loucks, 

Claremont 

8) Grand Piano by Erard, London, ca 1855. Gift of Miriam Loucks 
Mttrt R. R«ce 

MUZEUM CESKE HUDBY 
ODD. HUD. NASTROMl 

LAZENSKA 2 
110 00 PRAHA 2 

CZECH REPUBLIC 
Tel: 0042-2-24510114 

l.Laux Maler Lobkowicz Collection 
Lute 13 course. Sign 1408E 
Body: Width 29.0cms Length 49.4cms Depth 13.6cms 
Stringing details: 2x1 / 9x2 = 67.3cms 2x2 = 72.9cms 
Baroque alterations by Thomas Edlinger, Prague. 

2.Marx Unverdorben A Venetia Lobkowicz Collection 
Lute 13 course. Signll78E 
Body: Width 33.8cms Length 53.1cms Depth 14.5cms 
Stringing details: 2x1 / 9x2 = 78cms 2x2 = 83.9cms 
Baroque alterations by Th. Edlinger, Prague 1721. 

3.Magno TielTenbrucker Lobkowicz Collection 
Label details: Magno Dieffopruchar A Venetia 1607 
Lute 13 course. Sign 1409E 
Body: Width 35.3cms Length 52.5cms Depth 14.3cms 
Stringing details: 2x1 /9x2 = 76.7cms 2x2 = 82.1cms 

Baroque alterations by J.J. Edlinger ? 
4.Martin Bruner, Ollmuz 1764 

German Baroque Theorbo Lute with two step bass string length 
Lute 13 course. Sign 450E 
Body: Width 34.2cms Length 47.4cms Depth 15.4cms 
Stringing details: 2x1 / 6x2 = 68.0cms 3x2 = 82.5cms 2x2 = 93.5cms 
Original condition. 

Drawings by Jiri Cepeldk 

Size A0 (84x118.8cms) - Details in Czech & English - Plans available from the above address. 
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Hide Glue Defended 

But first there were some new ones 

If Donald Gill should need a glue that doesn't come unstuck I can highly recommend "Structan". 
This is an expanding thixotropic polyurethane adhesive which is used in the aircraft industry. It 
seems to thrive on bad conditions and will glue virtually anything that has a slightly porous surface. 
It is superb for many things, white and gap-filling. It will mend teapots and push-chairs and butt-joint 
stone. I can also recommend West System epoxy resin, used in the yachting industry. Magnificent for 
cold moulded boatbuilding, and will make wood into an almost indestructible plastic. 

Structan made in Belgium under the name Aerobel and sold in France by DynAero SA 19 me de 
l'aviation 21121 DAROIS Tel +33 80 35 60 62 Fax +33 80 35 60 63 

West System epoxy resins available from Wessex Resins and Adhesives Ltd. 189-193 Spring Road, 
Sholing, Southampton, S02 7NY 

Perhaps Donald Gill would like to add these wonderfiU glues to his list. 

I remember in the early FoMRHJ comms. much discussion about Aliphatic resin glues and the 
panacea that had arrived in musical instrument making. I used it for two years. Convenient for small 
jobs but extremely difficult to get out of the wood grain a situation which would only show itself 
after applying a finish. Cascamite, widely used in the furniture making trade is also an interesting 
adhesive and should not be termed 'the bodgers' friend'. In certain situations excellent. However 
both these glues need absolutely ideal circumstances to be reliable. If one reads the technical bumph 
Cascamite needs to be virtually bake cured above 20 deg. C. I have tried just about every glue to be 
had for various applications and I have always returned to hide glue. 

Hide Glue 

1 Its chief asset is speed of use. If one uses it a lot one can develop this speed Rather than 
laboriously squeezing from a tube I simply use a brush. Size chosen for the application. Everyone 
knows that hide glue waits for no man. I use a gas blow-lamp in cold weather judiciously played on 
the surfaces to be glued to extend gluing time. This is all done swiftly. Time is money, money is 
time!! 

2. Reversibility is unquestionably essential in restoration work. If, as I would wish, an instrument 
should last beyond my lifetime then I would wish it to be restorable. In the case of keyboard 
instruments it is very useful to be able to take out the soundboard, for example, to repair a split or 
loose soundbar. One would argue that with the right glue this should not be necessary. No glue is 
infallible. Gluing conditions and the circumstances of an instruments history are all important 

3. If hide glue is tkmessy" then perhaps a little practice would help! Another great asset of hide glue 
is the ease with which it can be cleaned up after the gluing process. Should any residue be left 



behind then water and glue are merely acting as an invisible size. At any time, once dry, small 
amounts of surplus glue can be cleaned away using warm water. 

4. Preparation needs a little forethought if one is using pearl glue however, if this is too much trouble 
there is a wonderful glue available which I have seen no mention of in the Comms. This is a ready 
prepared "jelly'ofhide glue called 'Sheppy" Scotch glue. Sheppy Ltd., have merely created a high 
quality glue jelly and added a small amount of phenol as a preservative ( between 1 and 4.5%). This 
addition does not inhibit the strength. A piece of glue taken from the tub will melt in a minute or so. 
Its only disadvantage apart from the smell (I personally like the fragrance!) is that the glue can 
darken a little after a year or so of keeping, although not losing its strength. I still use high grade 
pearl glue with the addition of genuine isinglass for those joints which I wish to be invisible in blonde 
woods; in soundboards for example. Sheppy glue will also remain liquid at lower temperatures and 
for longer than pearl glue. The phenol may affect this workability. (For those who use hide glue it is 
common knowledge that the mixture is never hot but only warmed enough to keep it in its liquid 
state; overheating diminishing the strength of the glue).. For an everyday working glue for most 
applications in instrument making and restoration Sheppy is hard to beat. It was developed in the 
1920's for cold press veneering. 

5. Other attributes of hide glue include being able to add a small amount of pigment for colouring 
purposes and, greatly thinned down, its use as a grain filler with precipitated chalk or as a size before 
the application of a finish, and of course the use of Rabbit-skin glue in the preparation of Gesso. The 
addition of a small amount of zinc white is said to increase the adhesive strength of the glue. (Ralph 
Mayer, The Artist's Handbook of Materials and Techniques, Viking Press. New York 1963). 

Sheppy Scotch glue is available 1, 5, and 12.5 kg plastic buckets from John Myland Ltd., 80 
Norwood High Street, London SE27 Tel. 0181 670 9161 also from W and S Jenkins and Co Ltd., 
Jeco Works, Tarriff Road, Tottenham, London N17 Tel. 0181 808 2336 

Finally a small tip for which glue-pot manufacturers will not bless me. I bought a Herdim glue pot at 
great expense; It is a wonderfully well-made piece of kit. The following week we were lent a baby 
bottle warmer for our little daughter. It is made by BabyAnge (Bebe Therme)and to all intents and 
purposes it is a thermostatically controlled glue pot at a quarter the cost. I'm sure there is an 
equivalent English version; Mothercare perhaps!!! 

Absolutely finally I would also like to recommend a hot melt glue gun which uses solid PVA sticks, 
for all those small tacking jobs in the workshop such as jigs or temporarily holding things in place. 
Swift and invaluable and another essential to add to that list of glues and technology. 
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FoMRHI Comm I^S p e t e r B a v i n g t o n 

Hot_Hide Defended 

I expect Donald Gill's Comm 1413 was deliberately meant to be 
provocative. it has certainly provoked me into thinking about 
why I use hot glue - not primarily for veneering - despite its 
apparent inconveniences. 

1. First, reversibility. 'Who wants to unglue something they 
have glued together?' says Donald, grumpily conceding that, as 
far as stringed instruments are concerned, his query arises from 
ignorance. In fact using reversible glue is simply a way of 
providing for routine maintenance. To maintain your motor-car 
(bicycle, perhaps, for the politically correct) you take it apart 
using spanners to undo the nuts and bolts: to maintain your 
fiddle or lute - or even harpsichord - you take it apart by 
softening the glue with hot water. Joints glued with Titebond 
can be opened in the same way, but the enormous advantage of 
animal glues is that they can be completely washed away leaving 
no surface film or insoluble gunge. The joint surfaces can be 
reglued and unglued again and again. But this is by no means the 
only advantage of hot hide. 

2. Permanence. We know for certain that joints made with hide 
glue will last for hundreds of years, even when subjected 
continuously to forces arising from string tension. Can we be 
so sure about Titebond and Cascamite? 

3. Gap filling and joint tightening. Hot glue has the wonderful 
property of gradually drawing together the surfaces of a less-
than-perfect joint as it dries out and hardens. Of course, all 
joints on every new instrument made by FoMRHI members are always 
perfect... but it can be a useful property in repair work. 

4. Ease of cleaning up. You need to glue the joint, the whole 
joint, and nothing but the joint, leaving no trace of glue on 
exposed visible surfaces. Hot glue becomes rubbery as it goes 
off, and the squeezed-out bead can simply be pulled off in a 
continuous strip. Remaining traces can be completely removed 
with hot water. Much harder to do this with Titebond -
especially if it is beginning to harden. 

I use a Mothercare baby-bottle warmer to melt the glue, which is 
held in a glass container - an old jam jar, whose lid (not too 
tightly fixed) helps prevent evaporation and crusting until the 
time comes for applying the glue. I think this is much easier 
for small quantities than a thermostatically controlled glue-
pot. In my view, for maximum strength the glue should be at the 
lowest temperature necessary for keeping, it liquid. Wherever 
possible surfaces to be joined should be warmed - another use for 
Margaret Hood's electric iron (Comm 1382), or perhaps a hair 
dryer. For ordinary cabinet joints the traditional brush is fine 
for spreading the glue, but for tricky jobs, such as edge-joining 
5 mm boards for harpsichord soundboards, one really needs a rapid 
way of applying a narrow bead of glue. You can use a medical 
syringe for this (preferably the substantial kind used for 
injecting horses). Alternatively, I put the glue into a small 



p l a s t i c b o t t l e , which began l i f e a s a c o n t a i n e r f o r c o n t a c t l e n s 
s o l u t i o n : a m i n i a t u r e s q u e e z e b o t t l e , i n f a c t . Donald would f e e l 
q u i t e a t home w i t h i t . The b o t t l e (o r s y r i n g e ) can be immersed 
i n t h e warm w a t e r u n t i l r e q u i r e d . 

I would u s e h o t g l u e a l l t h e t i m e i f I c o u l d . However , s i n g l e -
handed a s s e m b l y of l a r g e j o i n t s ( f o r example p u t t i n g t h e 
s o u n d b o a r d i n a h a r p s i c h o r d ) b e f o r e t h e g l u e b e g i n s t o j e l l 
d e f e a t s me. Here I would l i k e t o s ay a word f o r l i q u i d h i d e 
g l u e , c r i t i c i s e d by M a r g a r e t Hood. T h i s g i v e s you p l e n t y of t i m e 
t o a s s e m b l e t h e j o i n t c a l m l y . I t i s u s e l e s s f o r v e n e e r i n g , 
c e r t a i n l y , b u t u s e d f o r a s s e m b l i n g j o i n t s i t i s e x t r e m e l y s t r o n g 
p r o v i d e d t h e j o i n t i s w e l l - f i t t i n g . I t i s r e v e r s i b l e , and e a s y 
t o c l e a n u p , l i k e h o t h i d e : i t d o e s n o t , h o w e v e r , draw t h e j o i n t 
t o g e t h e r a s i t d r i e s . A f u r t h e r d i s a d v a n t a g e i s t h e need t o 
cramp t h e j o i n t f o r s e v e r a l h o u r s . S u p p l i e s of l i q u i d h i d e ( i n 
s q u e e z e b o t t l e s ! ) can be o b t a i n e d from A . P . F i t z p a t r i c k , 1 
B a r n a b a s S t u d i o s , 10 -22 B a r n a b a s Road, London E9 5SB, T e l e p h o n e 
0 1 8 1 - 9 8 5 7 8 6 5 . 

A l o t of i n f o r m a t i o n on h i d e g l u e , i t s m a n u f a c t u r e and u s e , i s 
c o n t a i n e d i n an a r t i c l e by Jim Cummins i n t h e USA m a g a z i n e Fine 
Woodworking, M a r c h / A p r i l 1986 i s s u e . 

FoMRHI Comm. 1*26 
R. White 

Lieder ohne Worte : emotion imaged by music 

The Editor explains musical imitation of emotions in Comm. 1414. 
A s lurred diminuendo fits Shakespeare 's "dying fall" 
convincingly. We do jiggle hands , tap toes and sway heads to 
music. Aldous Huxley noted the visual images music conjures 
in the imagination. Stephen Spender noted memory as 
imagination's source. Centuries ago, dances were slower: 
heavy clothing may account for that (with Queen Elizabeth l ' s 
Volta an interest ing contradiction to an obvious ru l e ) . Scots' 
"mouth music" verifies the power of non-verbal expression 
perhaps more potently than Mendelssohn at the piano. Discard 
of consonants ( teachers of singing have told me they advise: 
"Get the consonants out of the way !") ablates prosody for 
verse does not make pa t te rns with vowels alone, not even the 
verse of classic Greece's poets . As the foregoing catalogue 
shows, the Editor touched many good points in his essay . 

Did he do well to omit musical Gestalt ? Don't many people 
respond to it with emotion ? I mean an ent i ty less tangible to 
analysis than the scholasticism of, say, Ebenezer Prout . Is it 
not the Gestalt that pu t s Motzart quar te t s beyond Haydn 
qua r t e t s , tha t t rans la tes the enjoyable into the profoundly 
moving experience ? Shall we look forward to a coda to Comm. 
1414 ? 
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FoMRHI Comm. 14-2.7 Maggie Lyndon-Jones 
Who was HIE.S/HIER.S/HIERO.S? 

In Comm. 802 I sugges ted tha t surviv ing ins t ruments marked HIE(RO).S. may 
have been made by members of the Bassano family, but after fu r ther research it 
is now worth reconsider ing this and discussing other possibili t ies. The 
significance of t he variat ions in the mark is not known, bu t H I E . S . , HIER.S. or 
HIERO.S. a re all contract ions of the name Hieronymus (Jeronimo) as in 
HIEROnymuS or HIEROnymus S . 

About HIE(RO).S. Instruments 

Almost all known surv iv ing HIE (RO). S . ins t ruments come from the Venetian area . 
Three cur ta l s and 11 r eco rde r s in t he Vienna collection come from the collection 
of Pio Enea degli Obizzi at Catajo near Padua, formed in the early seventeenth 
c e n t u r y , a basse t t r ecorder in the Biblioteca Capitolare Verona and a tenor curtal 
in Brussels come from the Pietro Correr collection in Venice, 5 mute cornet ts in 
Rome come from the collection of Benedetto Marcello (1686-1739) who lived in 
Venice for most of his life. Fur thermore , 2 tenor r eco rde r s in Vienna are from 
the collection of Archduke Ferdinand of Ambras (near the Italian border) who is 
known to have purchased ins t ruments from Venice in 1596 (see below). 

Of the remaining HIE (RO). S . ins t ruments , 3 cur ta l s in Augsburg are said to have 
been bought for t he Stadtpfeifer . (Tremmel) Unfortunately the date of purchase 
is unknown. Two mute corne t t s in the Leipzig collection come from Kassel and 
may have been among the ins t ruments b rought t h e r e by Schiitz following his visit 
to Venice in 1609. (Zulauf; Baines) The curved cornet t in Paris is from the 
collection of Paul Cesbron . A tenor corne t t and a tenor cur ta l in Nuremberg are 
the only HIE(RO).S. ins t ruments whose provenances a re unknown. 

Wind instruments bought from Venice 

Composers and musicians frequently travelled between Venice and Germany so it 
would have been easy for t he German Cour t s to o rde r and collect instruments from 
Venice, for example Giovanni Sansoni and Giovanni Chilese were in the orchestra 
of St Mark's Venice unti l 1619 when they became members of the Habsburg Court 
o rches t ra . Examples of wind ins t ruments purchased in Venice include: 

'corneti alti si de mezo ponto come etiam de tu to ponto . . . corneti muti de 
tu t i i toni corneti bassi si cum la chiave como senza . . . pifari soprani . . . 
pifari tenori pif ar i bassoni da qua t ro chiave bassoni cur t i — phifari 
tenori de tu t t i 1 toni phifari bassi de tu t t i i toni cassa de flauti cum doi 
bassi cum le chiave de numero otto cum sau cassa discoerta pif ar i bassetti da 
una chiave cassa de flauti de numero 16 cum li soi sottobassi se paaarano alia 
portion deli flautri sopradit i zoe Ducati vint iquatro cum sua cassa descoverta, ma 
cum sui t o r t i . ' ('loud corne t t s , both the half point and whole point kind . . . mute 
corne t t s at all pi tches . . . bass co rne t t s , both with and without key . . . Soprano 
shawms — tenor shawms large 4-keyed bass shawms cur ta ls . . . tenor 
flutes at all pi tches . . . bass flutes at all pi tches A chest of recorders with 2-
keyed basses , eight in all, with their lidless case . . . 1-keyed basse t t shawms . . . 
A ches t of 16 recorders with their g rea tbasses will be paid in proportion to the 
aforementioned flutes i . e . 24 duca ts with a lidless case , but with their 
c r u m h o r n s . . . ' ) supplied in 1559 to the Doge's piffari in Venice by Jacomo Bassano 
and his son-in-law Santo Griti . (Ongaro 1985) 

Also in 1559, 3 large and 1 small black corne t t s were bought by the 
Accademia Filarmonica, Verona, from 'M. Andrea a Venecia' (Tarr) 

'1 klain Doltzana zue Venediq qemacht worden' ('1 small Doltzana which was 
made in Venice' is listed in the 1566 Augsburg inventory of Raymond Fugger . 
(Schaal) The same inventory lists 27 recorders made in England (see following 
Comm.). 
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'Laut Rechnunq des Orators Vito de Dorimbergo in Venedig wurden 
Dulzeine urn 42 fl. anqekauft und an Erzherzoq Karl in Graz qesand t . ' (Bischoff) 
( 'according to an invoice made by the Orator Vito de Dorimbergo in Venice, 
dulzeine |"?dulcians-curtalsl were bought for 42 florins and sent to Archduke Karl 
in Graz . ' ) in 1570. 

Vincenco Galilei (father of Galileo) wrote about cornet ts in 1581: 'In Venetia 
si fanno hoggi i meqlio che vaddino at torno ' (Karstadt) ( ' the best ones today are 
made in Venice ') . 

From the Bavarian Hofkapelle records for 1588: 'Vileno Cornozanusen 
Instrumentisten per ain Vaqott von Venedig herauszubr ingen. Laut der Zetl 19fl. 
30kr . ' (Walter) (' The instrumental i s t Vileno Cornozanusen, for a Vaqott brought 
from Venice. According to the bill, 19 florins and 30 crowns. ' ) In the previous 
year he had brought a 'Baft Cornetta ' from Venice. Fileno Cornazzano had been 
engaged as a trombone player to the Bavarian Hofkapelle in Munich by Lassus in 
1567 when he visited Venice. Lassus was Kapellmeister from 1563 until his death 
in 1594, so would have supervised this purchase . (Walter) 

'5 Cornuten, so Simon Loehet von Venedig qebraucht , darun te r 2 Baft mit 
Schlossen und 3 gleicher Tenor 16 krummer Cornuten, so venedisch qenannt 
. . . ' (Bossert) ('5 corne t t s , which Simon Loehet brought from Venice, namely 2 
basses with ?keys/hinges and 3 matching tenors 16 curved corne t t s , called 
Venetian . . . ' ) were owned by the Wurttemberg Hofkapelle at Ludwigsburg in 
1589/90. 

' 4 schwarze ziingen, zu Venedig erkhauf t worden ain neue doltana, 
von Venedig erkhauft . . . Ain grosse flaut per concert von Venedig erkhauft . ' 
(Waldner) (' 4 black cornet ts bought in Venice . . . one new doltana, bought 
from Venice . . . One large consort recorder bought from Venice. ' ) were owned by 
Archduke Ferdinand of Schloss Ambras in 1596. 

Praetor ius , writing in 1614, s tated that a Great Consort of recorders could 
be bought in Venice for about 80 Thaler: 'vnnd ein solch ganz Stimmwerck kan 
auft Venedig umb 80. Thaler ohnqesehr herauft qebracht werden ' . 

Some of the instruments listed above were no doubt made by HIE(RO) .S . , but 
others by !! and perhaps o thers by as yet unidentified Venetian makers . 

Two-dimensional HIE(RO).S. instruments 

The painting 'II Prescepio' in the Chiesa di San Luca, Genoa by Giovanni 
Benedetto Castiglione (1610-63) shows Bacchus pretending to play a bass cur ta l 
to the infant Christ (see Figure 1 ) . The interest ing features of th is instrument 
are the carving between the two se ts of fingerholes and the t u r n e r y on one of the 
bells ( there is a bell at the top and bottom of what was once obviously a cur ta l , 
possibly the resul t of art ist ic licence or restoration work) . They are very similar 
to features on certain extant cur ta ls , namely Augsburg 3013 (marked HIERO. S . ) , 
Vienna C199 (marked HIER.S), and Brunswick 95 (unmarked, similar in 
appearance to HIE(RO).S. ins t ruments) , so the ar t is t must have copied his 
instrument from a HIE(RO) .S ins t rument . I t was painted in about 1645 after the 
ar t i s t had been living in Rome for several y e a r s . 

Plate X of Praetor ius 's Syntagma Musicum II (1619) shows a quar tbass cur ta l with 
notches carved around the top of the bell, and a line indicating the knee , ve ry 
similar to these same HIE(RO).S. quar tbass cur ta l s , suggest ing tha t they too 
were drawn from HIE(RO).S. originals (see Figure 2 ) . The back key on the 
Praetorius curtal is however below the r ighthand thumbhole, whereas it is above 
the hole on all surviving HIE (RO). S . cu r t a l s . In the index to th is volume 
Praetorius gives a list of famous instrument makers but unfortunately the re is 
nobody with a name which could be contracted to HIE(RO) . S . , and neither a re 
any Bassanos listed as makers even though Ioannes Bassanus ( the cornet t is t 
Giovanni Bassano) i s credited with the invention of the bassanello on page 41 . 
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Figure 1. (from top) Brunswick 95, detail from 'II Prescepio ' , Vienna C199 
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Figure 2. (from top) Brunswick 95, Praetor ius 's q u a r t b a s s , Vienna C199 
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Praetor ius had not seen an octavebass cur ta l but knew tha t one was under 
construct ion by the Berlin Kunst-Pfeiffer HanB Schreiber (again, not hs ted as 
an instrument maker) and said none had been made before. However, a 1609 
inventory of ins t ruments in Our Lady's Church , Nuremberg g ives : 'Zwen grofte 
Dulcin oder Fagott in schwarzen hulzernen Fut tera ln , dern ainer ein Oktav- , der 
anderein Quart Dulcin, so beede Jorg Hass gemacht, haven ih reS te f f t . ' (Nickel) 
('Two large Dulcin or Fagott in black wooden cases , one of them an octave, the 
other a quar t Dulcin, both made by Jorg Hass and both complete with crooks . ' ) 
No other information is known about th i s maker. If Praetor ius did not know about 
the Nuremberg octavebass it is possible tha t the Augsburg octavebass HIERO.S. 
cur ta l already existed and Praetor ius had simply not heard of i t . Among other 
du t ies , German town musicians were usually requi red to play from the Rathaus 
or church tower. I t would have been impossible to get an octavebass curtal up 
a spiral s ta ircase which may explain why people were not ve ry aware of i ts u se . 
Frivolous theories as ide , the Augsburg Kollegium der Stadtpfeifer employed 
talented local musicians as well as those from elsewhere. Hans Leo Hassler was 
i ts director for a time, la ter becoming Court organis t in Dresden until his death 
in 1612; Praetor ius worked in Dresden from 1613 onwards , so it seems the 
opportuni ty to d iscuss Augsburg g rea tbass cur ta l s was denied them. 

Possible makers of HIE(RO).S. instruments 

Hleronimo da Bassan 

Jacomo Bassano was 'son of the late Hieronimo da B a s l s l a n , master in building all 
t ypes of wind ins t ruments ' (Ongaro 1985), and 'Ser Alvise da Bassan de maistro 
Jeronimo' ( 'Signor Alvise from Bassano, son of maestro Jeronimo') (Lasocki 1983) 
was among the t rumpet and shawm players who took pa r t in the Scuola de San 
Marco processions in 1515. Hieronymous Bassano (dl539) and his sons worked 
as instrument makers and musicians in Venice prior to the sons' depar ture for 
London in 1530-40. Jacomo r e t u r n e d to Venice shor t ly afterwards but remained 
in bus iness pa r tne r sh ip with his b ro the r s in England and his son-in-law Santo 
Griti who later took the name Bassano. (Ongaro 1992) Santo was granted a patent 
by t he Venetian government in 1582 for an unspecified wind instrument , possibly 
the bassanello. (Ongaro 1985) Jacomo died between 1559 and 1566, Santo Griti in 
1586. 

It is v e r y likely tha t ins t ruments marked !! were made by the Bassanos (see next 
Comm.) but the re remains t he possibility tha t HIE(RO) . S . was the mark used by 
Hieronymus, Jacomo and Santo Bassano in the Venetian workshop, !! being the 
mark of the London workshops which were productive for a longer period (see 
Comm. 802). It is also possible tha t the HIE(RO) . S . mark was already in use by 
Hieronymous before the Bassano family were granted thei r Coat of Arms, the date 
of which is unknown. 

Hieronimo von Udine 

Rainer Weber has kindly drawn to my attention to a 1574 le t ter from Fr . Brachiero 
of Venice to Wilhem of Landshut : ' . . . daft man die "Musicalisch Instrument" nicht 
abholen konnte , "dieweil de r Draxler kranckh gewesst" der in des M. Hieronimo 
von Udine Haus wohnte' (Sandberger) (' the musical instrument cannot be 
delivered because the woodturner who lives in the house of Hieronimo of Udine 
has become i l l ' ) . Udine is a small town north of Venice. 

Hieronymus Geroldi 

In Schlosser 's catalogue of the Vienna collection he wrote 'Man ware ve r such t , an 
jenen Hieronymus Geroldi zu denken, von dessen Erben (in Venedig) die 
Ambrasser Hofhaltung nach Ausweis des Inventars von 1596 Faqotte (Dolciani) 
kauft : "Tolzanae, 8 s tuckh , als 2 pasz , 4 tenor , 4 discant , auch darzue ein pasz 
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doldna khauft worden von Jheronimo Geroldy Erben" ' ('one might have tr ied to 
believe this to be the same Hieronymus Geroldi from Erben (in Venice) from whom 
the Ambras court bought Fagotte (Dolciani) according to the 1596 inventory: 
"Tolzanae, 8 items, namely 2 bass , 4 tenor , 4 t reb le , and also a bass dolcina 
bought from Jheronimo Geroldy [of] E r b e n n ' ) . However, th is seems to be a 
misreading, since Waldner quotes : "Tolzanae, 8 s tuckh , als 2 pasz, 4 tenor , 4 
discant; auch darzue ain paszdolcima, khauft worden von Hheronimo Geroldi's 
erben . . ." ( 'Tolzanae, 8 of them, namely 2 bass , 4 tenor , 4 t reb le ; also 
accompanied by a bass dolcima bought from Hheronimo Geroldi's successors 1 ) . 
"Bought from' does not imply that the vendor made the ins t rument . 

Hieronimo de 11 Flauti 

There is a reference to Hieronimo de li Flauti (Hieronimo of the recorders) in the 
Venetian State Archives, who was an instrument maker active in the second half 
of the sixteenth cen tu ry . (Zaniol) Since all the Hieronymous contenders 
discussed above were active during th i s period it could refer to any of them. 
Perhaps the identity of HIE(RO).S. could be solved by fur ther research into 
these archives . 

The double-headed eagle 

The two mute cornet ts in Leipzig by HIER.S. are also stamped with a double-
headed eagle which seems to have been applied at the same time at the HIER.S. 
mark. The significance of the eagle is unknown, however it should be noted tha t 
the Tieffenbrucker (Duiffoprugcar) family of instrument makers maintained a 
shop in Venice 'at the sign of the black eagle ' . (Selfr idge-Field 1994) I s it 
possible that they also sold instruments made by other Venetian makers and added 
their own t rade mark? Apparently the shop sign is still there near the Rialto -
can anybody tell me if it is a double-headed eagle? The family came from Bavaria, 
and it seems that Magno, Vendelino and Leonardo worked in Venice from about 
1590 to 1620 but I have no more information about their shop at p resen t . 

Conclusions 

1. All known references to makers likely to have been HIE (RO). S. p re -da te 1600. 

2. The only references I have found to wind instruments made in /bought from 
Venice are recorders , corne t t s and cu r t a l s , and all p re -da te 1600 apar t from the 
Praetorius reference. The only surviving instruments by HIE(RO).S. a re 
recorders , cornet ts and cur ta l s . Jacomo and Santo Bassano's 1559 business 
agreement to supply wind instruments included recorders , co rne t t s , bassoni cur t i 
( cur ta l s ) , flutes and shawms. 

3 . A surpr is ingly large number of the surviving cur ta ls marked HIE(RO) . S . a re 
grea tbasses (1 tenor , 1 bass and 2 quar tbasses marked HIER.S. ; 1 t enor , 1 bas s , 
1 quar tbass and 1 octavebass marked HIERO.S. ) . They were almost certainly 
intended for the German market: t he re a re several references to their use in 
Germany but only one reference from elsewhere and all surviving grea tbass 
cur ta ls a re in Germany. As we have seen, there were s t rong links between the 
German Courts and Venice. 

4. There a re only th ree known inventories which include bassanelli: 
A 1590 inventory of instruments in the Graz Hofkapelle 'newly bought and 

found since 1577' include: 'Erstlichen sechs pasaneli , ain basz, drei tenor , ain 
contraalt , ain discant . Ain grosz faqat , ain quint n idere r . Drei grosze 
basdulzani . ' (Schlosser) ( 'Firstly six bassanelli: l b a s s , 3 tenor , 1 contraa l toand 
1 descant . 1 large faqat a fifth lower [ than u sua l ] . 3 large bass dulzani . ' ) Two 
Fagotte had however been bought by t he Hofkapelle from Breslau in 1587; the 
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qu in tbass listed here may be one of them. 
Ins t ruments owned by Count Mario Bevilacqua of Verona on his death in 

1593 included: 'Una coppia de Bassanelli no. 6 . . . Una coppia de cur ta l te no. 6 
. . . Un fagotto in cassa ' (Caste l lani ) ('A set of 6 bassanelli . . . A set of 6 curtalte 
. . . A fagotto in a b o x ' ) . 

Ins t ruments listed in 1613 belonging to Landgrave Moritz of Hessen-Kassel 
newly acquired since 1573 include: 'Ein qrqfter Fagott ins C. octaf, Ein grqfter 
Fagott ins B . octaf & Ein kleiner Fagott ins C. mit den eften . . . Ein gar kleiner 
Fagott . . . Ein Steinwerk [Stimmwerk] Bafsanelli, da runder ein baft, drey Tenor. 
Ein Alt und t vier Soprani aber ungleich an der Forma.' (Zulauf) ('1 large Fagott 
in low C, 1 large Fagott in low Bb, 1 small Fagott in C with their crooks . . . 1 
much smaller Fagott . . . 1 consort of bassanelli , namely 1 bass , 3 tenor , 1 alto and 
4 soprano , bu t different in s h a p e ' ) . Other ins t ruments in the same inventory are 
thought to have been purchased in Venice (see above) , 2 surviving cornetts 
marked HIER.S. a re thought to be among the ins t ruments in this same inventory. 

Note tha t in all of these inventories bassanelli are found in conjunction with 
cu r t a l s , and in two of them they a re g rea tbass cu r t a l s . A logical explanation of 
the bulbous t u r n e r y found on the bassanello is that it s t r eng thens and disguises 
joints , as in the baroque oboe and bassoon. It is possible that the inspiration for 
th is design came from grea tbass cur ta ls with their similarly constructed joins. 

5 . The Verona inventory gives the only reference to the name curtal outside 
England: Santi Bassano had been selling bassoni cur t i (curtals) to the Doge's 
pif ar i in 1559 so it is possible tha t he supplied Count Bevilacqua with bassanelli 
and cu r t a l t e . (The fagotto could have been a phagotum - th is is not the time to 
discuss it f u r t h e r . ) The Verona inventory also includes another interesting link 
in the term coppia. In Germany the usual term for a set of similar instruments is 
a Stimmwerk, bu t in a single inventory the re appears the word copia. ' . . . ain 
ganze copia alte schlechte fagati, da run te r zwen basz, zwen tenor und ain 
discant : id es t funf s tuckh Ain copia dolzani, darunder ain basz, zwen tenor 
unde ain discant!: id es t vier s tuckh ' ( ' . . . a complete se t of old plain fagati, 
including 2 bas se s , 2 t enors and a descant , tha t is five items . . . A set of dolzani, 
including a bas s , two tenors and a little descant , that is four i tems') . This comes 
from the 1577 Graz Hofkapelle inventory . The implication is clear: the 
ins t ruments had been made in Italy and each group supplied as a coppia. In 1570 
dulzeine (cur ta ls?) had been bought from Venice and sent to the Graz Hofkapelle. 
(Bischof f) I t seems highly probable tha t the 1570 Venetian dulzeine are the same 
ins t ruments as the 1577 copia dolzani. 

6. Bassanelli were named after their inventor . Bassoni cur t i literally means short 
large basses , a perfect description of a cur ta l . I s it coincidental that the 
appointment of Anthony Bassano as instrument maker to the English Court was 
recorded on Christmas Day 1538 a s : 'Item payde by the Kinges warrant . . . for 
the yerely payment of 12d by dey to Anthony Basson maker of dyverse 
Ins t ruments of musyke . . . ' (Ashbee) and in subsequent payments he is called 
Anthony de Basson? In their 1559 contract Jacomo and Santo Bassano were also 
to supply pif ari bassoni , and in the 1640 and 1659 inventories of the Biblioteca 
Capitolare, Verona are listed Sette Cornett i and Due blssoni Cornet t i . (Turrini 
1952) Four of these ins t ruments su rv ive , namely 2 mute and 2 tenor cornet ts . 
I have only seen photographs of these instruments in the Turr ini catalogue from 
which it is possible to see !! !! stamped on mute cornett 13. Can anyone provide 
me with information about the markings on the other instruments in the collection? 

Location of instruments 

Ambras - Archduke Ferdinand of Ambras, near Innsbruck 
Augsburg = Stadtische Kunstsamrnlungen 
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Brussels = Musee Instrumental du Conservatoire Royal de Musique 
Catajo = Pio Enea degli Obizzi at Catajo, Padua, early seventeenth cen tury 
Correr = Pietro Correr collection in Venice 
Marcello = Benedetto Marcello (1686-1739) who lived in Venice and Brescia 
Kassel = Kassel, possibly originally owned by Landgrave Moritz 
Leipzig = Musikinstrumenten Museum der Karl-Marx Universitat 
Nuremberg - Germanisches Nationalmuseum 
Paris = Conservatoire Nationale de Musique 
Rome = Museo degli Strumenti Musicale 
Verona Bib. Cap. = Biblioteca Capitolare di Verona 
Vienna = Kunsthistorisches Museum 

HIE.S. mute cornetts: 
Rome 0691 Boxwood. Ex Marcello (museum visit March 1996) 
Rome 0692 Boxwood. Ex Marcello (museum visit March 1996) 
Rome 0693 Boxwood. Ex Marcello (museum visit March 1996) 
Rome 0694 Boxwood. Ex Marcello (museum visit March 1996) 
Rome 0695 Figured maple. Ex Marcello (museum visit March 1996) 

HTE.S. recorders: 
Vienna 8547/A170 tenor . Maple. Ex Ambras (Marvin p.31) matched with 8548 
Vienna 8548/A171 tenor . Boxwood. Ex Ambras (Marvin p.31) matched with 8547 
Vienna 8551/C177, 8552/C178 & 8553/C179 matched set of 3 basses . Maple. Ex 

Catajo (Marvin p.31) 
Vienna 8554/C180 grea tbass . Maple. Ex Catajo (Marvin p.31) 

HIER.S. curved cornetts: 
Paris 977.10.2 E.2203 leather-covered, R (Tar r p.203) 

HIER.S. mute cornetts: 
Leipzig 1561 (de Wit 567) & 1562 (de Wit 568) Both also marked with a crowned 

double-headed eagle. Ex Kassel (GLJ museum visit ; Ta r r p . 134) 

HIER.S. tenor cornetts: 
Nuremberg MI 111 (GLJ museum visit ; Ta r r p.177) 

HIER.S. curtals: 
Brussels M990 tenor (GLJ museum visit) 
Vienna C196 bass . Maple. Ex Catajo (GLJ museum visit) 
Vienna CI98 quar tbass . Ex Catajo (GLJ museum visit) 
Vienna C199 quar tbass . Ex Catajo (GLJ museum visit) 

HIER.S. recorders: 
Verona Bib. Cap. 2 basse t t . Maple (Museum catalogue p.87) 
Vienna 8545 tenor . Maple. Ex Catajo (Marvin p.31) 
Vienna 8546 tenor . Maple. Ex Catajo (Marvin p.31) 
Vienna 8519 Boxwood (Marvin p.32) 
Vienna 8530 & 8531 Boxwood. A matched pair (Marvin p.32) 
Vienna 8526 Boxwood (Marvin p.32) 
Vienna 8529 descant . Boxwood. Ex Catajo (Marvin p.32) 

HIERO.S. curtals: 
Augsburg 3014 bass . Ex Augsburg town band? (GLJ museum visit) 
Augsburg 3013 qua r tbass . Ex Augsburg town band? (GLJ museum visit) 
Augsburg 3012 octavebass . Ex Augsburg town band? (GLJ museum visit) 
Nuremberg Ml24 tenor (GLJ museum visit) 

Bibliography See end of following Comm. 



FoMRHI Comm. 142.8 Maggie Lyndon-Jones 
More thoughts on t he Bassanos 

David Lasocki's recent book The Bassanos: Venetian Musicians and Instrument 
Makers in England, 1531-1665 gives an excellent account of t he Bassano brothers ' 
musical activit ies in the English Court and much information about their private 
l ives . This Comm. provides some additional information about English 
ins t ruments which may have been made by the Bassanos, and sugges t s other new 
ideas about the b r o t h e r s . 

The I! mark 

In Comm. 802 the evidence linking !! ins t ruments to the Bassanos was discussed; 
al though the re is still no direct evidence it seems likely that the mark !! 
r e p r e s e n t s a silkmoth, since it i s now known tha t the Bassano Coat of Arms was 
t h r e e silkmoths above a mulberry t r e e : 'Silkworms were cultivated in the Bassano 
b ro the r s ' home town, Bassano del Grappa, by 1500, the farming of these insects 
having been in t roduced to Italy by immigrant Jews. This sugges ts that the family 
was engaged in t he silk t r ade and provides fur ther evidence that they were 
originally Jews . ' (Lasocki 1993; 1995) The ornamentation characteristic of 
Venetian lea ther-covered corne t t s could then be made out as stylised mulberry 
t r e e s with silkmoths above them. 

The !! marks v a r y in number and arrangement , and it has been suggested that 
th i s may have been the way in which the different members of the family marked 
their ins t ruments , e . g . !! for the f irs t generat ion, !! !! for the second and so 
on . (Kirk) There is also a la rge variation in the shapes of the marks themselves: 
I have seen a t least 10 so f a r . It is possible to group together some instruments 
which were probably marked with the same tool and therefore almost certainly 
made in t he same workshop and possibly within a few months/years of each other. 
I am at p resen t at tempting to compile a photographic record of the 11 marks on as 
many of the surv iv ing ins t ruments a s possible: if anyone has clear photographs 
of these marks (and knows which inst rument they belong to) I would be very 
grateful to have copies of them. For example mute corne t t s 13.258, 13.259 & 
13.260 and tenor corne t t s 13.295 & 13.296 in the Ace. Fil. Verona are all marked 
with identical !! !! marks , 13.244 and 13.249 are marked identically to each other 
with I! !! but the tool used is completely different from the one used on the other 
corne t t s in the collection; it is however identical to the one used to mark one of 
the mute corne t t s in Nuremberg. Sometimes two instruments appear to be 
absolutely identical bu t have different !! !! marks, for example Verona 13.262 & 
13.263 are the only two mute corne t t s of tha t part icular design but have very 
different markings. 

The Bassanos' English workshops 

The Bassanos came to England at a time of great turmoil for the English throne. 
The first records of them being in England are payments made to 'Lewes de 
Jaronyny and o thers the King's sagabot tes ' by Thomas Cromwell between 1529 and 
1531, but they r e tu rned to Venice. In 1533 Henry VIII divorced his first wife 
Catherine of Aragon, married Anne Boleyn and the future Elizabeth I was born. 
In 1536 Henry had Anne executed and married Jane Seymour who died in 
childbirth the following year , and it was in 1538 that Anthony Basson was 
appointed 'maker of dyverse Ins t ruments of musycke' to the Court (see previous 
Comm.). He held th is post until 1540 when s t ipends were granted to him and his 
bro thers Alvise, Jasper , John, Anthony and Baptista who came to London 'with 
all their ins t ruments ' and formed the Court recorder consor t . In the same year 
Henry married and divorced Anne of Cleves and married Catherine Howard whom 
he had executed the following year . The Bassanos were Jewish, and so were the 
ideal tenants for the newly dissolved Char terhouse monastery of which thev 
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leased par t from 1542 to 1552. Alvise and Anthony made ins t ruments the re ; John 
and Jasper may have done too. It is not known whether or not Baptista was a 
maker. The eldest brother Jacomo was an instrument maker, but seems to have 
re turned to Venice after a shor t s tay in London to take over the family instrument 
making workshop on the death of their father Hieronymous, roughly coincidental 
with the time of the b r o t h e r s ' d e p a r t u r e for England. (Lasocki 1985) The major 
par t of Charterhouse is still standing and may be visited, but the par t leased by 
the Bassanos was demolished soon after they were evicted. The b ro thers 
combined their instrument-making activities with duties at Cour t , for instance 
Alvise, John, Anthony, Jasper , Baptista and Anthony's eldest son Mark Anthony 
were among the musicians at the Coronation of Edward VT in 1547. (Lafontaine) 

In 1552 they were evicted from Charterhouse, and Anthony, Jasper and John 
bought a house 'formerly called The Bell' on the east side of Mark Lane, very 
close to the Tower of London, where they made ins t ruments . Baptista lived 
nearby, but Alvise died short ly after the eviction. From 1603 to 1607 Anthony's 
fourth son Andrea Bassano and Robert Henlake are listed in the Court records as 
being 'makers, repa i re rs and tuners ' at a stipend of £30 each per year , and in 
1608 are listed more specifically as 'makers, repa i rers and t une r s of h is Majesty's 
[ i . e . James I] wynde Ins t ruments ' . Andrea was the sole holder of th is position 
from 1610 until after 1613. (Lafontaine) It is not clear however at which point the 
title became semi-honorary, for in 1683 the Court records include: 'Warrant to 
swear and admit Henry Purcell as keeper , mender, maker, repa i rer and tune r of 
the rega ls , o rgans , virginals , flutes and recorders and all other k inds of wind 
instruments ' (Ashbee) 

Anthony Bassano's second son Arthur continued to live and work in Mark Lane 
until his death in 1624, when he in t u rn bequeathed all his instrument-making 
tools to his son Anthony. I t is not known when the Mark Lane workshop ceased 
to be productive, bu t in any case it would have been destroyed in 1666 since Mark 
Lane is only a few hundred yards from Pudding Lane where the Great Fire of 
London s t a r t ed , and the whole area was razed to the ground as can be seen from 
contemporary engravings on display in the Victoria and Albert Museum made 
before and after the f ire. Members of the second and th i rd generation owned 
proper ty in Hoxton and Walthamstow, and Waltham Abbey where Anthony's fifth 
son Jerome lived and was the second largest landowner in the a rea . (Selfr idge-
Field 1979) His workshop remained in Mark Lane ra the r than in Essex, indeed 
in the repair work carried out by 'Mr Jerome' in 1588, one of the itemized charges 
is 'for carrying the lute to London and down again, 8d ' . 

Wind instruments made in England 

There are a number of references to wind instruments made in England or made 
by the Bassanos, but unfortunately none specify 'made in England by the 
Bassanos ' : 

In June 1539 'iii howboyes' were bought from Anthony Ferranbassano by 
Edward Seymour, Earl of Hertford and later Protector of Edward VI. (Price) In 
1546 at the Verona Accademia Filarmonica 'II 9 Maggio comperati da Alvise soldata 
un Fagottoed una Dolzana' (Turrini 1941) ('9 May, a Fagotto and a Dolzana were 
bought with money from Alvise ' ) . I t is possible tha t th is was Alvise Bassano, but 
Alvise was not a very unusual name. 

A large inventory of instruments owned by Henry VIII at the time of his 
death in 1547 included 11 crumhorns, 13 Dulceuses, 6 fifes, 11 f lutes, 36 
recorders , 4 bagpipes , a Venice lu te , 14 viols and several new keyboard 
ins t ruments , all of which were acquired since an inventory made 5 yea r s 
previously. The Dulceuses are listed t h u s : 'Item. 5 shor te Ins t ruments caulled 
Dulceuses in 5 seuerall cases to them couered with blacke lea ther . Item. 8 
Dulceuses couered with blacke leather , some of them havinge t ippinqes of Si luer . ' 
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(Ashbee) Since t he Dulceuses were not listed in the 1542 inventory they cannot 
have been mediaeval ins t ruments such as doucaines, and they a r e the only 
ins t ruments in t h e ent i re inventory which a re leather covered . S t ra ight la the-
tu rned ins t ruments were not usually lea ther-covered ( the re a r e , however, two 
lea ther -covered flutes in Rome), and since these Dulceuses a re obviously not 
c o r n e t t s , s e r p e n t s or baroque curved oboes i t i s likely tha t they were cur ta ls . 
Tippinges could refer to decorative r ings around the bell and bu t t cap , as in 
Linz Mu 32 (W125, marked with 3 ! 1) or they may have been gedackt , similar in 
design to Linz Mu 29 (W124) and Mu 30 (W126) which is lea ther -covered . All these 
ins t ruments could be described as having ' t ippings of b r a s s ' . Some of the 
co rne t t s and fifes were also t ipped with s i lver . 

An inventory of the ins t ruments , pr in ted and manuscript music owned by 
Raymond Fugger t h e Younger at the time of his death in 1566 included 227 wind 
ins t ruments ; among them were : 'Erstl ich ain grqft Fueter darin 27 Fletten, grqft 
vnd klain/ Im Enqelandt gemacht worden. Mer 10 Fagotti , vnd 2 Corneti darzue. 
In einem Truch l e / mit schwartzem Leder vberzogen. Acht Schallmeien. vnd 1 
Fagott i . Jedes sein besonder Fueter . . . 1 Doltzana. In einem vieregqeten 
langgel ten Truchle . . . 2 Fagotti gehdren zue den obern 10. 1st Jedes in ainem 
sackh . . . Mer 1 klain Doltzana zue Venedig gemacht worden. ' (Schaal) ('First a 
la rge case , in i t 27 r eco rde r s , la rge and small. Made in England. Fur ther , 10 
Fagotti and 2 co rne t t s in addit ion. In a case covered with black leather . Eight 
shawms, and 1 Fagott i . Each in i t s own case 1 Doltzana, in a rectangular 
decorated case 2 Fagotti belong to the above 10, each in a cloth bag . . . 
F u r t h e r , 1 small Doltzana which was made in Venice.") 

In June 1567 the Chapter of Rodrigo Cathedral agreed to write to Senor 
Diego de Guzman in England asking him to send flautas and orlos (recorders and 
c r u m h o r n s ) . He was Philip I I ' s ambassador in England from 1564 to 1568, and may 
also have in te rvened for Burgos Cathedral who in July 1567 agreed to buy 
ins t ruments from England for the ministriles. The ins t ruments arrived the 
following yea r . (Kenyon de Pascual) 

In 1571 an inventory was compiled for the owner of a collection of 
ins t ruments in Antwerp by Johann (Hans) Jakob Fugger , the superintendant of 
music, because they were to be sen t to t he Bavarian Cour t . 'VerZaichnus der 
Ins t rument T r u h e n , so der Bassani b rue de r gemacht haben, mit gar schonen vnd 
guet ten Ins t rumenten , so f iir einen yede r s qrqften Herrn vnd Potentaten tauqlich 
wern Vnd ist gemelte Truhen Inwedig durchaus mit rottem Tuch gefuetert . vnd 
die Ins t rument volgender gestal t darein geordnet : [13 Pfeiffen, 10 cornet ts , a 
fife, 12 crumhorns and 9 recorder s ] . . . Alle dise Instrument khan mann in 
gemeldter Truhen alienthalben Hintragen, wo mann will, so wol seind sy Zusamen 
ger ich t . vnd zum vndr i s t am Boden der Truhen ein klaines Truhel 
hineingemacht, in welchem die Rorlein ligen, so zu gemeldten Instrumenten 
gehdren, und khan von disen 45 Instrumenten neunerley Musikh gemacht, vnd 
volgendts alle miteinander auf den gemainen Tonum der Orgel accordirt und 
zusamen gericht werden . ' (Wal lner) ( ' Inventory of the instrument chest which the 
Bassani b ro thers have made, together with the absolutely beautiful and excellent 
inst ruments as would befit any eminent lord or potentate; the inside of the said 
chest i s lined throughout with red cloth, and the following instruments are 
a r ranged in i t : [13 Pf eif fen, 10 co rne t t s , a fife, 12 crumhorns and 9 recorders] 
. . . All these instruments one can c a r r y around in the aforementioned chest if 
des i red, so well a re they packed toge ther . Also, low down at the bottom of the 
chest is fixed into it a small case, in which the crooks a re housed, in such a 
manner that each belongs to i ts respect ive ins t rument . With these 45 instruments 
nine different so r t s of music can be made, and consequently all agree and are in 
tune with one another at normal organ pitch, and made so as to be playable 
t oge the r ' ) . It was accompanied by a ches t of lutes and another of viols 'made by 
the Bassano b ro the r s in London1. Lassus was director of the Munich Bavarian 
Hofkapelle at the time this inventory was compiled, and in 1567 had travelled to 
Venice to employ numerous Venetian musicians and so may have met the Bassanos 
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and ordered instruments (see previous Comm). 
In 1574 Sir Thomas Kytson of Hengrave Hall, Suffolk, purchased 7 cornet ts 

and 'an instrument called a curtail ' (Gage) He was a wealthy man who also owned 
a large house in London to which he took his household and musicians. In a visit 
to London the year before th is purchase the family had their por t ra i t s painted by 
George Gower. Two of these por t ra i ts a re now owned by the Tate Gallery. These 
instruments were surely made by the Bassanos. 

In 1595 in Danzig 'vier kleinen enqlischen Dulcian' ('four little English 
du ldans ' ) were in use . (Rauschning) 

The two cornet ts in the l ibrary of Christ Church, Oxford marked with 
three !! are kept in a box with the inscription: 'This pair of t reble cornet ts was 
bought for the choir of Christ Church Cathedral in preparation for the visit of 
James I and his Queen to the House on 27 August 1605. The King and Queen 
heard 'excellent voices mixed with instruments ' at a service in the Cathedral . 
The corne t t s cost £2. 13s' 

On 29 January 1608 Matthew de Queste wrote a let ter to Sir William 
Trumbull, the English agent at Brusse ls : 

'Mr. Barsano, one of his Majesty's musicians, who maketh r a re wind 
ins t ruments , hath some weeks past delivered me a let ter of his directed unto Mr. 
Anthony Chambers, a musician in Brussels . . . It concerneth some instruments 
which he would from hence sent him from Mr. Barsano. ' (Selfr idge-Field 1979) 
This Mr Barsano would have been Anthony's son Ar thur , and the r a r e wind 
instruments almost certainly cornet ts since Anthony Chambers i s listed as a 
cornett is t at the court of Archduke Albert in Brussels . (Lasocki 1985) 

On 12 November in the same year the following items were purchased for the 
Norwich Waits: ' three hooboys, where ij conter tenors and a t reble /v j li [£6] Item 
A tenor cornet t xl s [40 shillings = £2] Item iiijor t reble buckelles iiij s [4 
shillings] Item for the chest & packinge & other charges ij s vj d [2 shillings & 
sixpence] in all viii li vj s vj d [£8, 6 shillings and s ixpence] ' (REED - Norwich) 
Unfortunately it is not recorded from where these instruments were purchased, 
but there is preserved in the Castle Museum, Norwich, a tenor cornet t which was 
used by the Waits, and on this instrument are three !! marks. The 'other 
charges ' in the above invoice are ve ry low bearing in mind that i t includes the 
cost of the case and, presumably, del ivery. It therefore seems likely that the 
instruments were made by the Bassanos in London, and not imported from the 
continent which would have entailed a much higher delivery fee. 

In 1626 Huesca Cathedral owned: 'una caxa de flautas gue t iene la sacristia 
muy buenas , en la qua! caxa hay echo flautas y fuera de la caxa otra grande muy 
buena gue s i rve de baxdn, gue en todas son nueve gue la iglesia las hizo proveer 
de Ingalaterra ' (Duran Gudiol) ('a ve ry good box of recorders belonging to the 
sacr is ty in which box there are 8 r ecorders , and outside of the box another very 
good large one which is used as a baxon, in all there a re 9 that the church has 
had brought from England') 

Anthony II Bassano was paid £9 for providing the English Court with 3 mute 
corne t t s on 4 January 1631. (Ashbee) This is not proof that he actually made the 
instruments however as Court musicians were often paid to ' provide' ins t ruments . 

In Mersenne's Harmonie Universelle (1636) he says ' the large recorders tha t 
follow have been sent from England to one of our kings ' and tha t crumhorns 'are 
made in England' . He also observed that the recorder was sometimes called the 
'flute d 'Anqle ter re ' . 

Pierre Trichet (cl640) noted tha t the crumhorn ' . . . is not so popular in 
France as it is in Germany and England, where they know more than in other 
countr ies concerning the making and use of them'. (Lasocki 1993) 

Not all ins t ruments made in England at th is time were made by the Bassanos of 
course , but they were probably responsible for a large number of them. Many 
Bassano ins t ruments were also sold in Venice, ei ther made by the Venetian 
workshop (see previous Comm.) or imported from England. 
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English Town Walts 

From 1575 onwards the re a re many references to English town waits using a 
double ( i . e . bass) cur ta l in combination with a lizard ( tenor corne t t ) and usually 
hoyboys (shawms) . For example in 1575 the Exeter Waits owned a doble cur ta i l . 
a l y s e r d e n . 2 tenor and 1 alto hovboves. a cornet , and 4 r e c o r d e r s ; in 1593 the 
Kings Lynn Waits owned a doble cur ta l . a single curtai l ( tenor c u r t a l ) , 2 
l izerdines and a tenor hoboye: in 1603 the Hengrave Hall musicians owned 3 
hoyboys . a curtai l and a lysa rden : in 1614 the Ches ter Waits owned a double 
Cur tayle and a tenor Cornet t ; and in 1627 the Coventry Waits owned a double 
Curtai l and a tenor Cornet . Could it be that t he English town waits were 
encouraged to play these ins t ruments by the Bassanos who had after all provided 
the Doge's pifferi with similar inst ruments (see previous Comm.)? 

A forester's thoughts on Shakespeare 

The Court musicians, London Waits and thea t re musicians would have known each 
o t h e r . The London Waits provided music for the Blackfriars Thea t re , the Globe 
Thea t re and possibly o the rs and bought r eco rde r s , co rne t t s and a cur ta l , 
possibly Bassano ins t ruments . (Lasocki 1983) Meetings between the Bassanos 
and t h e ac tors and pa t rons of the thea t r e s which sp rang up at th is time were 
inevi table . One such patron was the Lord Chamberlain who owned his own 
Company. Baptista Bassano's daugh te r Emilia became the Lord Chamberlain's 
mis t ress and when p regnan t was married off to Alfonso Lanier, another member 
of t h e Court recorder consor t . Jerome, Innocent and Andrea Lanier were Emilia's 
b ro thers - in- law: between 1621 and 1636 they provided the Court with a total of 
22 t reb le and 6 tenor co rne t t s . (Ashbee) Perhaps they came from the Bassano 
workshops . 

From Emilia's dealings with the astrologer Simon Forman, A. L. Rowse has been 
able to prove almost conclusively tha t she was t he 'dark lady' of Shakespeare 's 
sonne t s . William Shakespeare was one of the Lord Chamberlain's ac to rs , but he 
in t u r n lost her affections to another of his pa t rons , the Earl of Southampton. 
In t he sonnets she is described as being both dark and fair ; the specific name for 
the mulberry a s depicted on the Bassano coat of Arms is Morus alba (black 
whi te) , the Italian for mulberry is moro and Shakespeare re fe rs to his lover as a 
Moor and , unusually for the period, t he re are four Moors in his p lays . This is 
discussed fur ther in 'The Bassanos ' . (Lasocki 1995) The Bassanos as well as 
being musicians were ve ry successful t r a d e r s , for instance importing wine from 
Italy and export ing lea ther . When Shakespeare used the names Bassanio and 
Antonio for the Venetian t r a d e r s in 'The Merchant of Venice' 1595 he was probably 
using names that would have been ve ry familiar to his audiences . 

In 'A Midsummer Night 's Dream' (1595) Shakespeare parodied the classical tale of 
how the white fruit of the mulberry was reddened by the blood of the t ragic 
lovers Pyramus and Thisbe . In Shakespeare ' s version the lover Thisbe ' ta r ry ing 
in mulberry shade ' i s played by the charac ter Flute and her father i s played by 
Quince the ca rpen te r . Cinque (anagram of Quince) is the Italian for five; Emilia's 
father was the fifth English Bassano b ro the r . Another charac te r in the same play 
is Moth; these a re all puns on the Bassano Coat of Arms. Two years after writing 
'A Midsummer Night 's Dream' Shakespeare bought New Place in S t ra t ford-upon-
Avon, and planted a mulberry t r e e . It was felled by the owner in 1758 'to save 
himself the trouble of showing it to those whose admiration of our g rea t poet led 
them to visit the poetick ground on which it s tood' , bu t it would seem tha t 
Shakespeare is still associated with mulberries judging from the high incidence 
of mulberry t rees in Stratford today. An unromantic explanation is tha t it was 
one of a number of mulberry t rees dis t r ibuted throughout the midlands in 1609 by 
order of James I who wished to encourage the silk i n d u s t r y . In a twist to the 
s tory which Shakespeare would have appreciated, the t r ees planted in 1609 were 
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all black mulberries (Morus nigra l and so were useless for the silk t r ade since 
silkworms only feed on the leaves of the white mulberry (Morus a l b a ) . 

The Fugger family connection 

The Fugger family were merchants who t raded in precious metals, sp ices , silk and 
wool all over Europe. They were also international bankers and thei r clients 
included Maximillian I , Emperor Charles V who granted the b ro the r s the r igh t to 
bear arms, and other important f igures including Elizabeth I of England. Jakob 
Fugger H (1459-1526) and two of his six b ro the r s , namely Ulrich and George, 
learnt the i r t r ade in the Fondacio dei Tedeschi , t he German bus iness house in 
Venice. They agreed to leave their p roper ty in common to thei r male heirs and 
descendants so tha t the family business would be undivided, and for th is reason 
it is sometimes a little difficult to work out the relat ionships between the various 
members of the Fugger family. By 1546 thei r asse t s were valued at 4 million 
gulden, and they had depots all over Germany as well as in the main commercial 
cen t r e s in Hungary , Spain, Denmark and Poland, and also in Antwerp, 
Amsterdam, Venice, Rome and London. (Ehrenburg) The family became patrons 
of the a r t s , and built the i r main res idences in Augsburg (see previous Comm). 
The Fuggers ' house in Venice was a meeting place for s tatesmen, painters and 
musicians, and the family were pa t rons of many composers who in t u r n dedicated 
many compositions to thei r pa t rons , including Gregor Aichinger, Blasius Amon, 
Manfred Barbar in iLupus , HieronymusBildstein, Ulrich Brate l , JohannesEccard, 
Chr is t ian Erbach, Costantino Ferrabosco, Giovanni Gabrieli, Conrad Hagius, 
Hans Leo Hassler , Michael Kraf, Ferdinand Lasso, Orlando di Lasso, Carl Luyton, 
Tiburt io Massaini, Philipp de Monte, Jacobus Pee t r inus , Jakob Regnart , Jakob 
Reiner, Sigmund Salminger, Gregorio Turini and Orazio Vecchi. (Krautwurst) 

The Bassano and Fugger t r ad ing networks may have been l inked: the Fuggers 
could have been involved in the delivery of ins t ruments from London and Venice 
to the r e s t of Europe . The Fuggers would certainly have known Santo and 
Giovanni Bassano, and the two families seem to have had many common contacts 
such as Schiitz, Lassus and Landgrave Moritz. The English/Bassano instruments 
in the 1566 and 1571 inventories mentioned above were l isted/owned by members 
of the Fugger family and they may also have supervised the purchase of the 
Augsburg HIE(RO).S . g rea tbass cur ta l s (see previous Comm). 

A family portrait? 

Ganassi 's Opera inti tulata Fonteqara (Venice 1535) has a very famous t i t le-page 
which shows a group of five musicians, four of whom a re playing the recorder 
(see Figure 1 ) . Lasocki wr i tes : 'Ganassi 's t rea t i se . . . was writ ten by a recorder 
player employed by the Doge of Venice at the time the Bassano bro thers were in 
tha t ci ty and perhaps similarly employed . . . The Bassanos would sure ly , 
therefore , have been acguainted with the author of the t r ea t i se . Furthermore, 
if, as Henry VHI's agent , Edmond Harvel, claimed, the Bassanos were 'all 
excel lentr , 1 and esteemed above all o ther rmusiciansl in [Venicel in their v i r tue ' , 
they would presumably have been among those leading recorder players of the 
time that Ganassi says he had s tudied and played with' (Lasocki 1995) Could 
th is woodcut be of John, Jasper , Anthony, Baptista and Alvise Bassano? They 
are sur rounded by viols, a lu te , a cornet t and a mute cornet t - all instruments 
which the Bassanos made, but unfortunately in Ganassi 's t ex t he shows only 
recorders with what appear to be makers ' marks A , B or * . However, the view 
out of the window may be an important c lue. Venice is not renowned for i t s 
mountain scenery , and yet t he r e , out of the window, is a view of a small hill town 
in front of two mountain peaks . In the Royal Collection (Hampton Court Palace) 
the re is a painting by Jacopo Bassano (no known relationship with the musicians) 
The Adoration of the Shepherds (cl545) which in the top r igh t hand corner shows 
his home town (see Figure 2 ) . The town of Bassano is s i tuated in the foothills of 
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Figure 2. Detail from Jacopo Bassano's The Adoration of the Shepherds (cl545) 
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the Alps, and this painting shows it as a small hill town in front of two mountain 
peaks . Four of the Bassano bro thers (Anthony, Jasper , John and Jacomo) jointly 
owned a house in Bassano. Notice too that the town is partially framed by the 
bagpiper and his pipes, possibly linking the performance of music to Bassano. 

In a recent art icle, Peter Bassano discussed Veronese's The Marriage at Cana 
(see Figure 3 ) . (Bassano) It was commissioned by the Benedictines of San Giorgio 
Maggiore, Venice and completed in 1563. The painting is full of por t ra i ts of 
contemporary royalty, nobility, and other well-known faces, and four of the 
musicians in the painting were identified by Boschini in 1674 as leading a r t i s t s of 
the time: Veronese himself, Titian and Tintoretto, while Giacomo (Jacopo) da 
Bassano is said to be playing the recorder ; actually the instrument is a cornet t . 
To my mind it would have been more logical for the four a r t i s t s to have been 
playing the same sor t of instrument, in other words Bassano is playing the fourth 
viol and not the cornet t . This face certainly looks similar to the portrait of the 
ar t i s t Bassano. The musicians are then (left to r ight ) Veronese, Jacopo Bassano 
facing left, unidentified cornet t is t , a jester (Palladio - the architect of the church 
for which the painting was commissioned), Tintoretto and Titian. (Bassano) If 
th is is so , then why did Boschini say tha t Giacomo da Bassano was the cornett is t? 
The cornet t is t ' s face looked familiar to me, and when I compared it with the two 
youngest recorder players in the titlepage of Ganassi 's Opera initulata Fontegara 
I found a s t r iking l ikeness. Could Veronese's cornett is t be a Bassano? 

On close examination the cornett ist seems to be aged 30-40: his face is quite lined 
and he has a moustache and beard. His hat makes it impossible to detect any hair 
loss! In his will Baptista wrote that he was 'native in Venice' i . e . was born the re 
unlike any of the other b ro thers . This indicates that he was the youngest 
bro ther , as does the name Baptista given by a Jewish family taking on an 
outwardly Christian identity on their move to Venice. If he is the boy in the 
Ganassi woodcut he could have been about 10 years old in 1535 and therefore 38 
in 1563. In 1531 he had been too young to travel to England with his b ro the r s , 
but by 1539 was old enough to be appointed musician to the English Court . It was 
sometimes necessary for a representat ive of the brothers to r e tu rn to Venice on 
business . English records include the following en t r ies : 21 September 1542 'A 
pasport for Gasper Bassione, musician, his horse and £15 in redye money . . . ' ; 
13 March 1546 'Passport with £20 in money and two horses or geldings for Baptista 
Bassano & Anthony Maria ' ; 3 February 1552 'Passport for John Basson'; 9 
November 1552 'A passport for Basian Bassaine, to t ravel beyond the seas with 
one se rvan t , one horse and other necessar ies ' . (Ashbee) John was in Venice in 
1566-7, Baptista in June 1571 with his nephew Edward, and Anthony's other sons 
Ar thur and Andrea visited in 1577, the year after Baptista 's death. (Ongaro 1992) 
Santo Bassano lived in Venice and would have been 33 in 1563, but he was only 
related to the Bassanos by marriage, so there is no reason why a portrai t of him 
should resemble the Ganassi. By 1674 Baptista Bassano would probably have 
been an unfamiliar name in Venice, so if Boschini had been told that the wind 
musician was a Bassano he would naturally have assumed it to be the more famous 
ar t is t of that name, but in Veronese's day the Bassanos were well known all over 
Europe and it would have been natural to include a Bassano face to complete his 
set of por t ra i ts of famous Venetians and o the r s . It would also have provided the 
ar t i s t with another joke by including a Bassano unrelated to himself. 
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FoMRHlComm 14 2.9 Bruce Haynes 

Hautboy taxonomy 

No generally recognized nomenclature for the parts of the hautboy (or for that matter any of the other 
baroque woodwinds) yet exists. I think the value of developing one is obvious. It would help clarify 
descriptions of instruments and could be used for comparing them at different periods. I know attempts 
have been made to agree on terminology before, but I am not aware that they have ever been published. 
The FoMRHlQ seems the perfect forum to start a discussion on this subject, and herewith my 
contribution. 

Some of the terms 1 propose on the following pages1 have come from makers and colleagues, some are 
taken from molding terminology, and some are the result of consulting dictionaries and thesauri. I've 
also had helpful suggestions from Cecil Adkins and Jan Bouterse. 

Whatever their names, most baroque woodwind shapes are derived from architectural molding concepts.2 

The most common shapes used in hautboy turning are the ogee (quirk, common? and reverse*), the 
bolection molding, the cove molding5 (or "flare"), the column, the astragal (bead),6 the ring, and the 
raised fillet J As Jim Cummins, Associate Editor ofFine Woodworking points out,8 this terminology is 
not common among wood turners. Nor is much of it needed for woodwinds. But it is interesting to see 
the roots of the design conception. Although old instruments do not always show it, these shapes were 
intended in principle to be geometrically regular. Roubo writes (1769:1:41): 

...Quoique toutes ces differentes moulures se puissent tracer a l'oeil, il est cependant tres-
necessaire de savoir les tracer geom&riquement, afin de s'accoutumer be bonne heure a mettre 
de l'ordre & de la vraisemblance dans la composition des profils... 

It seems to me the two principles to follow in establishing a conventional vocabulary are ease of 
understanding and (if they are accurate) reference to terms already in use. I've tried to use the same 
names for analogous parts on each joint, and to avoid using the same term for different things. 

The "baluster" ("vase") and "finial" ("spool") are often confused. A baluster is 
a short pillar or column, of circular section, and curving outline (properly, double-curved), 
slender above and swelling below into an elliptical or pear-shaped bulge...9 

On the classic hautboy, there are balusters on each of the joints, whereas there is only one finial at the 
top. The finial is 

an ornament placed upon the apex of a roof, pediment, or gable, or upon each of the comers of 
a tower, etc.; a similar ornament serving as a termination to a canopy or the like, or to the end 
of an open seat in a church.10 

. Marc Ecochard kindly allowed me to adapt one of his drawings to use for the diagrams shown here. 

. These terms apparently had equivalents in most European languages in the 17th and 18th centuries, in some cases their roots 

were in classical architecture. Cf. Felibien 1690:376-387, 679 and Roubo 1769:1:40-44, IV:902-12. 

. Cyma recta; in Roubo a doucine/guele droite/cymaise. 

. Cyma reversa; in Roubo a talon (renversi). 

. Originally M of an ellipse. In Roubo a cavel/conge. 

. Harris 1704 says the French call the astragal a talon or baguette in a Tuscan column; in the "lonick," it is called a Scotia. 

. A straight section, either used in combination with curved moldings or independent and raised (as in the hautboy's usually 

square-sectioned upper key ring). Moxon 1703:209 regularly uses the word verge as the extremity of a piece of work. 
8 . Letter of 23 Feb 1987. 

. The compact edition ojlhe Oxford English dictionary, 1971. 

'". The compact edition of the Oxford English dictionary, 1971. 
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I wonder if anyone else has reflected on how the baluster suggests a viscous liquid that has just been 
turned upside down, so that the bulge, temporarily on the top, seems now on its way down (and has been 
so these 300 years). This gives these shapes a dynamism and instability that is pleasurable to the eye. 

One feature of hautboys that doesn't get onto these diagrams is added ivory. For this, the word "ferrule" 
has been used (a "ring or cap put around the end of a stick, tool, cane, etc. to prevent splitting or to give 
added strength""). But ivory (that lovely material about which so much has been written in these pages) 
and even brass and silver did more than strengthen a hautboy; they ornamented it. In 1726, Claver 
Morris recalled that he had paid £1 7s in 1688 for "a hoboy with ivory joints and tipped with same."12 

While these terms ("tips" and "joints" - ie., sockets) are attractive, the generally accepted term for added 
ivory nowadays seems to be "mount" or "mounting." "Mount" is sometimes used to mean the rings on 
which keys are mounted, but turned shapes of the kind used to hold keys (see the diagram) are a standard 
and traditional turning concept, and turners call them "rings;" I do not see how we can ignore that.13 

There is also a large vocabulary of terms for keys, but to keep things simple I won't venture beyond 
those for the standard three here. 

It is possible that more historically resonant terms could be found by consulting the following list of 
books (although most of them are in French, and while the concepts are the same, technical terms are 
tricky to translate): 

Felibien, Andre\ 1676 [Many later eds.] Des principes de I'architecture, de la sculpture, de la 
peinture, et des autres arts qui en dependent. 

Plumier, Charles. 1701. L'Art de tourner...en perfection. Eng.tr. 1975 
Harris, John. 1704/R 1966. Lexicon technicum: or, an universal English dictionary of arts and 

sciences. 
Savary des Brulons, Jacques. 1762. Dictionnaire universel de commerce [d'histoire naturelle, et 

des arts et metiers] (2 vols.) 
Roubo, Andre Jacob. 1769-74. L'Art du menuisier (6 vols.). 

A much bigger list can be found in: 
McGeary, T.N. (Oct 1986). "A bibliography of 18th-century sources relating to crafts, 

manufacturing, and technology (Comm. 754)," FoMRHl Quarterly 45. 

Using the terminology proposed here (or something like it), the physical form of hautboys ~ not only 
surviving instruments but those in pictures as well — can be compared in various periods. A number of 
specific morphologic features are relevant:14 

1. Details of keys (number, material, shape of touches and pads, presence of cross-spurs); 
2. Materials (type of wood, color, presence of mounts and pins); 
3. Lengths of joints, existence of twin holes, shape of tone-hole coves;15 

4. Turning profile (proportions of outside diameters to length, shapes of finial and balusters); 
5. Turning details (bead complexity, shapes of key rings); 
6. Bell form (type of flare, rim, lip, number of waist beads). 

[4 Illustrations: Top joint. Center joint, Bell, Keys] 

. Webster's new world dictionary, 1957. 
1 2 . Morris, Claver. 1934. The diary of a west-country physician (1684-1726) (ed. E. Hobhousc, MD) . 

• The danger of confusion with "ring-system- keywork on 19th-century oboes seems minimal. 
1 . Eric Halfpenny's criteria in "The English 2- and 3-keyed Hautboy," GSJ 2 (worth consulting), included the overall length, the 

bore conicity, the position of tone holes, the sounding length, general external turning style, and keys. 

. This indentation made on twin tone-holes is sometimes called a dimple. 

http://Eng.tr
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TOP JOINT 

Finial 

Baluster 

Column 

Tenon 

(Finial recess) 

Upper finial beads 

Finial column 

Lower finial beads 

Baluster bead 

Column beads 

Straight fillet 

Scribe line 

Tone hole cove 

Column shoulder 

^Tenon ledges 
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CENTER JOINT 

Baluster 

Column 

Base shoulder 

Tenon 

Socket brink 

Socket beads 

Baluster bead 

Column beads 

Key channel 

Upper key ring 

Scribe line 

Axle hole 

Lower key ring 



BELL 
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Baluster — 

Waist 

Flare 

Rim 

Widest bore 

Upper waist beads 

Lower waist beads 

Flare beads 

Rim beads 
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UPPER AND LOWER C-KEYS 

Touch 

Shank 

Shank 

Pad 

Pilot 

Eb-KEY 

Touch 
Spur 

Scallop 
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Bell Key A c o u s t i c s 

In Comm 1408 Jan Bouterse discussed some of the apparent idiosyncrasies of woodwind tuning, including the 
acoustics of open and semi-closed cylinders (flutes and clarinets) This reminded me of the strange behaviour 
of a treble recorder when fitted with a "beir key to close the end hole The assortment of notes produced with the 
key closed seems to be unpredictable but the explanation is in fact perfectly rational 

A recorder has openings at the wndow and the bell end. and therefore plays as an open ended cylnder 
acousticaly despite its partly conical bore When the end hole is closed by the key the instrument becomes a 
semi-closed cylinder, like a clarinet, but with the significant difference that the the clarinet is closed at the 
mouthpiece and not at its bell. 

With the key closed the fundamental of the recorder plays rather less than an octave below its normal 
frequency, but it is too weak to be of any use Unlike the clarinet no other notes are playable in this low register 
because when any tone holes are opened at low air velocity the recorder reverts to the open cylinder mode and 
plays only mistuned notes in the first and second octaves (some of which can however be used as alternative 
fingerings) At higher air velocities, with the end hole and all tone holes closed, it can be overblown up to the 
11th harmonic, but only rt the odd-numbered harmonic series (like the clarinet). These harmonics seem to 
emanate from the f below the normal fundamental and are about a tone sharp 

With appropriate cross-fingered venting, the harmonics can be tuned to provide more alternative fingerings as 
wel as some very high notes which are otherwise unobtainable Thus the third harmonic (c7) plays d1. the fifth 
(a2) tunes to b2. the seventh (e/2 approx) tunes to 13 and f#3. the ninth (g3) tunes to a3 and bt>3. and the 
eleventh (b3 approx) tunes to eif3 (The numerals indicate the octave on a treble recorder in which the notes are 
played) 

Vent holes required to produce the harmonics are opened at or near pressure nodes, (pants of minimum 
pressure variations) For example only two vents are required to play the fifth harmonic as ilustrated. 

Window • * -

AN 
F i v e 

Vert 
(Hole 1) 

Ar 

— x — 

Vert 
(Hole 6) 

— * * — 
N 

W a v e 

— X -
AN N 

S e g m e n t s 
AN H 

Closed End 

Pressure anti nodes (points of maximum pressure variations) are induced h the bore between the nodes as the 
air velocity is increased The wavelength of the fundamental of a semi dosed cylinder is four times it's length 
Taking a recorder's length at about 410mm. the wavelength of each of the five wave segments in the diagram is 
theoretically four fifths of 41 Omm, ie 328mm, corresponding to a frequency of about 1052Hz (c2). ie close to the 
b2 actually sounded by the fifth harmonic 

An end key, when fitted, is normally operated by the nght hand tttle finger, and the key mechanism is a bit of a 
problem My preferred solution is to make the foot joint a ittle longer so that a new "end" hole can be opened at 
the side where it can be operated very effectively by the left hand little finger (otherwise unoccupied) through a 
simple key linkage This leaves the right hand little finger free, if required, to tune some of the highest notes by 
shadng hole no 7 The original end hole is sealed with a detachable plug. 

It has long been known that the difficult high f/3 can be played easily when the end hole is closed agarist the 
player's knee (preferably while seated) An end key avoids this risky technique and provides more high notes as 
a bonus1 
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FoMRHI Communication Number - 14-31 

Recorder Woods - Do They Influence the Sound? Alec V Loretto 

Familiar topics - I suppose they could be called 'old chestnuts' - pop up in the pages of 
woodwind publications. One such, raises the question as to whether materials used make any 
difference to the sounds of the clarinet, oboe, flute etc. The Recorder has come in for its fair 
share of speculation. Opinions seem to be clearly divided. On the one hand are many 
scientists, acoustic experts, and timber specialists who often claim that the materials used to 
make a Recorder have not the slightest effect upon the sounds produced. Some of them go so 
far as to say that the Recorder is nothing more than a vibrating column of air, so it makes no 
difference at all what material is used to encase this column of air. On the other hand are those 
who disagree, and their numbers are swelled by Recorder makers and players many of whom 
are convinced the material does make a difference. In the world of the Recorder it is easy 
enough to be involved in controversy without even trying, but because the scientists and 
others on 'that side of the fence' often speak in tongues difficult to understand, their views can 
pass unchallenged. And unchallenged views often take on the mantle of being the truth. So 
here's the other point of view from someone who knows enough about physics, acoustics, 
and wood technology to steer clear of that swampy ground and to deal instead with what 
sensitive ears reveal. 

But first, some simple experiments. Take any recorder that speaks clearly in its top register. 
Play a high note, ensuring that the lower jaw is dropped, and that the air can move from mouth 
to instrument without running into obstacles en route. While the high note is sounding, and 
without changing the pitch, slowly yet tightly close the teeth and ensure that the air has now to 
weave its way in among the teeth before it enters the windway. Now drop the lower jaw and 
ensure the air goes direct to the windway and not via the teeth. Now close the teeth. Now open 
them - and so on. Closing the teeth introduces unrelated noise into the sound of the Recorder. 
Opening the teeth reduces the unrelated noise. Face into the corner of a room - stand very close 
indeed - and try the same thing. The hard surface of the corner - brick perhaps or plaster -
strongly bounces the sound into our ears making the results even easier to hear. Now take an 
old plastic recorder and play some familiar melodies. Carefully introduce into the windway 
some foreign material - water droplets, spit, a small crumpled piece of paper, some short 
lengths of tangled cotton - and so on. Ensure that all such material can he easily removed 
without damaging the instrument. Now play the same familiar melodies. The sound of the 
Recorder whose windway is partially blocked is unclear and lacks focus - there is unrelated 
noise in among the sound of the recorder. In the above examples, the important factor is the 
condition of the sheet of air that leaves the end of the windway, before it impinges on the thin 
labium edge. If the sheet of air is compact and turbulence free, and accurately keeps its shape 
as it makes its way to the labium edge, the amount of unrelated noise is minimal. If however 
the sheet of air leaves the end of the windway with turbulence, this is still present when it 
reaches the labium edge, is magnified in the resonating parts of the instrument, and results in a 
sound containing much unrelated noise. In simple terms this explains why the sound of the 
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Recorder is affected when droplets of condesation form in the windway. The air has to 'weave 
its way' between the droplets and is at once in turbulence, both in the windway itself, and as it 
travels across the Recorder's window before meeting the labium edge. This, as in the 
examples above, is a certain formula for a noisy, breathy sound. 

It is therefore clear that if near identical recorders can be made from a variety of woods, the 
sounds will vary if it can be shown that some woods encourage turbulence to form in the 
windway. And in my experience, and in the experience of dozens of makers I have spoken 
to, woods do just that - some woods being regarded as rather noisy, others being looked upon 
as quieter materials. What is it about the woods that can vary enough to make a difference? 
The answer is simple - the quality of the finish that can be obtained when shaping the 
windway, the labium, and the bore. Some woods produce an almost glass smooth finish, 
while others have small surface irregularities clearly visible to the naked eye. Well finished 
oak, for example, might look smooth but close inspection reveals grooves of different lengths 
and depths generally in line with the grain. Softly running a thumb nail across these grooves 
produces a clicking sound as the nail flicks into and out of the surface irregularities. The same 
test tried on a variety of timbers will reveal different degrees of'thumbnail clickiness', and the 
naked eye can easily see surface grooves - some surprisingly deep. Many timbers have these 
irregular grooves and if windways are cut in such materials, these grooves cause turbulence 
in the windway and therefore in the sheet of air leaving the windway. The amount of 
turbulence in the moving sheet of air is related to the number of grooves and their depths. The 
problem is exacerbated by grooves on the labium surfaces and in the bore. It goes without 
saying, thanks to Murphy's Law, that if 'groovey wood' is used to make a recorder, the 
noisiest grooves will reveal themselves in the instrument's critical sound-producing areas. 
Surface grooving can be minimised by finishing the timber with a generous coating of lacquer, 
and to a lesser extent by oiling. However there can be no substitute for a sufficiently dense 
timber, with close grain, that finishes very smoothly with no grooving. Into this category 
comes a wood that sadly, is being used very much faster than it is being replaced - boxwood -
Buxus sempervirens Linn - described by many as the king of recorder making timbers. The 
thumb nail test reveals a glass smooth finish - no nail clicking and no surface irregularities. 
Making a Recorder from this material is a revelation, particularly if one has been using, for 
example, East Indian Rosewood (Dalbergia latifolia Roxb) with its long and deep surface 
grooves. The reaction of makers meeting boxwood for the first time borders on ecstasy! 
Nowhere is this better illustrated than in a letter to me from Fred Morgan dated May 7, 1973. 
During 1972 I had located a small quantity of European Boxwood in timber yards of Liverpool 
and London. Upon my return to New Zealand I sent a sample to my nearest Recorder making 
neighbour- Fred Morgan about 1700 miles distant in Australia. In his reply he writes - and I 
quote his exact words and punctuation -

A brief note of eulogy. I have tuned and voiced the low pitch alto made from your boxwood 

samples. The qualities of sound it has are precisely those last, subtle, elusive, exquisite things 

that I have felt always to be just around the corner in all my work with other woods over the 

past two years, but the turning of that corner was apparently always just one step too far 
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away. If you've made any instruments out of it, and if you've wondered what else, in God's 

name, /\ there to do to the voicing when you've been using rosewood andgrenadilla, you'll 

know just what I mean, and the feeling of elation from having, at last, the right principles, the 

right dimensions, and the right material. If the supply of this wood is steady and sufficient, 1 

doubt that I will use any other wood again. 

Morgan concludes the above paragraph with a more than generous comment that still very 
much touches me, and which says much about the effect of boxwood upon Recorder makers, 
in spite of what scientists tells us! 

May all makers of real recorders raise their right arms and their voices in three hearty 

'Huzzah! 's to the name of Alec V Loretto!. 

Players are similarly affected when they use for the first time a well made boxwood instrument, 
and although my correspondence contains many kind Recorder players' letters, none is as 
warm and as moving as the above! 
So if the type of wood used does in fact make a difference to the sound, who notices it? Is it 
obvious to all and sundry? Alas no! - not at all. Enough experiments have been carried out to 
show that third parties are often unaware of such things. The differences are often so small 
and so subtle that the person mainly aware of these is the performer who feels that his/her 
confidence and standard of performance benefit considerably. And this of course can only be 
welcomed. Anything which lends confidence to performers whether they use cricket bats, 
computers, paint brushes or Recorders will increase their 'feel good' factor and certainly 
reflect not only in their performance, but also in how their audiences react. Students of 
Human Behaviour have been telling us for years that we regain our joie de vivre and achieve 
new strengths by unusual means - buying a new hat; having our hair done, white water rafting 
or perhaps bungy jumping. And, if I might add to the list, by playing on a Recorder that our 
ears tell us has very special qualities, in spite of others failing to notice, even when they use 
the most high-tech equipment. 

FoMRHI Comm. 14-32. Dona ld S . G i l l 

Estimation of o r i g ina l bore in old instruments 

As Alec L o r e t t o ment ions in Comm. I*t09 o l d reco rde rs have 
e l l i p t i c a l r a t h e r than c y l i n d r i c a l bo res . This i s presumably due to 
d i f f e r e n t i a l s h r i n k i n g depending on the p o s i t i o n in the bore r e l a t i v e 
to the g r a i n . A long t ime ago I was t o l d (and I c a n ' t remember by whom) 
t h a t a rough r u l e of thumb was t h a t the maximum shr inkage was 
app rox ima te l y tw ice the minimum s h r i n k a g e . T h e r e f o r e , i t i s p o s s i b l e to 
es t ima te the d iameter of the o r i g i n a l c i r c u l a r bore by s u b t r a c t i n g the 
minimum d iameter of the e l l i p s e from the maximum and adding t h i s 
d i f f e r e n c e to the maximum d iame te r . Does anyone know i f t h i s i s 
cor rec t 7 

Ed: Yes, see Comm. 460 (Q31). There is a misprint on the 8th line of p.55. It should read 
'We also observe that the minimum diameter in the oval bores of old instruments is in the 
tangential direction'. I can observe it on a recorder only a half century old. E. S. 
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FoMRHI Comm. 14-33 Roy Chiverton 

BRASS MOUTHPIECES 

Even in the fairly early days of my interest in the 
trombone (particularly the bass trombone, hence the number of 
bass trombone mouthpiece parameters below), I was conscious of 
marked differences between mouthpieces, but it needed Campbell 
and Greated's book (see Bibliography) to put me on what I think 
is the right track in finding reasons for this (having realised 
this, I also understood better a reference in Philip Bate's book 
on the Trombone (ibid)). 

I sketch these reasons below, and go on from these to 
contrast parameters of some modern and early mouthpieces, 
speculate on the reasons for particular proportions of early 
mouthpieces, and also speculate on Arban's mouthpiece 
preferences . 

A brass instrument mouthpiece can be considered as a 
Helmholtz resonator. Its pitch (which Benade (see bibliography) 
has called the "popping frequency") can be established 
approximately by slapping the cup on the tightly stretched palm 
of one's hand. This pitch is a function of the volume of the 
mouthpiece and the cross-sectional area of its throat. For 
a given volume, the wider the throat , the higher the popping 
frequency (Fp). Similarly, for a given throat diameter, the 
smaller the volume,the higher the Fp. Conversely, for the same 
throat, a larger volume lowers the Fp and keeping the same 
volume, a smaller throat will give a lower Fp. A small mouthpiece 
with a narrow throat can have the same Fp as a larger one with a . 
wider throat. 

The mouthpiece can be said to distribute energy among 
the partials in the note being sounded. The crucial (to me) 
point made by Campbell and Greated is that the higher the Fp, the 
more the mouthpiece will tend to support the higher partials and 
conversely. I conclude that it is for this reason that one 
mouthpiece will give a much brighter sound than another although 
they are very similar to the eye. 

This could be reflected in descriptions of brass 
instrument mouthpieces by using, to help characterise the 
mouthpiece, a number derived from the cross-sectional area of the 
throat in square millimetres divided by the volume in cubic 
centimetres of the cup. This figure will relate directly to the 
popping frequency, inasmuchas the higher it is, the higher will 
be the Fp, and the brighter the sound the mouthpiece will 
produce. 

It will be useful, for this comm if not elsewhere, to 
call the figure the "parsup" (for "partials support"). I'd like a 
more elegant term, but can't think of one. Is "harmsup" (for 
"harmonics support") any better? 

The playing ranges of different groups of instruments 
vary from high to low and the general range of Fp's for 
trumpets, say, will be higher than the general range of Fp's for 
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tubas. But for each group, there will b 
mouthpiece Fp's which will correspond to 
dark to brilliant. Even within the same 
the difference between trumpet and 
attributable to mouthpiece Fp differences 

There must obviously be a corr 
parsup and the Fp, and a better way altog 
parameter might be to identify accuratel 
of each mouthpiece. This will have to be 
not for each pattern, since manufacturi 
significant effect on the sound. 

In choosing a mouthpiece, one 
preferred diameter and rim shape, and by 
will allow a big enough //. Thereafter, 
by knowing the Fp of those mouthpieces fr 
a selection. 

To recap, then, on the same 
identical instruments, the mouthpiece 
(higher Fp) will produce brighter sounds 
lower popping frequency. 

Having several bass trombone m 
that the sound of my bass trombones was 
brighter with some than others, I investi 
methodology was rather "kitchen table" 
standing on its rim on a piece of hard ru 
small photographic beaker marked in cc a 
amount of water needed to fill it. Pour 
mouthpiece and fill just the backbore. Su 
for this from the first amount. Measure 
calculations.) but to a first appro 
inaccurate. 

I might just add that throat d 
with fair degree of accuracy by making a 
perspex - for bass trombone mouthpieces 7 
20cm, giving a .05mm increase at each 
little. 

Alternatively, nails and screws can 
down in a wood or metal lathe to a rang 
feeler gauges. They can measure dia 
easily. You don't need to make them to a 
them until enough give you the sizes you 

In this next table, I have be 
what I find to be the Fp's of some of my 
by comparison with notes on a keyboard, 
results less trustworthy than the other 
right in relation to each other. "+" = 
"flatter than", of course. 

e a range of low to high 
a range of sound from 

playing range, much of 
cornet sound must be 

espondence between the 
ether of setting up this 
y the popping frequency 
for each mouthpiece, and 
ng variation can have a 

will be constrained by 
a throat diameter which 
one could be much helped 
om which one might make 

instrument or otherwise 
with the higher parsup 
than the one with the 

outhpieces , 
to my ear 

gated their 
(fill the 

bber, with 
nd parts of 
away water, 
btract quant 
throat diame 
ximation is 

and finding 
defini tely 

parsups. The 
mouthpiece, 

water from a 
a cc. Note 
Invert the 

ity required 
ter. Perform 

not too 

iameters can be measured 
tapered piece of thin 

mm wide to 8mm wide over 
cm. Round the edges a 

have their heads turned 
e of sizes and used as 
meters to .05mm quite 
size. Just keep making 

want. 
en brave enough to give 
mouthpieces. I did this 

I would consider the 
figures, but at least 
"sharper than", "-" = 

Modern Bass 
Trombone 
Mouthpiece 

Cup Volume Throat Diameter Parsup 
cc mm 

Popping 
Freq . 
(approx) 
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Benge 1 1/2 G 12 
Benge 1 1/4 H 12 
Blessing 1 1/2 G 12+ 
Conn Connstellation 11 
Schilke 58 13 
Vincent Bach 2 G 11+ 
Vincent Bach 1 1/2 G 12 
Wick 2AL 10 
Wick 2NAL 10 

7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 

75 

25 
4 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 

2 
93 
18 
75 
3 
43 
2 
42 
42 

B 
n/a 
n/a 
C 
A + 
C-
B 
C + 
C# 

My experience with these is 
brighter sound than the others. 

that the Wicks give a distinctly 

Tenor Trombone 
Mouthpiece Cup Volume Throat Diameter Parsup 

Blessing 12CS 7 
John Ridgeon 8 
Courtois "Pryor" 8 
Salvation Army 5 
(bought at auction with 
original mouthpiece) . 

6 
7 
6 
6 

4 
5 
4 
5 

74 
09 
15 
65 

a Metzler trombone, but perhaps 

Popping 
Freq . 
(approx) 
n/a 
E 
D+ 
F 

not its 

I tried these last two on a "sackbut" made by cutting 
much of the bell off a pea-shooter and having a fairly dark 
sound. The conical Courtois (low popping frequency) gave a sound 
very much lacking in higher partials. The Salvation Army 
mouthpiece, also conical, (much higher Fp) gave a much brighter 
sound. 

I then turned to those sections of Anthony Baines' 
"Brass Instruments" (Faber, 1974) giving some details of early 
trombone mouthpieces. Here I found throat diameters and cup 
depths and diameters, but had to calculate volumes. This I did, 
again to a first approximation, by treating each mouthpiece as 
consisting of a hemisphere (making r half the diameter) and a 
cylinder of depth d-r. This is likely to exaggerate the volume a 
little, so that the actual parsups (and therefore Fp's) may well 
be higher. 

Mouthpiece 

TROMBONES 

Cup 
Diam 

(from Baines, pi 13) 

Cup 
Depth 

Throat 
Diam 

Parsup 

Birckholtz, 1695 alto 
Schnitzer, 1579 
I . Ehe, 1612 tenor 
Reichard, 1607 bass 
I. Ehe, 1616 bass 

21 
23 
24 
28 
28 

12.5 
13.9 
21 
20.5 
20 

8 
8 
8 
9 
8 

16 
12 
6 
6 

12 
45 
54 
53 

5.32 

It is apparent that the parsups of the earlier mouth-
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pieces are generally higher than those of the modern mouthpieces, 
so their popping frequencies will be higher, as will the range of 
frequencies getting relatively more support. Other things being 
equal, this must mean brighter sounds. Other things were not 
equal, of course, in particular the length of tube expansion and 
the bell shape. It has also been suggested that tube making not 
being of the same order as modern tubing, this will also have 
tended to spread the energy in the partials over a greater range, 
giving, presumably, a less bright sound. Brightness could have 
been restored by mouthpieces with a higher parsup. 

As I hinted above, I have made a "sackbut" by cutting 
three inches of flare off a pea-shooter trombone. Using the same 
mouthpieces in this and in another similar but unaltered pea
shooter makes it clear that the loss of the flare reduces the 
strength of the higher partials. They can be partly restored by 
using a mouthpiece with a higher popping frequency. My overall 
impression, and therefore my speculation, is that mouthpieces 
with a high popping frequency were used with early trombones to 
put brilliance into a sound whose higher partials may well 
otherwise have been weak. 

The foregoing led to a further speculation. Arban 
recommends a "smile and press" embouchure, as opposed to the 
modern preference for a pouting embouchure. The "smile and press" 
keeps the lips out of the mouthpiece and would seem to maximise 
the volume available. This would lower the popping frequency and 
tend towards a richer, even darker sound. This might be 
particularly necessary where a conical mouthpiece is being used, 
this probably being the predominating mouthpiece at the time of 
Arban's "Methode". Not only has the conical mouthpiece a 
smaller volume for the same diameter and depth than a cup 
mouthpiece, but lip intrusion will reduce that volume more 
rapidly than with a cup mouthpiece, raising the popping frequency 
and increasing the brightness of the sound - hence the need for 
"smile and press". Contrariwise, for the same throat, inner rim 
diameter and depth, a cup mouthpiece will have a lower Fp (lower 
parsup) and produce a darker sound than a conical mouthpiece. (Of 
course, the mouth (position of tongue, position of jaw, and so 
on) can be used to some extent to balance mouthpiece effects, but 
that's another story.) Arban, in sticking up for the cup 
mouthpiece, may have been seeking a richer sound by another 
means. 

I can't really offer much comment about trumpets, not being 
a trumpeter and having only three mouthpieces for my trumpet, but 
I thought it might be of interest to provide the following, in 
case some readers might like to follow up this discussion. Some 
trumpet mouthpiece dimensions are from Anthony Baines' book, and 
some from articles by Eric Halfpenny in the Galpin Society 
Journal (XX,XXI,XXIV). 

Modern Trumpet Mouthpieces 

Anon 1 
Volume 
1 .0 

Throat 
3.75 

Parsup 
11 .05 
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Anon 2 1.0 
Vincent Bach 3 1.5 
(my VB3 definitely gives a richer soyund) 

Early Trumpet Mouthpieces (from Baines, pl25) 

W.M. Ehe 
M. Leichamschnieder 
J.L. Ehe 
Wi ttmann 
E.J.C. Haas 
Scholler, 1753 
W.W. Haas 
M. Hainlein (F trumpet) 
A. Schnitzer, 1581 
Steiger 1578 

English 

Anon 1666 
.William Bull 2nd half 17C 
William Bull 2nd half 17C 

4 
3.5 

12 
6 

57 
4 

18 
16 
18. 5 
17.5 
19.5 
18 
18 
18 
23 
25.5 

7.5 
7.8 
8 
9.5 
9.8 
10.7 
12 
13 
17 
12.5 

4.5 
4 
3.8 
4 
4 
4.5 
3.8 
4.5 
7 
8 

13.89 
12.18 
8.58 
7.94 
7.15 
8.12 
4.95 
6.25 
7.04 

11.9 

20.5 
20 
19 

13.2 
8.5 
11.5 

7.2 
4.6 
5.5 

12.6 
10. 2 

10.06 

GSJ XX, XXI, XXIV 

Williamson 17C 
Augustine Dudl 
Thomas McCuir 
Robert Brock 
William Bull 
William Bull 
William Bull 
Hofmaster , c. 
Thomas Harper 
Shaw & Co 1826 
T. Harper, c. 
Anon ?mid-19C 

ey 71666 
17C 
17C 
2nd half 
2nd half 
2nd half 
1750-60 
c.1815 

1835-40 

Butler ?mid-19C 
Anon ?mid-19C 
Anon ?mid-19C 
Anon ?mid-19C 
Kohler mid-19C 
Higham 19C 
Kohler mid-19C 
Anon ? late 19C 
Anon ? as imme 

17C 
17C 
17C 

diately above 

20 
17 
20. 
20. 
19 
19 
20 
18 
17 
18 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
16 
17 
16 
16 
16 

5 
5 

5 

7 
5 

5 
7 

3 

9 
5 

13.2 
9.5 
9.5 
11.8 
11.5 
11.2 
8.5 
12.8 
9.5 
10 
10.7 
1 1 
10 
9. 5 
11.5 
10 
10 
10.2 
10 
10.5 
13.5 

7. 
4. 
6 
6 
5. 
5 
4. 
4 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
5 
4 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 

5 
5 

5 

6 
5 

5 
7 

9 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

14. 
10. 
14. 
10 
10 
8 
10 
6 
17 
13 
13 
10 
11 
10 
9 
9 
10 
13 
16 
9 
5 

25 
51 
08 
22 
06 
62 
24 
38 
86 
34 
38 
1 
59 
04 
33 
.78 
.71 
.01 
. 1 1 
.23 
.47 

I don't know what the range of acceptable Fp's for 
trumpets may be. If my VB3 is fairly typical, then the general 
range of parsups above suggests a preponderance of those with a 
much higher Fp and hence a requirement for a brilliant sound. If 
my other two are more typical, then things haven't changed much, 
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and several of those listed in Anthony Baines' book and one of 
the Bulls and the Hofmaster were intended for a richer sound. 

As a last very tentative speculation, may I suggest the 
following. I find it easier to get my very highest note using the 
bass trombone mouthpieces with the highest popping frequency 
(highest parsup) rather than those giving me the darker sound I 
prefer. Might trumpeters playing in the clarino range might have 
found a mouthpiece with a high Fp helpful? 
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FoMRHI Communication Number 14 34 ^|ec y Lore(U> 

Chiverton's Ockham Bang 

May I say how much I enjoyed Roy Chiverton's approach to the Ockham affair - a touch of 
whimsy blended with a dose of humour is just what the doctor ordered. And I found very apt 
the words of Humpty Dumpty. It was from a recorder playing philosophy student that I 
received the Latin version, a slightly different version from the one Roy quotes. I will attempt 
to obtain further details. Thank you Roy for your light hearted touch. 

FoMRHI Comm. 1 4 3 5" Dona ld S . G i l l 

More about more reamers 

I t h i n k Roy Ch i ve r ton has over a p p l i e d the P r i n c i p l e of Least 
Complex i ty in h i s sugges t ion f o r making reamers from angle i r o n (Comm. 
1410) . These reamers work w e l l in two dimensions but not always in 
t h r e e . 

The type of reamer he suggests w i l l work f o r a s t r a i g h t taper 
where the r a t e of change o f d iameter w i t h l eng th i s c o n s t a n t . In t h i s 
case the back of the reamer where the s ides meet a t a r i g h t angle 
remains in c o n t a c t w i t h the bore f o r i t s whole l eng th and the c u t t i n g 
edges would indeed l i e on the diameter of the b o r e . However, the bores 
of o l d ins t ruments are no t s t r a i g h t tapers but u s u a l l y c o n s i s t of a 
s e r i e s of d i f f e r e n t tapers sometimes w i t h a lmos t c y l i n d r i c a l s e c t i o n s 
j o i n i n g them (suggest ing the use of spoon reamers ) . The v a r i a t i o n s in 
taper he lp to keep the oc taves in tune . When reaming t h i s type of bore 
w i t h an ang le i r o n reamer the back of the reamer would no t be in 
con tac t w i t h the bore a l l the t ime so the c u t t i n g edges would be on a 
chord of the bore no t a d iameter making c a l c u l a t i o n s of the shape of 
the reamer very c o m p l i c a t e d . 
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Comm. No. l4"36 

Addendum to Comm. 
Rov Chiverton 

1410 
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FortfUir; Co»*i*». 14 37 
How accurate and understandable are measurements of woodwind instrument - Jan Bouterse 

Since I started making woodwinds (about 1980), I have taken measurements of many historical 
and also of new instruments, and I have seen many drawings made by others. Well, I have to say 
that I am not always pleased to see my old drawings again, not because they are not accurate, but 
mainly because in those early days I didn't know what was important and what not. 
At first, I wanted to make good working recorders and traverso's and I needed historical instru
ments as a starting point, because there were only a few drawings in circulation and you had to 
take your own measurements. Thus I needed information about the bore, fingerholes, windway 
and block Turned details and maker's marks stamps were not so important. 
However, as many people know, I am writing on the moment a thick book about Dutch woodwind 
instruments and thanks to a grant by a Dutch cultural foundation I had the opportunity to see most 
Dutch woodwinds in foreign collections. But for that research it was important for me to have accu
rate information about maker's marks (stamps), and about more things that are not acoustically 
important (turned details etc.), but interesting for me to compare the style and craftmanship of 
each woodwind maker And I have to say: I have missed too many of such details in the drawings 
by others; and there was more information lacking. 
After many instruments and measurements, I have some questions and made some conclusions. 

1- It is for every maker of copies important and interesting to see and to compare several instru
ments made by one maker. For instance, I have seen about 20 oboes by H.Richters, 4 by his 
brother F Richters, and about 5 anonymous oboes made in the style of Richters. No instrument 
proved to be perfectly identical to an other, considering the lengths of the joints, the place and size 
of the fingerholes, the thickness of the wood and some details of the bore. 
My question: must I be more accurate with my measurements than the woodwind makers in the 
Richters-workshop were, while making their oboes? My answer is simple: we have to be as preci
se as possible with our measurements, but it is not necessary to exaggerate, or to show too much 
pretensions. Making copies of the instruments, we can work more about as free as the old makers 
did However, it can be very helpful to know how these makers made corrections on their instru
ments, for instance if a fmgerhole was drilled one or two millimeters out of position. 

2- Measuring the bore of an instrument, we have to consider that we have to do that with more 
accuracy on a sopranino-recorder than on a great bass. Thus: precision is not only a matter of (for 
instance) the quality of our measuring tools, but is also related to the size of the instruments. 

3- It is nonsense to measure bores of woodwind instruments with an accuracy of 0.01 of a millime
ter Wood is not perfectly stable, and small changes in temperature, humidity and the condition of 
the instrument (is it recently oiled, played, or cleaned) can give a greater variation than 0.01 mm 
Such measurements give more information about the scale and the reads out of the measurement 
tools than about the accuracy of measuring! 

4- If you are really scientifically working, you have to repeat your measurements until you know 
about the variation of the outcomes. In fact, I do not know about one modern woodwind maker or 
researcher who did such repeated measurements on old instruments. It is even worse: there is 
-so far I know- no publication about woodwind instruments in which is given an indication of the 
accuracy of the measurements. 
Well, I will do my best to make a start and have given such indications for the new catalogue of 
Dutch doublereed instruments (Haags Gemeentemuseum, The Hague; the catalogue is in prepa
ration) For lengths, sounding lengths and tonehole positions up to 300 mm the measurements 
proved to be accurate for about +/- 0.25 mm. Shorter sections (up to 120 mm) are measured with 
an accuracy of +/- 0 05 mm For external diameters (measured with plastic callipers) the deviation 
was circa 0.4%, that is about 0.1 mm for a diameter of 25 mm 
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Tonehole diameters were measured in two directions, with an accuracy of +/- 0.05 mm. That 
means in practice, that I do not worry very much if at the first measurement the result is 5 4, and at 
the second time the result is 5 3 mm 
I have realized that in modern technical science this degree of precision is unacceptable low But 
again: it must be seen in relation to the precision of the old woodwind makers and of the complexi
ty of conservation of the old instruments: curved, cracked, oval shaped, and so on 
One of my premises is: not to give the suggestion of high precision (for instance by giving diame
ter values to 0.01 of a millimeter), for that is misleading. It is much better to explain how the instru
ments are measured, and to give an indication of the deviations 

5- About bore measurements, it is important to know how the bore is measured, with which tools. 
But with all systems there are two outcomes at every operation. We have to determine the diame
ter of the bore, as well as the exact position where this diameter is measured. The accuracy of 
these two measurements must be in relation to each other. For instance: if the bore has a conicity 
of 1 40 (that means 1 mm incline or decline over a length of 40 mm), an increase of the diameter 
of 0.1 mm means a change of the length-position of 4 mm. Conclusion: in such a section it is not 
necessary (or: it is not possible!) to measure the length-position of the diameter more accurate 
than -let us say- about 2 millimeters. Or: if two people have measured the bore of the same instru
ment (in a section where the conicity is about 1 : 40): differences up to 4 mm in the length-position 
(at the same diameter) are not important at all. If the bore is less tapered (a conicity of 1: 100, or 
less), even greater differences may be seen. 
I myself prefer direct bore measurements: tools with fixed diameters where the length position is 
measured, or tools where on a fixed position the diameter of the bore is measured. 
Other bore measuring systems with electronic devices, connected to a computer, are interesting, 
and so are the bores measured in the museums Berlin and Neuremberg, but I do prefer to have 
some (one or two) control measurements with fixed tools, but they are not given or not allowed to 
make. 

6- About measurements of external diameters: the easiest places to measure the diameters with 
great precision are the extremities: on the highest rings and bulges, at the shoulders of joints, also 
where the profile of the instrument is just thin. 
Difficult places are: very narrow grooves (callipers are too thick), very wide diameters (bell of a 
Deutsche schalmei), where your callipers is not big enough, but also on places where the details 
of turning are very round or polished ("sketchy": Fred Morgan about the turning on some places of 
the Steenbergen soprano-recorder in the Frans Bruggen collection) 
In fact, it is difficult as well to have precise measurements on a steep slope of an oboe bell, where 
the profile is strongly curved There we have the same problem as with some bore measurements: 
to see what is the diameter in combination with fixing the precise place (length position) of measu
rement. 

7- The most simple measurements of lengths are those where you can put a joint of an instrument 
between your callipers. But: what to do with crooked (curved) joints? On such instruments, there 
are more (total) lengths, and they can and must be measured. But: only I have seen only a very 
few drawings give such outcomes. And how to measure: with callipers or with (flexible) measuring 
tape I am just happy that I have not to measure Dutch oboi da caccia, because they do not exist 
The two instruments by Haka in Vienna (Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Wien) are straight tenor 
oboes in f. 

8- Another problem I met on instrument with silver or brass mounts and rings. Sometimes these 
mounts are fitted loosely, or they have an irregular shape and then it is difficult to give only one 
fixed measurement for the length (and sometimes for the diameter as well). Those loosely fitted 
mounts gave me the opportunity to see how much the wood was shrunken during the ages. 
However, a shift of -let us say- 3 mm doesn't always mean that the wood shrank for 3 mm; it is 
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always possible that originally the mount wasn't covering the wood perfectly, just touching on a 
few places, so that a much smaller shrinkage of the wood caused the shift of 3 millimeters. 

9- About instruments with an oval cross section. Most woodwind instruments, and particularly 
those in boxwood, are not perfectly round. However: on many drawings (Hans Schimmel: the 
Dutch recorders in The Hague; Fred Morgan: the recorders of Frans Bruggen) there is only one 
measurement given for external diameters, and I do not know if that was the maximum, minimum 
of average value. On bore measurements, more researchers give two values, for instance for 
vertically and horizontally taken measurements. But Fred Morgan (recorder collection of Frans 
BrUggen) did not give such information, so we have no indication for the ovality of the bore. 
So, for me and for my research it is difficult to compare outcomes by different people. And of cour
se, I do not like to repeat bore measurements, because such measurements can always give 
some trouble, for the instrument, or otherwise for the conservators of the collections... 

10- About fingerholes. Fingerholes can have all shapes: drilled at an angle or straight; undercut to 
all sides or to one or two sides. Some holes may be 'overcut', rounded at the top. Sometimes the 
surface of the wood (or ivory) on the place of the holes is more or less flattened. In fact, is it diffi
cult to give exact information about the fingerholes on the only two dimensions of a sheet of paper 
It is very difficult to give the position of the fingerholes on the wing of bassoons, or on rackets, 
because these holes are drilled under two angles. The best thing to do is to draw cros sections of 
these joints at the fingerhole positions, and to give precise information about the position where a 
hole enters in the bore of the joints. There is one advantage: these long holes generally have no 
undercuttings. X-ray photographs can be useful, and we have made some of the Dutch bassoons 
in the Haags Gemeentemuseum. But the X-ray of the rancket was not a great help, I can assure 

11- About measuring pitches. That is a very complicated story. Do you know that the pitch of an 
church organ at 10° C is 30 Cents flatter than at 20° Celcius? That is 432 Hz against 440 Hz! 
But there are more problems The easiest instrument to measure should be the recorder, but 
Charles Stroom and I had -indepently- quite different values measuring the pitches of the tones of 
the Terton alto-recorder in the Haags Gemeentemuseum. Especially on flexible instruments, 
where you can change breath pressure, it is possible to play many tones in a much sharper pitch, 
and I think that this just happened on the Terton-recorder. But also for the other Dutch instruments 
I have generally measured sharper pitches than Hans Schimmel Perhaps it has something to do 
with our pitch-tuners as well, but there is also a possibility that there were made some mistakes in 
calculating from Cents to Hertz Therefore I can give anybody this advice: give as much as possi
ble your plain measurements results, and avoid to give calculated values. 

12- Finally: I have given here some examples of problems I met in measuring instruments, and in 
comparing drawings and measurement results I have no intention to be complete in this article, 
and I could easily give more examples of problems, mistakes and so on. 
It is also not my intention to ridicule good work that other researchers and woodwind makers have 
done, but it is necessary to put some question marks, and that is exactly what I am worrying 
about: I see so little self-criticisme, relativism and question-marks made by others 
Some conclusions. I am very glad that there are nowadays so many drawings of interesting instru
ments Most drawings are good, or useful (but never for the full 100%!), but it is good to be aware 
of all 'traps' if you use information by others for your scientific research. What I am missing most 
is background information or explanations to drawings and publications about musical instruments 
And perhaps it is good to start some discussion about this subject. 
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Some examples of instruments measured independently by more people. 

E.Terton, alto-recorder Ea 31-X-1952, Haags Gemeentemuseum, The Hague, Netherlands 

I: - measurements by Hans Schimmel (in: Dutch recorders of the 18th Century, pulbished by 
Moeck); 
II: measurements by Charles Stroom, not published 

Head joint: total length 
sounding length 
window 
socket-length 
socket-diameter 
external diameters: 

ring above window 
smallest 
socket bulge 
socket rim 

191.2 
130.0 
12.2/12 4 x 4 . 3 
250/2525 

191 
129.5 
12.3x4.1/4.2 
252 

24.25 to 23.5 (on 25 mm) 24 1 to 23 9 (on 18 mm) 

41.1 
29.7 
404 
30.1 

41.0 
294 
404 
299 

Middle joint 
(clearly curved) 

total length 242.7/244 
diameter shoulders 27.5 - 23.75 
fingerholes (position/size): 

0: 16; 
1: 35.8; 
2:63.3; 
3: 98 7; 

Bore measurements 
of middle joint on 30 mm: 

60 
90 
120 
150 
180 
210 

5.65x5.75 
5.7x5.7 
5.9x6.15 
5.8x5.95 

4: 135.7; 5.6x5.6 
5: 167.1; 5 55x5.55 
6: 195; 4 6x4 65 

I 
0 17 9 x 17.92 
17.52/hole 1 
17.11/hole2 
16.45 x 16 65 
15.75 x 15.83 
15 18 x 15.21 
14 34x 14.40 

243.9 
27.3-23.8 

0: 16; 5.7x5.8 
1: 35 5; 5 7x5.7 
2:63; 5.8x6.1 
3: 98.5; 5.8x6 0 
4: 135.5; 5.6x5.6 
5: 167.0; 5.6x5.6 
6: 195 0; 4.6x4 6 

17 85x 18.05 
17.50/hole 1 
17.1/hole2 
16.55 
15.75 x 15.85 
15.15 x 15.21 
14.40 

Conclusion: Schimmel and Stroom have the same results in measuring the bore of the middle 
joint; also the values for the fingerholes are almost the same, differing only 0.5 mm in position and 
0 05 mm in size Thus: very accurate measurements. However, the results for some external dia
meters and the size of the window have a variation up to 0 3 mm, what is much, compared with 
the accuracy of the bore measurements. 
About the windows: I have had some problems with measuring, not on the Terton-alto but on 
some Dutch bass-recorders, because some of the North-walls (terminology introduced by Alec 
Loretto) of the windows were overhanging, up to more than 0.5 mm (see drawing) This may ham
per having a good sight on your measuring tool. It is of course very dangerous (if even possible) to 
put your callipers in the window against the thin labium, so you have to move your callipers above 
the scene, comparing the size of the window with the opening of your callipers. 
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Second example: R Haka, oboe Ea 6-1952, Haags Gemeentemuseum, The Hague, Netherlands 

I: measurements by Jan Bouterse (1992), to be published in the new catalogue of Dutch double-
reed instruments of the museum. 
II measurements by Mary Kirkpatrick (1981), not published 

I II 
Top joint total length 240.3 240.9 

fingerholes (distance to shoulder, and size): 
hole 1 
hole 2 
hole 3 left 
hole 3 right 

bore measurements: 
0 10 0 on length: 

8.0 
smallest 0 : 

external diameters: top ring 
at fingerhole 1 
at fingerhole 2 
at shoulder 

Middle joint: total length 

76.4; 2.8x3.1 
40.7; 3.3x3.3 
8.2; 2.7x2.8 
8.35; 2.7x2.7 

80 
142/143 
64/6.5 
26.5/26.6 
18.6/187 
19.7/19.9 
21.1/21.2 

241 9 

76.4; 2 8x3 0 
40.7; 3.3x3 3 
8.0; 26x2.7 
8.2; 2.6x2.7 

81.5/82.5 
138.5/139 
6.4 
26.7 
18.6 
19.7 
21 4 

242.3 
fingerholes (distance to top, and size) 

hole 4, left 49.7; 3.6x3.8 49 65; 3.65x3 75 
hole 4, right 49.85; 3.6x3.8 49 65; 3.65x3 75 
hole 5 82.9; 4.9x5.0 83.1; 5.0x5.1 
hole 6 115.95; 4.8x4.8 116.3; 4.7x5.0 

keyholes (distance to lower shoulder, and size) 
hole d#, right 52.6; c 5 52.75; 4.85x4.95 
holec-key 19.25; c. 6.8x7.0 18.8; 6.85x6 9 

Bell: total length 146.4 146.7 
vent holes (position to top and size): 

left hole 48.5; 4.6x4.7 48 55; 4.7x4.8 
right hole 48 3; 4.5x4.6 48.4; 4.55x4.65 

bore measurements: 
opening at lip 40.6/40.8 40.6/40.9 
widest, just after lip 47.2/47.3 47.0/47.1 
narrowest 199 20 0 

Conclusion: on this instrument the differences between the results are slightly bigger than on the 
Terton recorder Maybe some of the measurement tools were not good? On most length-measu
rements Mary Kirkpatrick was more optimistic than I was, with slightly bigger values However, I 
believe that even these differences are not too big, and are within the limits for the purpose these 
instruments were measured: making copies or comparing the dimensions with other instruments. 
Or: between two Haka-oboes the differences will be bigger than the differences between the 
measurements of two persons on one particular instrument. 
About the length: differences up to 0.6 mm (0.25%); fingerhole positions: up to 0.4 mm (0.33%). 
Sizes of the fingerholes: differences up to 0.1, sometimes 0.2 mm. Explanation: some of the holes 
are drilled at an angle, and then it is not so easy to explain what you are measuring. About the 
key-holes I did not get permission to remove the keys (I was not happy with that!), so I had to 
make an estimation of the position and size of the holes. 
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FoMRHI Comm. 1 4 3 8 Donald S. G i l l 

H i s t o r i c a l evidence for stewing soundboard wood 

A f t e r read ing Eph Segerman's Comm. 1423 I f e l t sure I had read 
something about the s tewing of soundboard wood somewhere b e f o r e . I have 
now t racked i t down to Frank Hubbard 's book Three Cen tu r i es o f 
Harps ichord Mak ing . The f o l l o w i n g q u o t a t i o n i s f rom p. 204 and Hubbard 
i s q u o t i n g from Ad lung , Jacob - Musica mechanica o rganoed i , B e r l i n 
1768. 

Adlung was even more d i s t u r b e d by the p o s s i b i l i t y of o i l y or 
res inous substances rema in ing in the wood. Having sa id t h a t f i n e 
( s u b t i l e ) and d ry s tock shou ld be sought he adv ises the maker as 
f o l l o w s : "The wood of the soundboard must no t be o i l y . A c c o r d i n g l y , an 
ins t rument maker i s accustomed to b o i l ou t such p lanks as he i s go ing 
to use f o r soundboards. Th is can be done in a s u i t a b l e b rewer ' s v a t . " 
Th is p r a c t i c e may o f t e n have produced the n o t i c e a b l y cha lky t e x t u r e of 
some of the German soundboards. Adlung does no t ment ion the f a c t t h a t a 
long p e r i o d of d r y i n g would be necessary a f t e r such a leach ing 
p r o c e s s . ' 

I n c i d e n t a l l y , the one t h i n g Eph Segerman d o e s n ' t mention i s how 
long the d r y i n g ou t process took a f t e r the wood had been s tewed. 

Ed: Stewing the wood does not change the sizes if the pores (sometimes called pits) in the cell 
walls that control the passage of water, so the drying time should be the same as with freshly 
cut wood of the same dimensions. This is much faster than getting water into dry wood since 
the pore alignment between adjacent cells deteriorates during drying. E. S. 
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Letter in Nature , Vol 379, 22 Feb 1996, p681. 

Why old fiddles sound sweeter. 
Sir - Musicians often claim that regularAof a stringed instrument improves 
its tone. Although sound quality is subjective, it is often thought desirable to 
have high stiffness-to-weight ratio and low damping coefficient(2-4), as are 
found in the mature pine and spruce commonly used for sounding 
membranes. Here we show that for spruce, at higher humidities, continuous 
forced vibrations cause the stiffness to increase and the damping coefficient to 
decrease, thus lending support to the musicians' claim. The changes are 
ascribed to slow redistribution of moisture to lower-energy sites. 

We subjected beams of spruce (85 x 12 x 0.5 mm) to continuous 
vibrations at the natural frequency of 10 Hz (see figure).The damping 
coefficient was found to drift downwards by about 5% on average, sometimes 
after an initial small increase. When the forced vibrations ceased, there was 
little change. The forced vibrations always caused an increase in the natural 
frequency of about 0.3%. At 44% relative humidity (RH), the forced 
vibrations showed little effect considering the precision of the experiment. 

The damping coefficient of wood is higher at higher humidities, with 
typically a 3.5% increase in damping coefficient for each 1% rise in wood 
moisture content. Measurements during continuous vibrations with 
simultaneous step-humidification from 80% to 90% RH showed a very rapid 
increase in damping coefficient followed by a slight drift downwards. The 
increase was more rapid with forced vibrations than without, typical time 
constants for the same test piece being approximately halved by the forced 
vibrations (for example, 0.4-0.15 h). The time constant for the moisture 
content increase of a matched weighed sample was typically 3 h. 
The explanations for the various anomalies observed may lie with the 
mechanisms of moisture bonding. On the basis of sorption isotherms, 
Kollmann suggested that sorbed water could be divided into three groups: 
monolayer adsorption at low humidities, multilayer adsorption starting at 
intermediate humidities, and relatively free capillary water, which 
predominates at higher humidities below the fibre-saturation point. The 
rapid increase in damping during humidification may result from the 
breaking of bonds by internal swelling strains. The effect of the simultaneous 
forced vibrations may be to raise the energy levels at many of the bonding 
sites and so accelerate the bond-breaking process that must accompany the 
moisture-induced swelling. 

The slow decrease in damping and increase in stiffness during 
vibrations at constant high humidity may be the result of slow re-location of 
water molecules from high-strain, and therefore high-energy, sites, to lower-
energy sites. The fact that little change takes place at 44% RH suggests that it 
is mainly the multilayer water molecules that are re-located. It was found 
that the changes could be reversed by drying the samples at 30% RH and then 
re-humidifying. 
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Although, for the best care of a musical instrument, both high and low 
humidities should be avoided, the above results suggest that at intermediate or 
high humidities the sound quality may be improved by regular playing. 
D. G. Hunt, E. Balsan 
School of Engineering Systems 
and Design, 
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Figure caption 
Damping coefficient expressed as logarithmic decrement plotted against the 
square root of time during forced vibrations at the natural frequency of a 
spruce cantilever beam of dimensions 85 mm (axial) by 12 mm (radial) by 
0.5 mm (tangential), at 90% RH (upper) and 44% RH (lower). The 
vibrations were switched off after 48 h. Left, with vibrations; right, 
vibrations stopped. Measurements were made following moisture 
equilibration (to an estimated tolerance of 0.3%). The time at equilibrium 
humidity was at least 16 times the measured sorption time constant. At 90% 
RH, the experiment was continued by switching off the vibrations after 48 h. 
The coefficient of variation of the measurement technique was 0.35% for the 
damping coefficient and 0.0065% for the frequency. The humidity of the 
environmental chamber was maintained within ±1% RH and ± 0.1 'C. The 
measurements made during continuous forced vibrations at constant humidity 
were made six times, on matched samples. 

References 
1. Bond C. /. Inst. Wood Sci. 7, 30-33 (1977). 
2. Carrington, J.J Inst. Wood Sci. 7, 10-14 (1976). 
3. Fukada E. Nature 161, 772-773 (1950). 
4. Holz, D. Holztechnotogie 4,195-202(1973). 
5. Kollmann F. Forsch. Gebiete Ingenieurw. 29, 33-41 (1963). 
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FoMRHI Comm. 1 4 4 0 Ephraim Segerman 

Mace and overspun strings 

In Comm. 1396 John Catch speculates about the possibility that Mace could have thought of 
overspun strings 'as a useful improvement which was briefly noted, quickly came into fairly 
wide use, and then taken for granted'. I can think of no new kind of sound in music that this 
has ever happened to. When people have acquired an appreciation of music produced with the 
old kind of sound, few will initially embrace a new kind of sound, considering it an 
'improvement'. Even improvements that make the old kind of sound easier to produce take 
some lime to become fairly widely used. 

The kind of lute that Mace used had basses of stepped length. It had previously been rejected 
by the French Masters according to the Mary Burwell book. The reasons given were excessive 
loudness and too much lime for the string's sound lo decay. This kind of lule nevertheless 
nourished in non-Mediterranean European countries through mosl of the 17th century and early 
in the 18th. Perhaps the music played on it involved slower musical movement in the bass than 
the French Masters indulged in, making the slower sound decay of longer thinner bass all-gut 
strings less of a problem. Overspun bass strings would make this a much more serious 
problem, probably often requiring the additional component of technique of damping the sound 
of a string with a finger before it has fully decayed, as is done in baroque lule playing today 
(on overspun nylon). Mace mentioned a grace called 'Tut ' which is just such a siring 
damping, bul il was done immediately after the pluck as a speech-like special effect. If il was 
used also io shorten the sounding time of basses, this surely would have been mentioned lieie 
as well. 

A surviving instrument of the type Mace used was discussed in Comm. 156(Q13). On it were 
bits of clearly very old strings tied to the bridge, and the lower strings of bass octave pairs 
were made of metal open-wound on gut. This is not evidence in favour of Catch's hypothesis 
since these strings are from the instrument's latest use, which probably was in the 18lh 
century. 

The strongest evidence against Catch's hypothesis is in Mace's descriptions of the types of 
Great Bass strings that were used. They were called 'Lyons' or 'Pistoy Basses'. The Pisloy 
Basses were 'dyed with a deep dark red colour' and were 'smooth and well-twisted strings'. 
If they were close-wound with metal one wouldn't see the colour or how well twisted they 
weie, and if ihey were open-wound they wouldn't be smooth. There also was a 'small sort of 
Lyons' thai weie 'good for iiiiie bui io make frets of . Overspun strings make very pool frets. 

It seems thai overspun strings were not articles of commerce until late in the ISlh century. 
Before then the windings were put on by the player, the instrument maker or the instruments 
and accessories dealer. Thus a player's manual of the level of comprehensiveness as Mace's 
book was would have mentioned how lo do it if the author thought thai overspun strings were 
good things lo use. 

Catch obviously prefers overspun basses on the viols he plays, and it is quite understandable 
that he would like some historical justification for his preference, al leasl during some of the 
time that the English viol music that we both love was in vogue. That justification is more 
elusive than he has hoped. 
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FoMRHI Comm. |4 + l John Downing 

A Footnote to Comm 1394 - More on Sinew Fibre 

Sir Ralph Payne-Gallwey (1846 - 1916), in his illustrated treatise on the 
crossbow and ancient seige engines (1), wrote about some of the applications 
of sinew fibre in the construction of these formidable weapons. 

This remarkable material was derived from from the neck tendon (or more 
precisely, the 'ligamentum colli1) of a horse or ox - a very tough yet elastic 
fibre. 

Catapults and ballistas, which were powered by huge twisted ropes of sinew 
fibre (or horsehair), were being used by the ancient Greeks as early as 250 BC 
and remained established as an effective weapon until at least the end of the 
17th C. in Europe.(4) 

Payne-Gallwey was unable to determine,from surviving historical accounts, 
how sinew fibre was prepared and manufactured into cordage so his experiment 
involving the construction and testing of reduced scale replicas of catapults 
was undertaken using ropes made from pure flax or hemp - an inferior material 
for this application, not used by the ancients, but which, nevertheless gave 
some results from which he was able to draw conclusions verifying the per-
-formance of original catapults. His twisted ropes were made, in situ, by 
threading small diameter cords of convenient length around the armatures of 
two geared winches,mounted one on each side of the frame of his catapult, 
until a skein of the required size had been made up - the lengths of cord 
being knotted or spliced together as work proceeded. The completed skein was 
then saturated with neatsfoot oil, as a lubricant and preservative, before 
being twisted up to full tension by the winches. 
Payne-Gallwey found that the cords making up the skein were prone to failure 
or loss of elasticity after a short service life, larger diameter cords being 
more prone to breakage than small. He reckoned that this shortcoming would 
have been solved by using properly prepared sinew fibre or horsehair cords 
due to their great elasticity.(2) 

Sinew fibre was also used as a laminate in the construction of composite bows 
such as the early crossbows of the type employed at the battle of Crdcy and 
the diminutive but very powerful reflex bows of Turkish and Middle Eastern 
origin. As the sinew fibre was prone to damage by moisture, composite bows 
were covered with a thick layer of glue or with varnished skin, leather or 
cherry tree bark glued in place. Payne- Gallwey noted that sinew laminates 
on Turkish bows would disintegrate into hundreds of pieces if soaked in hot 
water (!) - each piece being as flexible as indiarubber. 
Nevertheless the sinew fibre had to be softened with heat and water before it 
could be moulded into shape in constructing a bow. 

Another use of sinew fibre was as a shock absorbing binding to secure the bow 
of a crossbow to its stock - a permanent attachment once the softened fibre 
had hardened. 
It was also employed, soaked in glue, to bind together the, two component, 
nock design found on Turkish arrows which were made like a spring clip to 
securely grip the bow string. This binding was smooth as glass to the touch, 
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flexible enough to allow the two halves of the nock to spring apart on rel-
-ease of the arrow and yet tough enough to withstand the great dynamic forces 
driving the arrow, without shattering. 

This concludes my summary of what Sir Ralph Payne-Gallwey had to say about 
sinew fibre which has been included here to further highlight some of the 
properties of this material. 

To return again to Diderot - in my translation of his text concerning the 
preparation of sinew cordage (Comm 1394), I simply used the term "tendon 
fibre" to conveniently describe the basic material used in the experimental 
manufacture of these ropes by M. Ie compte d'Herouville because that is what 
Diderot says was used (les tendons des jambes). At the beginning of his dis-
-course, however, Diderot tells us a little more. He defined sinew cordage 
(des cordes de nerfs) as rope made from tendon or ligament fibre. The ancient 
Greeks and Romans, he tells us, used sinew ropes on their machines of war 
made from ligaments but then goes on to say that the ancients selected their 
material from the neck tendons of oxen or the leg tendons of deer. Furthermore, 
he then follows by saying that the former material was used by M. Ie compte 
d'Herouville to make his first sinew ropes because this material was readily 
available from the Parisian slaughter houses. 
While I suspect that Diderot was, sometimes at least, using "tendon" and 

"ligament" as words of equivalent meaning, his writing does leave some doubt 
as to whether inherently elastic ligament fibres were used exclusively for 
sinew cordage or if tendon fibre was also employed (as he says it was). 

According to Gray's Anatomy (3), tendons are white, glistening fibrous cords 
. of varying length, thickness and cross section, of considerable strength and 

IX^^M*^ dejypjd of elasticity. 
Ligaments are composed of bundles of silvery white, shining fibrous tissue, 
pliant and flexible but strong and inextensible. 
Some ligaments, however, consist entirely of yellow elastic tissue (such as 
those connecting the spinal vertebrae) which act like muscles - extending 
and contracting as necessary by virtue of their elasticity. 
(The 'ligamentum colli' is presumably an example of this kind of ligament?) 

The assumption implicit in Diderot's account is that fibres of inelastic 
tendons or ligaments exhibit an inherent elasticity once they have been pro-
-cessed and freed from the binding membranes of the tendon/ligament - although 
perhaps, these fibres may be less elastic than those to be found in the neck 
ligament of an ox. 

We cannot, therefore, at present draw any conclusions about how sinew instru-
-ment strings, of the kind used by Scottish harpers, may have been made. 
While the essential manufacturing process described by Diderot would, no 
doubt, have been the same for harp strings as it was for catapult cordage, 
the source of the fibre (tendon, ligament or elastic ligament) is uncertain. 
Sinew instrument strings may have been subject to additional treatment (such 
as immersion in caustic baths proposed by Diderot) which might have produced 
a cleaner more durable string than the lengths of coarse sinew cordage, 
soaked in greasy oil, that were transported to a field of conflict as military 
ordnance for assembly into seige catapults. 
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No doubt, gut string makers who may have adopted sinew string making tech
nology, would have experimented with using processes,known to improve gut 
strings,on these innovative materials (new to them) or perhaps these processes 
were already in use for sinew catapult cordage - the greasy oil being applied 
primarily to act as a lubricant for the tightly twisted ropes? 

Finally, I wonder if Diderot's experimenter used an historical account of the 
manufacturing process for sinew rope or whether he discovered this process 
by experiment only? Such an account is not included in the list of references 
noted by Sir Ralph Payne-Gallwey for he knew nothing about how these ropes 
were made. If such a record was available at the time of Diderot, could this 
source still survive somewhere out there, awaiting rediscovery? 

Until additional information comes to light, probably the best way forward t̂/io' » 
would be for an intrepid FoMHRI researcher - who has no qualms*"about dealing 'VAvAtfc-
first hand with abattoirs and their product - to try to recreate the experi
ments described by Diderot using various tendons and ligaments from freshly 
slaughtered cattle as material. 
The results might form a basis for the future manufacture of historically 
correct, superior lute bass strings! 

Notes: 

1. "The Crossbow/Mediaeval and Modern/Military and Sporting/Its Construction 
History and Management/With a Treatise on the Ballista and Catapult of 
the Ancients", Longmans, Green & Co. London, 1903 and "Appendix to the 
Book of the Crossbow and Ancient Projectile Engines", 1907. 

Reprinted 1995 by Dover Publications Inc. N.Y. as " The Book of the 
Crossbow" ISBN 0-486-28720-3. 

2. This merely confirmed,by experiment,the fact that a large diameter rope 
made by simply twisting a bundle of fibres together, is inefficient 
in load bearing due to the outer fibres of the assembly being under greater 
strain than the inner fibres causing the former to fail or yield under 
load. 
In contrast, Ramelli (see Comm 1318) proposed use of a double coil of 
large diameter rope for powering his catapult - an arrangement that should 
have been less prone to fibre breakage. Whether or not it would have been 
possible to assemble and successfully join together such a large rope in 
a double loop configuration - given the additional elasticity and pliabil-
-ity of sinew cordage - is open to question for, to judge by the simple 
toggle bar tensioning device depicted by Ramelli in his engravings, his 
design was only conceptual. 

3. "Anatomy, Descriptive and Surgical" Henry Gray FRS, 1901. Revised 15th 
edition, 1978, Bounty Books, N.Y. 

4. The potential energy in the twisted sinew rope (the largest measuring 2ft. 
or 0.6metre in diameter) of a Roman catapult, was sufficient to hurl a 
projectile weighing 561bs (26kg) a distance exceeeding 400 yards (370m) 
with repeatable accuracy. 
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FoMRHI Comm. 144 2. John Downing 

Sinew Strings ...Yet Again! 

Thanks to Mimmo Peruffo for bringing more information to light about sinew 
instrument strings (Comm. 1417). This seems to confirm that the source of 
sinew fibre was the neck (or back) tendon or ligament of a horse (or ox). 

It is interesting that the 16th author of the recipe for making these strings 
compared them in appearance to silk strings - not only because it implies 
that silk instrument strings were in use in Europe at that time but because 
it suggests that sinew strings, like silk strings, were distinct in appearance 
from other instrument strings. 

I would disagree that the use of an animal glue binder necessarily means that 
sinew strings were not made like cordage. The Chinese silk strings that I 
have to hand are three and four strand twines - a form of construction that 
would be stable without a binder of any kind. I would suggest that sinew 
strings were made in the same fashion as silk strings - as twine cordage -
the purpose of the binder being to combine the fine fibres to make a more 
durable string and also to seal the fibres against moisture ingress - both 
silk and sinew fibres being sensitive to damp. 
I can confirm that my silk strings are quite distinct in appearance from 
simply twisted strings made from sheep's intestines. 

I wonder if the glue of the binder was modified to make it flexible in order 
to preserve the elasticity of the string? Flexible glue can be made by treat
ing hide glue with vinegar (or, more easily, with glycerine). This material 
was used to coat printing press rollers which required a surface that was 
very firm but elastic and non sticky. 

It should be noted that not all lute strings (regardless of material of con-
-struction) were preserved in oil,for Samuel Pepys noted in his diary on 
18th March 1667 - "Mr Caesar told me a pretty experiment of his, of anglingff^(\ 
with a minnikin - a gut string varnished over'.' 

Catline, Catlin, Catling etc. 

Seeking further enlightenment concerning the seemingly vexing question about 
Catlin(g)(e)s and what they may have been, I consulted the Oxford English 
Dictionary (OED), 2nd Edition, for guidance. 

Among the historical references listed under 'Catlin(g)' is the following 
attributed to Kersey(1708) - "Catling or Catlin , a sort of small Cat-gut 
string for Musical Instruments'.' Kersey is telling us that, in his time, 
Catlings were relatively small diameter instrument strings, made from Cat-gut 
(whatever that was), that were different (sort of) from other kinds of 
instrument strings. 

Oddly enough, the OED does not include a reference to 'Venice Catlin' under 
the heading 'Catling'. Neither does it appear under 'Venice' - but it does 
under 'Minikin' (where Mace is quoted). 

Thomas Mace (1676), wrote about lute-strings, available in short double knots, 
that were used for fourth and fifth courses and bass octave strings on his 
II or 12 course lutes. He called these strings 'Venice Catlins' - strings so 
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strong that they could not easily be broken by the normal strength of a man. 
The very best bass strings available to Mace (but difficult to obtain) were 
called 'Pistoys' which were high quality, uniform strings (clear, smooth and 
well twisted) often dyed a deep red colour. He suspected (conceived) that 
'Pistoys' were just thick 'Venice Catlins' 

'Pistoys' and 'Venice Catlins' were, therefore, visually different in some 
way from other types of lute strings. The possible differences are limited. 
These strings could have been made from a material other than sheep's gut 
( such as silk or sinew Jfibre), or they could have been constructed in some 
unusual way ( roped, pTaited or braided) or loaded with metal wires visible 
at the outer surface of the string (1). Mace does not say from what material 
his strings were made, how they were constructed or in what way 'Pistoys' 
and 'Venice Catlins' were unique from other strings. 

Robert Dowland 'Varietie of Lute Lessons' (1610) described strings of 
"greater sorts or Base strings the best of this kinde are double knots 
joyned together commonly called 'Venice Catlines'. These 'Venice 
Catlines' were used as unison tuned basses on Dowland's lute of up to ten 
courses. 
Mace's 'Venice Catlins' were relatively small sized strings - agreeing with 
Kersey's definition above, in this respect. 
Dowland's 'Venice Catlines', on the other hand, were presumably, as bass 
strings, the largest sized strings available in his time.If it is assumed 
that 'Venice Catlines' and Venice Catlins' were the same article one might 
wonder why, by the end of the 17th C, larger diameter strings of this type 
were ( if Mace is correct) being called by another name? 
Like Mace, Dowland does not say from what material his strings were made. 

From Kersey's definition we can conclude that'Catlin' = 'Catling' = 'Cat-gut' 
It seems probable also that 'Catlin' = 'Venice Catlin' = 'Venice Catline' as 
strings of generic equivalence at least. (2) 

So what were these'Catlings' made from? Mary Burwell differentiated between 
strings made from 'sheepes gutte' and 'catts gutte'. The early writers on 
Scottish harps indicate that ' Catgut' strings were made from sinew fibre, 
(see Comms 1394 and 1395). 
Shakespeare may have the answer for us 
" what music will be in him when Hector has knocked out his brains, 
I know not; but I am sure, none, unless the fiddler Appollo get his sinews 
to make catlings on." Jrt̂ LHAVfi*. 
(Troilus & Cressida, Act 3, Scene 3, line 306) (1606) 

Interpretation of this passage leads to the conclusion that catling strings 
may have been made with a sinew fibre foundation or core overlaid with some 
other material. 
One possibility is that catlings were sinew fibre strings overspun with a 
wrapping of sheeps gut - the gut providing the necessary protective moisture 1 
barrier for the sinew as well as a more durable surface for the string. 
Modern versions of such a string are manufactured today by companies such 
as Karl Junger (Pyramid) and are made from a nylon floss core overspun with 
a monofilament nylon string or tape. These strings are used for lute or 
guitar midrange strings to replace solid monofilament nylon strings. 
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If catling strings were made in this fashion, they would have been, like 
their modern equivalent, elastic and pliable and superior in performance to 
strings made from solid sheep's gut. 

The outer wrapping of gut, no doubt, would have been treated with oil or 
varnish like any other gut string of the time. 

If the density of sinew fibre is greater than that of sheep's intestine, as 
I suspect it may well be, then catlings may have been of smaller diameter 
than the equivalent sheep's gut string. 

If thin wires of pure gold, silver or annealed copper were incorporated with 
the sinew fibres of the core or, alternatively, some other inorganic loading 
material was used to codY1 the core fibres prior to final wrapping of the 
string, then a very goodV relatively small diameter string suitable for lute 
basses may have been the result. Perhaps loaded strings of this type were 
Dowland's 'Venice Catlines' later to become the 'Pistoys' of Mace? 

Just food for thought. 

Notes: 

(1) The OED under 'Lute-string' gives the following quote from Joseph Moxon's 
'Mechanik Exercises or the Doctrine of Handy-Works'(1683), Printing XV p9 
-"Fine Lute-string Wyer ....is.... fastned by twisting about half an inch 
of the end of the Lute-string to the rest of the Lute-string". 
Surely a reference to loading wires - but I cannot confirm this not having 
access to Moxon's work. 

(2) As previously noted ( Comm 1320), the various endings of Catline, -line, 
-lin or -ling could all suggest small diameter cordage depending upon whether 
you were English, French(or Old English) or Scots. 

FoMRHI Comm J 44 3 

Caul Veneering 

John Downing 

A guitar by Grobert (Mirecourt, Paris, 1794-1869, Cat// E.375 C.278, in the 
Musee Instrumental du Conservatoire National Superieur de Musique de Paris) 
has a back of mediocre quality softwood (crooked grain not cut on the quarter) 
overlaid with a single piece of sawn Brazilian Rosewood veneer. The back is 
between 2.2mm and 2.6mm in thickness including the veneer thickness of 0.6mm. 
Grain direction of both laminates is parallel and the back is slightly arched, 
supported by four transverse bars. 
In building a copy of this instrument, I was obliged to use a two piece, knife 
cut veneer of Brazilian Rosewood, 0.5mm thick, bookmatched and centre joined. 
A thin, two ply laminate like this cannot be successfully made by simply using 
the hide glue/veneer hammer/hot iron technique outlined in Comm 1382 and 1399. 
for, on drying, the back will firmly curl up, to the veneer side and be imposs-
-ible to straighten with the barring alone. 
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The laminate was formed on a caul or mould made from a piece of 3/8" plywood 
bent over suitable packing strips and fastened to a rigid base. The convex 
curve of the caul was made somewhat greater than the arching of the guitar 
back to compensate for any concave curling of the laminate on drying. 
The two pieces of rosewood veneer were jointed and dry assembled with strips 
of gummed paper (or veneer tape). The veneer and its prepared spruce backing 
were lightly moistened on both sides so that they laid flat (knife cut veneer 
moistened on one side will promptly curl into a tube). 
Hot hide glue was applied to the backing with a clean paint brush and a tew 
dabs of glue applied here and there to the veneer. The veneer was then position
e d on the backing and pressed into place using a veneer hammer m a zigzag 
movement over the surface of the veneer to squeeze surplus glue to the outer 
edges of the laminate. Blistered areas or areas where the glue had set prema-
-turely were reheated with a hot iron to remelt the glue and then rehammered 
until a'smooth unblistered flat lamination was obtained - a matter of a tew 
minutes work. 

The still warm laminate was then covered with a sheet of plywood clamped in 
place and was left in the caul until ready for barring. Made in this way, the 
laminate will be flat enough to conform to the arching of the bars without 
undue stress. 
I use granulated (pearl) hide glue dissolved in cold water in a glass jar which 
is then heated in saucepan half full of simmering hot water on the kitchen 
stove. The glue should be diluted with water until it flows off the brush in 
a steady stream. 
The surface of the backing should be scored with a toothing plane (a hand saw 
dragged sideways across the surface will do the trick). This does not give 
a superior glue joint but provides tiny channels to facilitate flow of the 
molten glue between the laminates. 
My veneer hammer was made from a piece of maple 3/4" thick by 3"wide with a 
brass strip inlay. My iron is an old electric household iron set to 'wool' 
heat (about 3/4 maximum heat) with the steam facility switched off. 

One side of a knife cut veneer has little hollows at the wood pores and this 
'wrong' side should form the glued surface to avoid the possibility of slight 
differences in the finished surfaces of the veneer if "right" and "wrong" 
surfaces are placed side by side. This cannot be avoided when bookmatching 
veneers. 

An alternative to hot hide glue veneering is to use modern white or yellow 
PVA woodworking glues. These are thermoplastic, like hide glue, and can be 
melted with a hot iron. Simply coat both surfaces to be glued with an even 
coating of glue applied with a small paint roller and allow the glue to dry. 
Moisten the uncoated surfaces to straighten the laminates and then simply 
iron them together. 
An article describing this method in more detail can be found in "Fine 
Woodworking" magazine, October 1994. 

I might add that although veneering is a fairly straightforward process it 
is certainly a more complicated way of making a guitar back than one con-
-structed from solid wood. Presumably Grobert chose this method of construct-
-ion because it gave superior results acoustically rather than in the inter
ests of economy? 
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FoMRHI Comm. |444 J o h n D o w n i n* 

Making Your Own Traditional Purfling Cutter 

The easiest and fastest way to cut purfling grooves or ledges on a guitar or 
other instrument, is to use a power router fitted with an adjustable roller 
guide which registers on the sides of the instrument to produce a cut of 
even width. This method can only be used if the instrument under construction 
has relatively flat front or back surfaces for the router base to ride upon. 

For those of us who do not have nerves of steel and prefer to work at a more 
old fashioned pace (a router bit rotating at around 25,000 rpm can do a lot 
of irreversible damage in the blink of an eye if mishandled), purfling grooves 
may be cut in the traditional way - it requires more skill and practice but is 
definitely more peaceful! 

A purfling cutter is simply a knife with an adjustable blade and a guide to 
produce a cut of uniform width and depth. In use, the blade is set to the 
required depth and width and, with the guide held firmly against the side of 
the instrument, the knife is lightly drawn around the perimeter to make a 
scribing cut. This intial cut is then gradually deepened to the set depth in 
a successive series of light cuts. Waste material is then removed from the 
groove or ledge with a chisel of appropriate width. (The bottom of a wide 
ledge may be levelled with a small hand (ie not power) router or 'old woman's 
tooth1) 

The purfling cutter represented by the following sketches was fabricated from 
scrap brass but mild steel would also be satisfactory as a material. The sides 
were made from 6mm square stock and the plates from 2mm thick sheet. 
The assembly was soft soldered together(although use of epoxy resin glue might 
be a practical alternative to soldering) 
All soldered surfaces were filed flat, thoroughly degreased and coated with a 
suitable soldering flux. The joint faces of the sides were 'tinned* or pre-
-coated with solder.(This is to ensure that excessive amounts of solder do not 
find their way into the blade channel which is difficult to clean out). The 
four parts of the assembly were then clamped together and heated with a small 
propane torch or blowlamp to melt the solder. 
The soldered assembly was then filed to shape and all sharp corners rounded, 
with a half round file. 
The holes for the adjusting screws were drilled through the cutter body in a 
single pass and the thread tapped using a hand held tap. (the precise size and 
type of thread is not important - I used 3BA , screws and taps I happened to 
have to hand) 

The cutter blade was made from a power jigsaw blade with the teeth ground off 
so that it was a close sliding fit in the blade channel. The blade should be 
long enough to project from the end of the cutter handle to facilitate blade 
removal and adjustment. The blade was ground to a spear point (to cut in both 
directions) and bevelled on one side only - the outer face of the blade being 
left perfectly flat. Grinding should be light to avoid destroying the blade 
temper. After grinding, the blade was honed to razor sharpness on an oil stone 
and dressed leather strop. 

Dimensions given are for guidance only. I made the blade channel 10mm wide 
- which is the maximum width of cut of my purfling cutter. 
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FoMRHI Comm. I44S" Peter Forrester 

The Cittern in Consort 

Eph Segerman's Comm. 1422 on the instruments of the Consort Lessons, and his 
remarks about my Comm. 931, have caused me to re-examine the literature of 
the subject - much of it Eph's - and to check my own conclusions. I can find no 
reason to alter them, but rather, some reasons for their extension and other 
reasons to reinforce them. I would not pretend to Eph's scholarship and 
knowledge of the history of stringed instruments, but from the evidence 
available, I draw different conclusions, as initially shown in Comm. 931, and 
below. Eph was kind enough to send me a copy of his comm. during December 
and to suggest that I might like to answer it in the same quarterly. Unfortunately 
commitments did not permit my doing so. 

We seem to agree that the main problem with most of today's performances of 
consort music lies with the lute. Today's lutes and techniques are mostly too 
quiet - not only several of my professional cittern-playing customers, but also a 
bandora player have been asked to play more quietly. At the same time 
lutenists of today seem to feel that their part is the most important. In Comm. 
931 I suggested from internal evidence that this was not necessarily so. Despite 
Eph's assertion to the contrary, it takes an aspiring musician considerably longer 
to learn to play the lute parts than those for the bandora and cittern. This 
suggests that a mixture of professional and amateur musicians took part, and 
bearing in mind also the cost of the music, this could only have been in a rich 
household where musicians, full or part-time, were employed, and where it 
would have usually been the serving-class who played the more difficult parts. 
Particularly gifted amateurs would sometimes have performed them, and I 
suggested that Sir Henry Unton was shown in his National Portrait Gallery 
memorial painting both as the lutenist in the mixed consort and as the bass viol 
player in the viol consort. We would seem to agree that the lute part can be 
enhanced by using a smaller bodied lute, and disagree only on the model. Eph 
(Comm. 867) would use a 55cm lute of the usual Italianate form, tuned a tone 
lower than its usual pitch, but with tensions matching the usual 'mean' size. In 
the forthcoming Lute Society Journal I suggest that a painting recently acquired 
by the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust shows a treble lute of an indigenous form, 
and that its relevant characteristic is its proportionately long neck. With a 10 or 
12 fret neck the body size is reduced, again giving better response on the treble 
strings. A lute of this nature is shown in the well-known Gaspard Duiffoprucar 
portrait and also seems to be the kind used in consort by Sir Henry Unton. Very 
possibly we are both right. Possibly also, treble lutes were sometimes played 
with a plectrum, probably called a quill even when made from leather, cherry 
tree bark (18th c, very good), etc. (In the same way that the small brush used 
for hatching called a pencil had its name transferred to the present day 
implement). The Consort Lesson treble lute parts are not, or perhaps only 

partiallyO, playable with a plectrum, but, for example, several of the trebles in 
the Marsh Lute Book are; the painting referred to above may have or have had 
a plectrum shown; and the smaller lute in the engraving (Jacob Cats' Sinne 
-en-Minnebeelden, 1618) used on the cover of the Lute Society's Newsletter, has, 
even if not being used for its usual purpose. 

We disagree mostly about the pitch of the cittern used in consort, including 
Morley's Consort Lessons. Eph believes it to have been a 'treble' cittern tuned 
an octave above the usual cittern pitch using the strong iron wire available to 
orpharions around 1600. I believe that any such use would have been only 
occasional and that the usual cittern used in consort was similar in size and pitch 
to that in use throughout Northern Europe. The treble cittern would have 
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normally used similar strings to the usual size, and been tuned a fourth higher. 

In 1975 an article entitled "The Cittern in England before 1700" was published 
in the Lute Society Journal by Djilda Abbott and Ephraim Segerman. In it they 
sought to demonstrate the existence and use of the small English cittern -
Praetorius' zitterlein, Leycester's treble cittern - at a time when very few people 
believed in its existence. I have since come to disagree with some of their 
conclusions, particularly its usual tuning and its use in consort. They summarise 
their reasons for concluding that the solo repertoire around 1600 was intended 
for a 34.5cm cittern tuned to e" top course as follows. 

"1. Robinson's illustration showed his cittern had nine and not eight strings." 
This should actually demonstrate the reverse. See below. 
"2. The chord stretches are such that the small instrument is needed to make 
them comfortable for hands of normal size. (We should note that since our 
nutrition is so much better than nutrition then, our bone growth is much more 
developed)". See Holborne's prefatory remarks below. 
"3. The only large citterns of which the heads are describable from the 
illustrations (Fludd and Playford), do not conform to the fool stereotype referred 
to in the early 17th century plays and seen on the Praetorius and Robinson 
citterns." None of the quotations given by Abbott and Segerman, nor indeed by 
John Ward"-), fit the jester's head on Robinson's cittern exactly. Praetorius' 
cittern head appears to be a female, and at least one jester's head appears on a 
continental cittern. (See Buchner). 

Their reasons for concluding that an octaved cittern was also intended for the 
consort repertoire are as follows. 

"1. The bandora, orpharion and cittern played in consorts at the same pitch 
standard. This list is in sequence of decreasing size. The highest strings of each 
would then be in sequence of rising pitch. This sequence can then only be a, g' 
and e". With the large cittern later in the 17th c. it was probably a, d' and e'." 
I do not see the significance of this. The reference to wire consorts appears to 
come from Talbot at the very end of the 17th c, and should also include the 
gittern or bell-gittern. 

V "2. The Henry Unton painting shows cittern and lute sizes which are relatively 
correct for a lute with gut treble strings at g', and a small cittern with steel 
trebles at e". (cittern string length = 64% lute)." The group of musicians is 
contained in an area rather smaller than a post card. The complete painting 
measures five feet , two and a half inches, by two feet, four inches. I also note 
that the cittern string length equals the body length of the lute (as does that of 
my Brussels cittern and Gerle lute). That the lute has a long neck and perhaps 
an inset rose like the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust instrument. That some 
Elizabethans had heads twice the size of others or alternatively the violin player 
was a very inferior servant. It couldn't be a viol if his head was that small. 
Almost anything can be gleaned from the picture if one tries hard enough. (The 
cittern does appear to have a peg-head, not a peg-box). 
3. (Paraphrased). Robinson, Holborne and the consort music were played by 
the upper classes only, so contemporary writers did not need to distinguish 
between two sizes of cittern. Surely there is no differentiation between the 
usual cittern and the treble cittern because both are citterns. If the social 
circumstances were so divisive that the two instruments were exclusively used by 
different classes, how do we account for the ladies with 'large' citterns at Gilling, 
the supposed use of octaved citterns at Norwich, etc., James Kelly and Thomas 
Pilkington (son of a Quireman) at Chester who both excelled on the gittern / 
treble cittern-')? And how is its refined use in the consort for Queen Elizabeth 
equated with the smell of grease paint which they mention earlier? The 1568 
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imports^*' would have made the small cittern available to all, 30 years before 
Morley's publication. 

Although they correctly argued for the existence of the small cittern, as later 
confirmed by the Tabley ms., there seem to be no valid factual reasons in their 
arguments. Certainly none that point to an octave tuning or its use in consort. 

The Tabley ms., Comm.774. E. Segerman. 
Segerman here claims that Leycester indicates that Holborne and Robinson 
wrote for an octaved cittern. He does not. Leycester writes first of the 
psithyrne, for which he says both Holborne and Robinson wrote books, and for 
which Holborne composed a "Basse-parte for the Viole". He then goes on to 
describe the gittern "which indeed is onely a Treble Psithyrne, being somewhat 
less than the other". He calls the cittern "the little instrument" because it is 
physically smaller than a lute or most viols, and less important because of its 
more limited repertoire and resources. He is similarly slightly disparaging about 
"the Violin or fiddle, which hath but foure stringes". 

His is indeed a direct statement that Holborne and Robinson wrote for the usual 
instrument. 

A question: does "beinge somewhat less than the other" merely mean that the 
treble cittern (of Leycester's time) is smaller than the cittern, or does he mean 
that the gittern is smaller than the treble cittern which is smaller than the 
cittern? If the latter, perhaps the V & A cittern, cat. 10/2, at 38cm string length 
is the correct size; it could also fit Talbot's measurements - T 1" and 1' - for 
cittern and gittern bellies. But see below. 

Comm. 1422. E. Segerman. 
I would like to make the following comments. 

1 I don't like the word ideal'. I used crystallization, Lyle Nordstrom uses 
standardisation^). Morley's 'Lessons' were written for a particular group of 
instruments garnered from much looser combinations based upon what was 
available. In the iconography, which covers the Low Countries, France and Italy 
at least, as well as England and Scotland, the harp is much more usual than the 
bandora, and other instruments occur, especially keyboard and cornett in France. 
Allison's 'Psalmes', published in the same year as Morley's Lessons' can hardly 
be described as a deviation; they simply use some of the same popular 
instrumentation. 
2 The 1596 memorial painting to Sir Henry Unton is not a mural, it is an oil 
painting on panel. The masque which is taking place around the consort does 
not contain any angels. The main character is Diana - she carries a bow and 
wears a moon on her crown. She is preceded by the only character with wings, 
Mercury, he has wings on his hat as well as his back and is carrying a caduceus. 
The presenter who seems to be giving perhaps a description of the masque to 
Lady Unton, wears huntsman's green and may represent Acteon. The other 
characters are Diana's maidens and ten near-naked colour-coded children 
carrying torches. Diana, as virgin goddess, may at this period refer to Queen 
Elizabeth. Suitably in the context of this article, Mercury, as the Greek god 
Hermes, was the inventor of the lyre or cithera. 
3 Whilst admitting the possibility, I know of no evidence that the treble cittern 
used orpharion wire to tune eight of its strings an octave above the usual pitch. 
4 If Praetorius knew only one English cittern, why did he describe it so 
carefully as 'klein Englisch zitterlein'? 
5 On the sources that might have made a size distinction between the usual 
and the treble cittern. There are few, if any, sources from the circles that 
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produced the repertoire to make a size distinction, and similarly, in the more 
extensive lute repertoire, very few references to size, number of basses required, 
etc.. 
6 My criticism that the octaved cittern overpowered the lute even more than 
the usual size does indeed refer to an occasion on which Eph was playing it. 
However he was also playing the larger cittern. 
7 I would agree that a lot can be done to restore balance by careful quill 
cutting. However what musician ever worked to make his instrument quieter? 
A quieter quill on a cittern also sounds scratchier, losing the shimmering quality 
that Eph, and myself, think desirable. 
8 Attainment. At whatever speed the music is played, the amount of practice 
required for the lute part exceeds that for the cittern especially, several times. 
9 I see no reason to alter my opinion about octaved citterns and Praetorius' 
zitterlein tuning. Leycester makes no mention of changes in pitch since his 
youth, and 'treble' instruments are generally thought of as a fourth high. Eph is 
correct to say that modern mandolins survive with a much greater string tension 
than I use on my citterns (although in 1975 he said of Praetorius' tension that "it 
might .. be related to the back coming unglued"). The constructed continental 
citterns that I have been able to measure have belly thicknesses of 2.5-2.75mm 
in the area of the rose, thinning to 1.5-2.Omm at the edges. Carved citterns 
(Canpi etc) have thicknesses of up to 3.5mm at the centre, again thinning 
towards the edges. The four mandolins that were available to me for 
comparison have thicknesses varying from 2.75 to 3.85mm, measured at the rose. 
The mandolins have narrower bellies of course, approximately 80% of the usual 
cittern width, which are bent as well as curved. The down-bearing angle at the 
bridge is at least 5° less than that on the constructed citterns. Eph and myself 
have always considered the English cittern to be constructed. Extant citterns 
have for decoration at the body/neck joint either, balusters on constructed 
citterns or, scrolls on carved citterns. In paintings, scrolls are sometimes shown 
where we might expect a constructed cittern, but, following Winternitz, this is 
usually accounted for as a reference back to the classical form of the lyre. 
Robinson does have scrolls on his cittern (Gilling has balusters, the Eglantine 
cittern has nothing), so just possibly it might have been carved, justifying higher 
tensions. In my experience, using extant citterns as models, with a string-length 
of 43-45cm, a tension of around 23/4kg for constructed citterns and 3!/2-4kg for 
carved citterns seems about right. The bellies sometimes bend enough to 
necessitate adjustment to the action, but not, so far, to collapse. Mandolins have 
tensions of around 7-8kg per string. 

Concerning 'Maister Birds Galliard' apparently for a' tuning. Holborne's 
music is in tablature so that the cittern's pitch is not defined. If only an e" cittern 
was available then Eph's explanation of how a bass viol transposed follows. 
Alternatively if only a treble cittern was available then a tenor viol playing as a 
bass could have substituted for the other pieces. Only Leycester, not Holborne, 
says that the bass part is for viol. It still looks as though Holborne was writing 
for as many customers as possible. But see below. 

To these three reasons for doubting Praetorius' zitterlein tuning I have now 
to add a fourth. 

In a forthcoming article on the relationship between the 17th c. gittern and 
the English zitterlein, Donald Gill gives evidence suggesting that their stringing 
was at least similarly sized and therefore at the same octave, and has kindly 
allowed me to quote him. He suggests that Praetorius' first string should be at a' 
- I suggested g' - rather than g". 

"- he (Praetorius) actually recorded the string gauges of the zitterlein that so 
intrigued him. They are: Quint - no. 11, Quart - no. 8, Terz - no. 5, and Secund -
no. 10. He notes that the strings are of brass and 'steel'. One of the surviving 
cithrinchen manuscripts (Wenster G30, f iv), lists the string gauges required for 
the tuning f a c' e' a', namely, quinten - no. 9 ('steel'), quarten - no. 7 (brass), 
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tertien - no. 5 (brass), secundem - no. 4 (twisted), octaven - no. 2 (twisted) 
Whether tuned to g or a there seems to be no reason to postulate a tuning one 
octave higher than g' or a', even if wire that would have made this possible 
existed at that time.' 

Even in chor-ton, a pitch of g" for the top string would have been at least a 
minor third too high for the tensile strength of Meuler's wire. See below. 

10 Eph dislikes usual size' as descriptive of the 43-45cm string length cittern 
shown almost exclusively in the iconography of Northern Europe, and suggests 
that I mean large' cittern. Large citterns were common in Italy, and perhaps 
used elsewhere at this period, with string lengths of around 54cm, and around 
60-61cm"'. Eph's 'large cittern' seems a misnomer - Leycester himself refers to 
it as "the little instrument". 

All the extant citterns that I know have attachments at the lower end of the belly 
for each course rather than for each string. On those instruments with a comb 
(Italian) it seems to have taken the form of a rod of wood or metal behind the 
comb'), so that each paired course consisted of a single string proceeding from 
one peg, through a slot in the comb and around the rod, returning through the 
adjacent slot to the next peg. In the absence of a comb the attachments are 
small metal, bone, or ivory pins or buttons, either individually fitted like a strap 
button or, later, attached to a plate like that on a modern mandolin. Twisted 
bass strings have a naturally formed loop which fits over a button; single wires 
again proceed from one peg, around a button, and back to the next peg. 
Particularly in a standing position, the cittern is supported by the player's right 
wrist in the area of attachment, and unless the strings are doubled in this way 
there is danger to that area traditionally chosen by suicides, as well as lace 
ruffles etc.. Single strings were doubtless used by players anxious to preserve 
half of a doubled string, but it is difficult to make a smoothly twisted loop, and 
they tend to close, altering the pitch, and becoming immoveable on the button. 
Instrument makers would not generally have fitted them. 

On orpharions and bandoras of course, individual wires were used. Here though, 
the player's wrist is supported above the pin attachment at the bridge by the 
little finger. 

I conclude that where three strings of a course are shown, as in Robinson's 
cittern, that either three twisted strings or one twisted string and a pair of 
octaves are implied. This would seem to prove, as previously suspected, that 
Robinson's engraver got it wrong and that the 2nd and 3rd courses on his block 
were interchanged. 

9 strings seem to have been usual on English citterns. The careful marquetry 
representation of the Eglantine table (1568) also shows them, so we need to 
determine whether unisons or octaves were in use. If three strings in unison 
were used this must have been because either the volume was weaker than plain 
wire, or that they tended not to be in tune with each other (two out-voting one), 
or they broke easily, or looked nice (more expensive). Ostentation can surely be 
dismissed straightaway. I have made my own and they are not difficult to make. 
If I made them full-time in either a rope-walk or a wire-drawers I am sure they 
would be as good as those that I currently buy from Eph (plug). 16th c. makers 
would have made them as well as today's. Using N.R.I, twisted strings, the 
volume equals plain wire, there are no breakage problems, and the tuning 
throughout (governed by the equality of twist) is usually very good. 
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It is safe to assume therefore that, where three strings are shown in a course, two 
of them are a pair at the octave. This seems to be definitely confirmed by 
Vreedman s description of octaves on both the third and fourth courses of the 
French-tuned cittern, and more subjectively because it aids Eph's 'shimmer' and 
Leycester's "Treble Sweet Sound'. There seems to have been plenty of 
knowledge of foreign citterns available. Both the usual size and slight' citterns 
were imported in 1568, and Holborne promised (but probably failed) to produce 
a book for the 6 course cittern. In Italy paired unison courses were the norm 
both for the usual hexachord tuning and for that of Virchi. 

There are two eleven string cittern tunings which appear at first sight to be 
exceptions to this rule. The first is Kargel and Lais' Toppel-Cythar book, 
printed in Strasbourg. Its tuning suggests that three single plain wires would be 
required. Here though, the instrument is described as "lautengemasse" - lute-like 
- with its strings arranged as a six course lute, and with apparently a lute-shaped 
body. The insistence (lautengemasse occurs more often than toppel in the 
title-page and instructions) on its lute-like nature must be the reason for its 
non-conformity. It is just possible, of course, that it also used gut instead of wire, 
and some very slight evidence that the strings may have been tied to a lute-type 
bridge. (8)-

The other problem citterns are those which have eleven strings arranged in four 
courses. There is, however, a clue in Robinson's 'New Citharen Lessons'. 

How strong was Meuler's wire? In Praetorius' plates 16 and 17, the chor-laute is 
approximately one fret longer than the orpharion. As both presumably played 
in chor-ton and sought maximum response from their basses, then the wire was a 
semi-tone less strong than gut - amply strong enough to put a lute tuning on a 
wire instrument, but no stronger. If it had been stronger the angled bridges on 
bandoras and orpharions would have been unnecessary^). 

Although we have a fairly accurate idea of when Meuler was prevented from 
making his wi re^) , the date when it became no longer available to instrument 
makers and musicians must have varied from place to place according to local 
suppliers' stocks. It may well be that it was available longer in England. Its use 
on the particularly English orpharion and the more intermittent supply due to 
the greater distance involved might have led to shopkeepers here ordering 
larger quantities than those to whom it was more easily accessible. 

Strong wire was a desirable commodity and it seems unlikely that a single 
standard product was suddenly improved in just one step by Meuler. There must 
have been stages of improvement and these can perhaps be seen. In 1568 
Vreedman gives careful instructions for placing octave strings on both the 3rd 
and 4th courses - at a nominal g' and a'. Also in 1568 the cittern depicted on the 
Eglantine table in Hardwick is shown with three strings on the 3rd course only. 
This must surely be because the wire available then could achieve an a' pitch, 
but not the b' necessary for English/Italian tuning. A suspicion, engendered by 
Praetorius, that English pitch was lower, is balanced by the only measurements 
we have, suggesting that English citterns were slightly longer (about 2cm) than 
those of the Low Countries. A picture by Floris de Vriendt^ U from before 1570 
shows a carefully painted cittern with only nine strings (as well as colour-coded 
chromatic fretting). This suggests that during the 1560s there was an 
improvement in breaking strain and it may be no coincidence that John Rose 
invented the bandora at this time. The next significant improvement then 
occurred before 1580, when the Helmingham instrument was produced. This we 
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can definitely associate with Meuler or his family because otherwise the secret 
would not have later been able to be suppressed. 

My scenario, which cannot be proven, but I believe is the only one to fit the 
facts, is that Rose was suddenly presented with a quantity of Meuler's new wire 
by somebody at court, who wanted, immediately as usual, a wire-strung 
instrument, with the lute tuning now possible, for the Queen. One can imagine 
how the 'shimmer' and 'filigree' of wire strings, combined with the popular 
tuning and repertoire of the lute would have seemed an 'ideal'. Rose, under 
pressure, used a finished five or six course treble bandora ' ^ ) and added 
elaborate decoration. That the belly was in place when its purfling was added 
and that this was not Rose's usual method of working is shown by the cuts 
through the belly which necessitated its removal and repair. After its 
completion the name orpharion was coined and a head of Orpheus added. It 
was later given by Elizabeth to the Tollemache family, perhaps because its 
string length was just too long for Meuler's wire in 1580 to last sufficiently at the 
pitch used at Court. 

Meuler's wire was still available to Francis Palmer in 1618 for his orpharion if 
the instrument in Braumschweig is genuine. The Braunschweig orpharion is 
similar in size to the Palmer, although it may have been re-built, or even built, 
since the 17th cT^) it is fretted for an a' tuning whereas the Palmer is for g\ 
suggesting that the Braunschweig instrument was pitched at chor-ton, and that 
the Palmer (53cm treble string length) was close to modern. 

Later this wire was no longer available, also perhaps tastes changed from the 
shimmering filigree' to something more robust. Certainly the circa 1700 
orpharion in F rankfu r t^ ) is a much smaller and different instrument 
presumably using overspun basses to achieve the range previously available 
through the use of strong wire. A quick look at Dutch paintings of citterns 
suggests that 9 or even 8 pegs became usual as the century progressed. The 
V & A cittern, 10/2, which seems to be from the second half of the 17th c , has 
had its original diatonic fretting altered to chromatic. Its short string length 
could be the result of wanting to retain the traditional octaves in the absence of 
strong iron. In England, Leycester mentions unison double courses for the 
psithyrne (1656), and we have later further evidence that they became standard 

from Playford and the painting by Edward Collier in the Tate Ga l l e ry . ^ ) 

The loss of octave strings on the treble cittern making Leycester's "more Treble 
Sweet Sound" no more, may have been the reason for its retuning as a re-entrant 
gittern, recapturing some of the desired quality. It is likely that Praetorius used 
the usual 9 peg treble cittern for his plate, whilst describing an 8 string gittern. 
He does seem to nod occasionally - compare the descriptions and plate 
measurements of the Dominici cittern and the large 6 course cittern. 

Ian Harwood^"), suggesting that 'Generall Rules' were applicable to all plucked 
instruments at this period, demonstrated the dependance of Robinson's 
instructions in the 'New Citharen Lessons' on his instructions for lute in The 
School of Musicke' The instructions for tuning the cittern seem to have become 
confused both with those for lute, and also with the continental cittern. Because 
some words are missing from Harwood's article I give Robinson's instructions in 
full. 

"First, set up your Trebles so hie as you dare venter for breaking, and let them 
be both of one tune or sound, then set up your Menes, stopping them in (c) to 
agree with the Trebles in (a) open all in one sound, then set up the Base, 
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stopping it in (h) making it agree with the Menes all in one tune; then lastly set 
up the outermost stringes called the Tenor, stopping it in (d) making it agree 
with the Menes in (a) open all in one sound;-" 

The trebles near to breaking seem to derive from the lute instructions and can 
be discounted. They follow on from "Note that you Keepe always your hands 
cleane, and your nailes short" - desirable perhaps, but not necessary for a quill 
player, unless of course, Robinson intended finger playing, but this seems 
unlikely. The differentiation between "one sound" and "one tune" seems to be 
between unisons and octaves. Leycester uses "one sound" in the same sense. The 
Menes are in unison. The Base, singular, agrees with the Menes in "one tune" 
because it has a pair of octave strings with it, as in Vreedman, etc.. The stringes 
called the Tenor (also singular) look as though they too nearly reflected the 
continental, not English, use of octaves; however they end up in unison. The 
trebles of one tune or sound seem to suggest the possible use of a bourdon on 
the 1st course for those continental citterns with eleven strings - see Mersenne, 
and the 1602 cittern in East Berlin. (The resulting ambivalence may have 
helped to blur any undesirable six-four chords - my own saz is unusually tuned in 
this way). 

Holborne. Robinson and Paolo Virchi all wrote rather good music that is difficult 
for the left hand. The same stretches occur in all three books. Holborne, after 
outlining the grading of his pieces, goes on to say: "Howbeit 1 wish thee not to 
desist, but rather advance thy best conceiptes with a resolution, for I have 
prepared nothing which hath not beene, is not, and may be commanded by the 
hand: for all are comprehended within the limits of hand-reach." He obviously 
expected complaints that the stretches were difficult, though perhaps not from 
the twentieth century! His book is graded into four degrees of difficulty: 
"Praeludia: things short and not harde"; "grounds - for consort or thine owne 
private selfe - together with other light fansies - layde down with as much 
facilitie and ease for a schollers encouragement as my poore wits could fashion"; 
"grounds in variable division: done after a more quicke and hard maner of 
plaie"; "thinges more grave and more judicious then the rest with their Bases in 
prickesong notes - more severe and painfull then do lie in common custome". In 
Italy where the relevant size of cittern measured 44-46cm string length, smaller 
citterns at the same pitch were made. One by Girolamo Virchi, string length 
42.5cm, is in Paris. In England the treble cittern could be used. Definite proof 
of its existence is given in the Tabley ms. and Praetorius' plate 16. Supporting 
evidence comes from imports of 'slight' citterns and the engraving by Crispin de 

Passe after Martin de Vos*'), which suggest that similar sized citterns were in 
use in Northern Europe. Maister Birdes Galliard indicates that Holborne wished 
to include it in his book for the sake of extra sales, at least. 

Robinson, however, may not have had ease of playing in mind. Music for mixed 
consort is in Melii's Quarto Libro: 

Lauto Corista Alpa Doppia 
Lauto piu grande un tasto Un Basso di viola 
Lauto alia quarta Bassa Violino Primo Soprano 
Citara Tiorbata Flauto Secondo Soprano 

The citara tiorbata is at e' pitch and uses Virchi's tuning. It has nine courses of 
which seven are fingered (a frequently used chord is f/d/c/b/a/ /, which presents 
the same stretch as d/b/f/ / claimed by Abbott and Segerman 1975 to necessitate 
the treble cittern in consort). A painting by Evaristo Baschensis containing a 
citara tiorbata in the background does not seem to exist. However at least five 
copies by members of his workshop do, and, despite apparent copyist's errors, 
verify that the citara tiorbata was similar in size to the usual cittern in e'. The 
final section in Robinson's book is for the 14 course cittern - which invention was 
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first begun bv an Italian in Italy, but altered, and strings augmented by me". 
Robinson, who actually makes very little use of his extra courses, uses the same 
left-hand stretches as the four course instrument, indicating a similar string 
length. It seems most unlikely that such a magnificent array of basses would 
have been reduced to treble size. 

Generally there is a large gap both in difficulty and in quality between these 
three books and the mss. of the period (ignoring Playford's books which seem so 
rudimentary that something is missing and needs to be researched). Large 
stretches do however occur occasionally, for instance l/d/d/d/ in Matthew 
Holmes' ms., so that we must conclude that they were expected, even if 
sometimes avoided in solo music by the use of smaller citterns. Note that if the 
treble cittern only had been intended by Holborne his admonition would not 
have been necessary. 

"It containeth foure courses of stringes, as at this day we use it; each course 
beinge doubled, havinge two stringes of one sound in each course;" 
Leycester indicates that the cittern of his day differed from that of circa 1600. 
As that too had four courses the difference can only lie in the doubled unison 
courses. 

The usual cittern had a string length of 43-45cm with its top string at e' and with 
octaves on its bottom, third, g, string, made possible by strong iron wire. A treble 
cittern also existed and its top string, derived from Praetorius plate 16 and a 
similar breaking strain to the larger instrument, was tuned to a'; its third course 
octaves would then have been at c". There is no reason why a treble cittern 
should not have been equipped with eight strings in unison pairs whilst Meuler's 
wire was available, and tuned to e" for use in consort, but it would not have been 
the jester-headed nine string instrument of Robinson, and its use might well have 
been viewed as anti-social. 

Summary. 

Iron wire improved in breaking strain during the second half of the 16th c. This 
is demonstrated by the use of octaves on continental and English citterns. At its 
best it was very nearly as good as gut (Praetorius' chor-laute compared with his 
orpharion, and the use of angled bridges). The use of three strings to a course 
implies the use of octaves. Three strings are shown clearly on the Eglantine 
table and Robinson's cittern. The zitterlein shown in Praetorius'plate 16 has 9 
pegs, hence octaves on the bottom course. These would have been perfectly 
satisfactory with a fourth high tuning but would have broken if an octave high 
tuning had been attempted. As the supply of Meuler's wire ceased the 
orpharion disappeared and the cittern both in England and the continent lost its 
octave strings. The re-tuning of treble citterns as gitterns may be a part of this 
process. 

Notes. 

1 Chords with one hole can be played using Mersenne's mandore technique of 
a quill tied to the forefinger, leaving the thumb also available. 
2 John M. Ward: Sprightly and Cheerful Musick. LSJ XXI, 1979-81. 
3 Sir Peter Leycester, 1656, Tabley ms., quoted by Segerman, FoMRHI 
Comm.774. 
4 JLSA X 1977, quoted by Segerman, FoMRHI Comm. 1422. 
5 Lyle E. Nordstrom: The English Lute Duet and Consort Lesson, LSJ XVIII, 
1976. 
6 Peter S. Forrester: The Cittern in Italy, FoMRHI Comm. 858. 
7 Only one, maybe original, exists - on the ceterone by Canpi in the Museo 
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Bardini, Florence - but their presence can be inferred by the lack of wear, where 
strings have not cut in, on other instruments. 
8 The frontispiece clearly shows the lute-like arrangement of the strings. 
Comparison with that of Kargel's Renovata Cythar (standard diatonic four 
course) suggests that the toppel-cythar had no cut-away to the neck, and that the 
body, of which only the portion adjacent to the neck is shown, was lute-shaped in 
outline at least. Two mid 17th c. paintings illustrated in "Music and Painting in 
the Golden Age", Hoogsteder 1994, show lute-shaped citterns. 

Cornelis Bega worked in Haarlem. He came from a well-to-do family, and 
used professional models in a well-equipped studio. He had travelled in 
Germany. His "Cittern Player (Allegory of Hearing)", Gemeentemuseum, The 
Hague, shows that he had a knowledge of the usual cittern. In "Cittern Player", 
signed and dated 1662, Staatliche Museen, Berlin however, he shows a cittern 
with a lute outline and, because of the position in which it is held, probably a 
lute-shaped back. A second instrument partially seen behind the sitter, with a 
shallow lute body, may be another view of a similar instrument rather than a 
lute. In this painting the cittern's strings are end-fastened. 

In an "Allegory of Hearing", private collection, by Jan van Kessel 
(1626-1679), a cittern, partially hidden by the right-hand edge of the picture, has 
again a lute outline, but with the strings tied to the bridge. Jan van Kessel was 
the grandson of Jan Breughel the elder, and this painting is very obviously based 
upon the latter's well-known picture of the same subject in the Prado, Madrid. 

The "compilatores" describe their cittern as new, the book had two editions as 
opposed to the four of the renovata cittern (plus two mss.) so that it was 
probably made and used in a limited area. 

Its 'doubleness' presumably derives from its tuning, e',d',g,(-),(-),d,G,B, being 
three-quarters of each of two citterns. 
9 New, in 1594, presumably around the time that Meuler's wire was fully 
developed, according to Francis Derrick's letter: "a bandora or orphtrye of the 
new fashion which hath the bridge and the stops slope..". Quoted by Donald Gill: 
The Orpharion and Bandora, GSJ 1960. Barley's book of 1596 is for a seven 
course bandora. His illustration has six double courses with parallel frets, 
however fourteen pegs are shown. One of those on the far side of the pegbox 
and the one furthest from the nut show signs of being revisions by the engraver. 
10 R. Gug: Jobst Meuler or the secrets of a Nuremburg wire-drawer, FoMRHI 
Comm. 866. 
11 Floris de Vriendt (1516-1570), "Athena chez les muses", Town Hall, Conde 
sur Escaut. 
12 The meantone fretting of a bandora in d would also suit a lute tuning in g. 
13 It has been suggested that this instrument is a comparatively modern copy 
of the Palmer. However the fretting is different. The 1928 catalogue entry 
mentions two roses. There is only one at present, but the back of the instrument 
looks very new and may be a replacement. Roses occur on the backs of some 
other lobed instruments. 
14 See FoMRHI Comm. 407, Orpharion News, E.Segerman. 
15 Edward Collier, "Still life with a volume of Wither's "Emblems"", 1696. The 
cittern has worm-holes painted in, so could reasonably be considered 
contemporary with Playford or even Leycester. 
16 Ian Harwood: Thomas Robinson's 'NGenerall Rules". LSJ XX, 1978. 
17 Used as front cover illustration, LSJ XXII 2, 1982. 
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FoMRHI Comm: 14-4 6 Michael Cole 

Johann Socher ' s Square Piano of 1742 

In The Early Pianoforte (reviewed in FoMRHI Q82 January 1996) Stewart PoUens 
expresses doubts on the dating of this instrument - noting, in particular, that 
some scratches visible on the soundboard do not appear to continue on the label 
but rather pass under it. He proposes that, were it not for the date 1742 
inscribed on the label, he would have dated the piano nearer to 1790. The date 
of this instrument is of great importance in the history of the piano, and since 
I had myself arrived at a position of extreme scepticism, I offer the following 
observations. 

Introduction. Nineteenth century works on the history of the pianoforte 
attribute the invention of the square piano to Christian Ernst Friederici of 
Gera. The sources subscribing to this attribution (including F-J. F6tis and 
A.J.Hipkins) give the date for this invention as 1758. However, in the early part 
of the twentieth century the unexpected appearance of an instrument signed 
by Johann Socher, a previously unknown maker, and dated 1742, skittled this 
received history in one shot. The discovery was first announced by Paul de Wit, 
a dealer and coUector highly active in Germany c.1910, in whose collection the 
instrument mysteriously appeared. In 1928 it was purchased for the Neupert 
CoUection, from there passing into the amalgamated collections in the 
Germanisches National Museum, Nuremberg. In all written histories of the piano 
since 1930 it has been cited as the world's oldest surviving square piano. 

The importance of this instrument. The existence of a square piano dated as 
early as 1742 has profound impbcations for our understanding of the evolution 
of the pianoforte, not only in Germany but in England too. It is generally 
believed that square pianos were first produced by adapting the s t ructure of 
a clavichord to take a hammer action. However, the Socher's construction seems 
to show that even by 1742 the square piano was very different from a clavichord 
in many fundamental respects. If it truly was made before any of Gottfried 
Silbermann's surviving pianos, by an otherwise unknown maker, our 
understanding of the piano in the early eighteenth century must be radicaUy 
affected. One can only marvel at the maker's prophetic insights and the 
instrument's astonishingly advanced features. If genuine it would be: 

* the oldest dated German pianoforte of any kind. 
* the world's oldest square piano, apparently made decades before there is any 
mention of them in any eighteenth century literature. 
* the world's oldest known piano with a sustaining stop. 
* Perhaps most surprising of all, it would demonstrate that even before 1750 
Joh. Socher had embraced the concept of a piano without mutation stops (such 
as the harp stop and Moderator) though other makers thought them essential. 

An Investigation. As part of an ongoing research programme the author made 
a week long visit to Nuremberg in May 1995 with some financial assistance from 
the J.J.K. Rhodes Bursary Fund. After five days devoted solely to examining 
eighteenth century square pianos of German origin, the author carefuUy 
examined the 'Johann Socher, 1742', in the presence of Dr. Sabine Klaus, on the 
morning of Saturday, 6 May 1995. Several hours were set aside specifically for 
this instrument which the author had also previously examined in June 1993. 

Identification. MINe 156 (in the museum's accession numbering). It is described 
in the Verzeichnis (Checklist) of the museum's holdings by Renate Huber as: 
Tafelklavier, Johann Socher, Sonthofen, 1742. It is on public display in the 
musical instrument gaUeries of the Germanisches National Museum, Nuremberg. 
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Summary of the conclusions. 
An examination of this piano raises many doubts about its authenticity. The main 
points are: 
1. The hand-written inscription of the date itself is very questionable. 
2. The label bearing the date appears to have been pasted on the soundboard 

long after the piano was made (as reported by PoUens). 
3. The size and shape of the keys suggests that they were made at the latter end 

of the nineteenth century (or later) - or refashioned then. 
4. Visual examination suggests that several parts of the keyframe use timber of 

a much later date than 1742. 
5. An inexplicable mutilation of the bridge removes some possibly interesting 

and perhaps critical evidence. 

Literature. 
The 'Socher 1742' is iUustrated in numerous books on the pianoforte, notably 
in Rosamond Harding's The Pianoforte (1933, 2nd Edn 1978, Plate VI). A sectional 
view of the action is shown in Harding's Fig. 27, page 39. More recent 
publications which make more than a passing reference to this piano include 
Konstantin Restle Bartolomeo Cristofori und die Anfange des Hammerclaviers 
(Munich 1991), and PoUens The Early Pianoforte (Cambridge 1995). Restle's 
account contains gross errors . His statements about the location of the 
inscription, and his insistence that the instrument is bichord strung should not 
be believed. PoUens gives by far the most detailed description of any observer, 
and iUustrates it with photographs taken by himself. The reader is referred to 
that book for a photograph of the inscription. Though the printers have not 
done a very good job with the photographic material, the scratches passing 
under the label can be seen quite clearly with a hand lens. 

The earliest description of the instrument is given by Paul de Wit in 
Zeitschrift fur Instrumentenbau (46, 1925-26, pp 4-5), but I have not been able 
to locate this. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Casework. The case is made from softwood, pine or fir, with through dovetaU 
joints just visible beneath a thick layer of brown varnish. The case walls are 
posed on top of a pine bottom board about 43 mm. thick. This bottom board is 
one of the piano's many singularities. Instead of being butt jointed, the three 
longitudinal pine planks are rebated at each end to accept a wide cross plank 
in a halving joint. The centre plank appears to terminate when it meets the 
cross pieces. 

The overaU dimensions of the instrument are 1376 mm. by 500 mm. not 
including a substantial double round moulding running around the bottom of 
the case; the height of the case is 186 mm. not including the thickness of the lid. 
The case scantbngs (mm.) are as foUows: Spine 15.9; Left side 15.8; Right side 
16.5; front c.15. Though it is described in the literature as a smaU instrument, 
a comparison with other 'square pianos' having a 54 note C-f3compass makes the 
'Socher' a surprisingly large instrument. If we multiply the length by width by 
height a resulting volume for the Socher is 128 dm3 (128300cm 3). Of my sample of 
twelve C-f3 instruments the 'Socher' stands out as by far the largest. The 
arithmetic mean of the sample is 88 dm3and the largest apart from the 'Socher' 
is 110 dm3. This puts it far outside the range. If we were to include the harp-
shaped instruments (usually ascribed to Schmahl) the sample would be greatly 
augmented and the Socher would be even more isolated. In fact, the large size 
of the 'Socher' puts it on a par with five octave, 61 note instruments made after 
1775. 
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The lid (about 13 mm. thick) is divided into two pieces, with the additional 
front-closing piece (or lockboard) rigidly attached at right-angles to the full 
length front flap. This narrow front piece and the wider back piece are joined 
together with two brass butt hinges with woodscrews (therefore certainly not 
dating from 1742). More credible eighteenth-century style brass hinges attach 
the main lid to the spine, and there is a staple and hasp also of brass for 
securing the 'lockboard' or fall. The instrument stands on four lathe-turned 
legs of pine or fir, crudely tenoned into the bottom boards. 

The whole exterior of the case and Ud, as weU as the legs, is liberaUy 
coated with a thick layer of brown, resinous varnish, applied over a priming 
coat of an immiscible substance, producing a crazed or crackled appearance 
seen clearly in photographs. There are signs everywhere that this exterior 
finish was applied within the last hundred years. The underside of the Ud is 
painted with a triptych of undetermined age, showing in the centre St. CeciUa 
at an organ, and to either side harbour scenes in an untutored style. The 
internal surfaces of the case parts are painted in a creamy yellow colour over 
a grey ground. 

Inside, three structures run across the instrument lateraUy. These are, at 
the left, a soUd pine block running from front to back (where the stop levers 
would be in an English square piano). Secondly, to the right of the keyboard, 
the Damm or beUy raU; this is also composed of a pine plank standing on edge. 
There is no 'mousehole' or opening in this belly raU save that it is reduced by 
approximately 5 mm. at the top where part of the soundboard projects out over 
the keyboard. The third structure, the wrestplank, at the right side of the 
interior, is of unusual if not unique construction. Some very small clavichords 
have a continuous wrestplank fixed to the inside of the right side case member. 
Other smaU clavichords, as weU as Zumpe style pianos, have a continuous 
wrestplank but angled from the right front corner to a point some distance 
along the spine. Alternatively, a wrestplank can be in two parts; one piece 
attached to the right side of the case and a second piece bracing the first at a 
point about 100 or 150 mm. from the proximal end across to the spine. Many 
larger clavichords and most late eighteenth century square pianos have such 
a compound wrestplank. The 'Socher' has none of these. Its wrestplank is 
composed of three pieces in a zig-zag plan (see Figure 1). The space to the right 
rear, behind the wrestplank is open, so that one may see there the inside of the 
bottom boards, with the right rear leg poking through. This wrestplank block 
stands some 5 mm. higher than the soundboard. Along the right edge of the 
soundboard, abutting the wrestplank, there is a cloth-covered down-bearing 
strip in three straight pieces. 

FIGURE 1 Bottom Boards visible 
with top of leg tenon. 

\ 

Raised down-
hearing strips 

JOH. SOCHER PLAN VIEW 
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The hitchpin block is of a characteristic form seen in a special class of 
instruments known to have been made in southern Germany during the last 
quarter of the eighteenth century. It consists of a plank of hardwood with a 
rounded proximal edge (quadrant form - see Figure 2). There is no nut as such. 
The hitchpins are located at the top edge of the quadrant, from where the 
strings proceed down the curved face and thence underneath a horizontal metal 
pin fixed in the bottom edge. Thus, the string has an up-bearing at the left 
hand end (as with a capo tasto bar). This hitchpin block is posed on top of the 
left hand pine cross piece, then on top of the Damm or belly raU, and thence 
extends to the right to be posed directly on top of the piece of wrestplank next 
to the spine. In most Tafelklaviere with this type of hitchpin block there is a 
clear space beneath the centre part (i.e. the plank is not connected to the 
bottom boards), this being an essential part of the design concept because the 
action slides out through a large rectangular hole in the spine when a cover 
plate is removed. The collateral benefit is that the front of the case is strongly 
braced (the 'nameboard' being a fixture), with the soundboard often extending 
right across to the left above the keyboard. The 'Socher' has no such benefits. 
The action withdraws through the front, the soundboard is not extended, and 
yet the keyboard extends back into an open space, right up to the spine. 

COMMENT: this instrument is evidently NOT a converted clavichord. Its 
s tructure is related to a class of Tafelklaviere well known from many harp-
shaped examples, usually attributed to J.M.Schmahl of Ulm dating from the 
period 1770-1793. Like them it is single s trung - yet, it is bulkier than any 
other known C-f ins t rument (rectangular or harp-shaped) and is conceptually 
unique in many detads. 

THE LABEL 

The significance of this instrument depends solely upon the authenticity of the 
inscription. There is a paper label pasted on the soundboard to the left of the 
bridge in the tenor region, 70 mm. high by 80 mm. wide. EssentiaUy it is in a 
pre-printed form, from an engraved plate with a simple geometric design to 
which the inscription has been added. The design consists of: two plain Unes 
defining the rectangular outer border: within this is an eUipse with a doubled 
outline (the engraver has inserted geometric decoration between the double 
outUne); the area within the elUpse is divided by demi-lune segments (or 
scallops) around the edge, again double edged with decoration within the lines. 
[The formal classicism of this design is very oddly alUed to the inscribed date 
at which period one would expect something with a swirUng baroque border.] 

Adjacent to the label there are accidental scratches on the soundboard some of 
which appear to terminate at the label edge; i.e. they appear to pass under the 
label, which suggests that when this damage to the surface of the soundboard 
occurred the label was not in its present location. In the clear central area 
within the elUpse is a hand-written inscription, in ink, neatly executed with 
each letter separated: 

Joh. Socher 
im 

Obern Sonthofen 
Allgau 

In the lowest central demi-lune area at the bottom edge - i.e. spatially separated 
from the main inscriptions - is written: 1742 

N.B. the seven has a crossed stem as in modern German usage. There are no 
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umlauts. The name is Socher (not Socher as reported by Harding), and the 
region is surprisingly written as Allgau (not Allgau). 

Other inscriptions 

On the upper surface of the hitchpin block, behind the hitchpins, a long strip 
of old paper is pasted down on which the numbers 1 to 54 are written so as to 
correspond with each hitchpin location, and above these numbers are the note 
names written (in ink). Visually this appears to be quite convincing 18th 
century writing. The sharps are nominated in the C,s and fiS terminology with 
the higher pitches indicated by horizontal bars above the letters. Concerning 
the numerals one might observe that the sevens are not crossed. To the right 
of the wrestpins, on a similar strip of paper, the notes are similarly indicated. 
The style is comparable - that is, for the notes number 40 upwards. Next to the 
lowest 39 wrestpins there is no room for such a label to be pasted down 
horizontaUy so a paper strip for this section is pasted to the inside face of the 
left case member. Here the hand is more shaky, perhaps because it was 
inscribed in situ. Here a 7 is crossed as on the soundboard label. 

When the keys are withdrawn, on the inside face of the softwood spine of the 
instrument (beneath the overhanging hitchpin block) there are pencd marks 
one of which is Uke a Greek letter rho, lower case, which may be interpreted as 
a carpenter's face-edge marking. 

COMMENT: PoUens has already remarked on the suspicious location of this label, 
and the scratches mentioned above, and this of course must raise doubts as to 
whether it originaUy belonged to this instrument or was added long afterwards. 
We should also notice that the pre-printed label contains no reference to 
musical instruments. If it has been moved to its present location it could have 
come from another position within this instrument, from another instrument 
(maybe an organ, or a guitar!) but equally, it could be just as easUy an ex libris 
bookplate. 

Is the date authentic to the label? I suggest that it is fraudulent. Despite 
much searching and effort I have not been able to find any example of the use 
of the crossed seven in any inscription within a manuscript or a musical 
instrument from anything Uke such an early date. The standard form of the 
seven in eighteenth century German handwriting consists solely of two strokes. 
When it is essential to distinguish a seven very clearly from a 'one' the 'one' was 
sometimes written as a single down stroke with a dot above, so that it looks Uke 
a lower case Y (a very good example of this is seen in Burkat Shudi's signature 
of 1761 shown in Dale, p. 40.). [I would be grateful for any observations on this 
matter from FoMRHI members or elsewhere.] 

KEYBOARD & ACTION 

The keyboard compass is from C to f3, that is, 54 notes, a common compass for 
German clavichords and Tafelklaviere from the 18th century. The key levers are 
made from red pine, dark and discoloured with stains, of a very antique 
appearance. The three octave span (Stichmass) measured from F to f2is 484mm. 
There is a three-raU keyframe, of mixed hardwoods. The balance raU and back 
touch raU are through mortised into the up-standing side waUs in a 
construction reminiscent of Viennese fortepianos of the c. 1790 era. At the front, 
to either side of the keys, these side pieces are profUed and stained black, to 
be in effect sculptured keyboard end blocks. (See Figure 2). The front 
keyframe member is dispensable as it is no more than a small moulding with no 
structural function. The natural key plates are of fruitwood stained dark brown 
or black with four scores spanning 8.5 mm. in total. The fronts of the naturals 
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are covered with a thin layer of black-coloured paper. The sharps are of oak or 
chestnut stained black, topped with a slip of bone [some appear to be ivoryj. 
The keyframe is almost exactly rectangular, the bass and treble keys are both 
about 457mm long, with the naturals pivoted at 157mm. AU of the keys are 
straight. 
FIGURE 2: 

A C T I O N : Redrawn from H A R D I N G (1978) with 
alterations and additions by M I C H A E L COLE 

After detaching the damper lifting stop (which is fastened by woodscrews), 
the foreboard which stands behind the keys I'nameboard'J may be lifted out. 
Lifting the iron rod on the left to disengage the dampers - i.e. to lower them 
since they are under-dampers - it is then possible to draw out the keyboard 
and action by pulling on the end blocks. One person alone would find this an 
awkward task. 

The back touch raU of the keyframe has an upper part of beech, projecting 
forwards at the top. Along the proximal edge of this over-rail there are 55 
vertical saw cuts in which there are thin slats or upright pieces of hardwood, 
which project upwards above the over-raU where they make supports for the 
hammers. Below this over-raU they make 54 Kanzellen or boxes. The distal end 
of each key projects into these boxes, by which means the rear end of the keys 
are guided. SmaU pads of leather are glued to the sides of the keys at the distal 
end to prevent rattUng, and a further pad is stuck on top of the key lever 
where it contacts the over-rail so making the stop on the key movement. The 
hammers, with their heads towards the player, are attached on a shared brass 
wire passing through all of the upright slats. There appears to be no provision 
for demounting the hammers from this axle wire. Such is the height of this axle 
above the keys that the hammer heads cannot rest on the keys (as they usuaUy 
do in eighteenth century German instruments). Instead the hammers rest on a 
cloth-covered rail (as in EngUsh pianos) which is morticed into the side walls 
of the keyframe. 

Concerning the keys themselves several points deserve special notice. 
1. The natural key HEADS are 45mm long. This is longer than any authentic 

18th century keyboard of any kind whatsoever. Eighteenth century 
south German keys for harpsichords and clavichords would be in the 
order of 35-39 mm: e.g. Stein's fortepiano keys are 35-36 mm. There is no 
recorded instance where pre-1750 German keys remotely approach 45 mm. 

2. The key tails are exceptionally wide and uniform. All of the tads are 
between 13.5 and 13.8 mm wide. The 'D' is not wider than the others. 

3. The sharps have very thin and surprisingly white bone tops (some 
appear to be ivory). On 18th Century keys one expects a minimum of 2 mm. 
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thickness, here it is much less. [This thin cutting and artificial whiteness 
IS typical of post-1850 keys where white colouring agents, as a fine 
powder, were added to the glue, so that the underlying timber would not 
show through very thinly cut material.] 

4. The natural key plates appear to be of one piece (i.e. no separate heads 
and tails. This is also completely inconsistent with normal 18th century 
manufacture. 

I therefore conclude that these keys covers were newly made at the end of the 
nineteenth century or the beginning of the twentieth century. 

On the upper surface of the distal part of the keys there are yet more 
anomaUes. Two scribe lines across the width of the key panel are used to 
indicate the bne of the balance rail pins in the usual way; one line for the 
naturals and, some 20 mm. or so behind, a second scribe for the sharps. 
Adjacent to the sharps scribe line is another scribe line of no discernable 
purpose. Farther to the rear there are three other Unes, fanning out from bass 
to treble. If these Unes were scribed as a guide to the ordering of the keys 
when they are to be assembled (a common 17th/early 18th century practice but 
usuaUy carried out with only one diagonal line) the observable numbering of 
the keys would be redundant. 

The balance raU (of red beech) does not appear to be anything like 250 years 
old. It is nearly rectangular in cross section and morticed at each end into the 
keyframe side members. Examining these mortices it can be seen that this 
balance raU (or a previous one) was at first located some 12 mm. to the rear of 
its present position. The mortice was then re-cut or extended to relocate the 
balance raU in a more forward position. The gap at the back of the mortice was 
filled up with a piece of end grain timber. Despite this rethink (if this is the 
correct interpretation) this modification was still insufficient as the balance raU 
is stiU located too far to the rear, and hence the balance pins penetrate very, 
very near to its proximal edge. [This can be seen faithfuUy recorded by 
Harding.] Some of the pins are so desperately near the front edge of the balance 
rail that they actually break out of the timber! Neither do the balance pins have 
that rusty, corroded appearance that one expects to see. Matching this, we note 
that the mortices in the key levers are not of the usual early 18th century oval 
form but show the rectangular shape common on much later work. They were 
probably cut with a smaU chisel. Clearly this work does not date from 1742. 

Similarly, the red beech Kanzellen have a very fresh and cleanly executed 
appearance. The Stosser, which bumps the hammers upwards, is made from a 
hardwood strip (probably beech) sawn across the grain into triangular pieces, 
which are then glued onto the distal part of the keys. The top angle is rounded 
off somewhat and a piece of brown leather is glued on top. They do not appear 
to be of the same age as the key levers to which they are attached. 

COMMENT: if the keys have been so comprehensively reworked is there any 
reason for believing that they ever formed part of a hammer action instrument 
in the eighteenth century? A tentative hypothesis to account for the above 
features might be that the keyframe was made between 1880 and 1920 - to suit 
a set of old keys taken from an instrument with straight key levers and parallel 
balance rail (perhaps a harpsichord or early grand piano). It may be observed 
that the right hand side of the key for f3 has an entirely unnecessary rebate 
that corresponds with nothing on the present keyframe. The workman at first 
miscalculated the position for the balance raU and made a correction (but an 
inadequate one). He then enlarged the mortices in the keys to accommodate new 
balance pins. The keys were plated in the current orthodoxy (c.1900) and were 
given a suitably antique appearance. The Stossers on the rear of the key and 
the pads behind cover any possible evidence of a former use. Only with more 
time to study this keyboard could any firm conclusions be reached. 
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THE DAMPERS 
The dampers are of the under lever type, rotating on a brass wire which passes 
through vertical slats inserted into a rail passing over the keys. At each end 
this raU is furnished with a projecting metal spike which drops into a notch in 
the side keyframe members; thus the damper support raU can rotate about its 
long axis. Operating this by means of the iron lever Ufts the near end of the 
dampers to produce sustaining tone. The dampers consist of a pear wood body, 
profiled in an interesting shape, memorably described as Uke a rifle butt, with 
plenty of wood beyond the fulcrum to act as a counter weight. The farther part 
is a projecting wire (corresponding to the rifle barrel) which turns up at the 
end with a soft pad attached. There are only 52 dampers so the top two notes are 
undamped. A sawn off stub shows that there was an intention to provide at least 
53 dampers. It is in fact the soundboard projection to the left, above the treble 
keys, which prevents there being dampers for the top two notes. Thus one 
suspects that the case structure and soundboard was not designed with this 
type of damper in mind; the dampers may be an afterthought. 

The damper Ufting mechanism is very inefficient. There is a sort of see-saw 
wooden lever fitted to the back of the 'nameboard'. By means of a woodscrew it 
is attached to a stop knob above the centre of the keyboard which moves up and 
down in a vertical slot. To hold the dampers away from the strings it is 
necessary that the stop knob when pressed down should stay down. This it 
declines to do. The combined weight of 52 dampers is quite enough to persuade 
the apparatus to go back where it started from and the knob needs very little 
other inducement to rise back up the slot. One might tighten the screw to 
squeeze the board and so create some friction. 

SOUNDBOARD & BRIDGE 
The soundboard is of spruce with the grain running paraUel to the major axis 
of the instrument. This soundboard has the appearance of great age, being dark 
and dirty. Where it is most easUy inspected, along the exposed left edge, it is 
between 2 mm. and 1.5 mm. thick. It has many hairUne spUts. The hardwood 
bridge is rectangular in cross-section, double pinned throughout, serpentine 
in plan with a very tight radius in the treble suggesting that it was designed 
for a very short scaling. The width tapers markedly; 14.5 mm in the bass to 10 
mm. in the treble; it is c. 15 mm. high throughout. At the bass end it terminates 
in a carved scroU. A matching scroU termination is also to be expected at the 
treble end (as one sees in so many 'Schmahl' instruments) but it has been 
mutilated, very close to the 54th string, with an abrupt vertical cut, to half the 
height, whereafter it continues some distance to the expected length if there 
had been a scroll. 

Elevation and cross-section of bridge. 

BASS END TREBLE END 
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As with most instruments with this type of bridge and hitchpin block, the 
stringing is single. 

Fanuliarity with many single-strung instruments with a flat-topped double-
pinned bridge and rounded hitchpin block leads one to expect that, associated 
with a C-f3 compass, there are often 55 strings though only 54 notes are 
represented on the keyboard. This corresponds to a semi-tone transposition in 
which the keyboard can be moved backwards. Some examples have a double 
semitone shift, most have only a single; the 'Socher' has none. This is not 
unique as there are a few harp-shaped instruments that were apparently made 
without a transposing facUity. It is therefore mightily frustrating that the 
mutilation of the Socher bridge is so near the 54th string as to obliterate signs 
that there may or may not once have been a 55th string. Nevertheless, a careful 
examination suggests that there may stiU be signs - by a small mark on the 
bridge - that before the mutilation a 55th string might have been present. This 
requires further examination. Needless to say, there is absolutely no sign of a 
55th hitchpin or wrestpin. 

AESTHETICS & MUSICAL RESOURCES 

Among a long Ust of incomprehensible anachronisms the most difficult to cope 
with concerns the musical resources. Fitting the 'Socher' into some sort of 
coherent history does not appear to be possible. Though there are many 
surviving single strung, C-f3hammer-action instruments with the rounded, up
bearing hitchpin block, obviously related to the 'Socher' in constructional 
concept, their connection with regard to their musical aesthetic defeats aU 
logic, because: 
1. the most similar instruments are not equipped with dampers. (Though 

there are some examples that have dampers, none could be reasonably 
dated before 1775). 

If we propose that the 'Socher' was made in 1742 but had dampers added later 
we still have problems because: 
2. an invariable feature of such instruments is the Harp stop, a serpentine 

batten which is lowered onto the strings near the bridge. This requires 
a hand stop lever mechanism. There is not the least sign of it on the 
Socher. 

3. a notable feature of this class of instruments is that they are equipped 
with at least one Moderator stop, (frequently two) fitting under the 
hitchpin block. Why does the Socher not have this? 

Instead of sharing the early Tafelklavier aesthetic of many mutation stops 
without dampers, this instrument evinces the later aesthetic, dispensing with 
mutation stops and having dampers, and indeed, very elaborate ones, and a 
sustaining stop. Constructing a plausible evolution or historical progression 
appears to be impossible. If the Socher had dampers and a sustaining stop in 
1742 why were these ideas abandoned in the obviously related instruments for 
several decades? Fitting a Moderator stop to the Socher would have been 
simpUcity itself. All of the later instruments in this class are so equipped as an 
integral part of their aesthetic. So why not Socher? 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The large dimensions of this instrument, the straight keys, and many other 
constructional features would rule out any possibUity that this is a clavichord 
converted to hammer action at a later date. 
2. If there were not a date written on the label the constructional features such 
as the height of the bridge, the down-bearing strips, the dampers and 
sustaining stop would suggest a date after 1780. 
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3. We observe that there are strong grounds for suspecting that the label is not 
original; the scratches that appear to pass under it, the surprisingly classical 
motif of the engraving, and the ostentatious position. 
4. The date is suspicious - spatiaUy separate from the rest of the inscription 
and containing the crossed downstroke of the seven which is highly improbable 
in eighteenth century handwriting. 

So there are four possible interpretations: 

I This is a much restored instrument whose condition now is not a reliable 
indication of its original state. 

II This is a confection incorporating some genuine remnants of old 
instruments - creatively reassembled. 

III This is an entirely fraudulent instrument. 

IV This is a genuine instrument made in 1742 by an otherwise unrecorded 
craftsman who had innovative ideas decades ahead of his time. 

If this last is true, the instrument is of pivotal importance. If any other of these 
propositions is true it should be struck out from future histories of the 
pianoforte. 

PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER ACTION. 

Some steps might be taken to test the above propositions: 
A. Some of the case timbers have a very clear grain suitable for dendro-

chronological analysis. With the keyboard out the spine and beUy raU 
have a particularly clean surface. 

B. Workshop or laboratory examination of the hidden features could be 
undertaken. A hole has been bored through the bottom boards at some 
time; an inspection tube might easUy be inserted. Removing the pad and 
the Stosser on the rear of a key wiU show whether there is anything 
covered up that would indicate a former use. 

C. CaUigraphic analysis could be undertaken of the many ink-written 
inscriptions, paying special attention to the consistency or otherwise 
between the date and name above it, and also between the numerals on 
the label and those next to the hitchpins. 

D. A search among printed labels and bookplates from the AUgau region 
might determine the Ukely date of the pattern of what (on the surface) 
appears to be a classical rather than a rococo motif. 

The crucial importance of this purported 1742 square piano would certainly 
merit a thorough investigation with all the resources available to a modern 
museum. 

NOTE: the observations and remarks contained in this communication are those 
of the author only, and are not endorsed by any member of the staff at the 
Germanisches National Museum, past or present. The author gratefuUy 
acknowledges the financial assistance from the Trustees of the J.J.K.Rhodes 
Bursary Fund that enabled him to spend a week in Nuremberg studying German 
'square pianos' in May 1995. His inspection of MINel56 was a smaU part of that 
re searc h. 


